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- S-Bond TTC Spreod Spectrum Tronsponders
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- L-Bond Tronsmitters
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Discovering space with yolt.,.

TO UNDERSTAND OUR ORIGIN

TO PRESERVE OUR PLANET

TO IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE

Optics, Mechanics and Electronics.

Officine Galileo

B.U. Spazio
An Alenia Difesa/Finmeccanica Comoanv

www.spazio.galileoavionica.com
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the international soace station is reall

The lnternational Space Station is Real !

J. Feustel-Biiechl
ESA Director of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

ISS assembly status and outlook
The International Space Station (lSS) has made
enormous progress in the past year (Figs. 1-5)
and is a reality in orbit. Despite the challenges
faced by such a global programme, it is now
providing operational experience and - first and

It has taken a huge effort to bring the International Space Station (lSS)
programme together. Many years of ups and downs, changes in
partnerships, redesigns and other impacts have influenced the
programme. But, finally, with the signature of the Intergovernmental
Agreement on 29 January 1998 by 15 countries and the associated
Memoranda of Understanding on the same day by the five Partner
space agencies, the legal foundations were established. This article
describes the achievements so far, and ESAs plans for the future.

foremost - it is permitting the permanent crew
of three astronauts to perform its first
experiments in orbit. We have taken the first
real step in ISS operations and utilisation.

As of end-July 2OO1 , 18 launches have been
performed ftable 1). The Expedition-1 first

Station crew boarded in November 2000,
openrng the door even at this early stage to
operations and the first experiments.

The assembly steps planned for the rest of this
year (Table 2) will considerably enhance the
Station. Further outfitting of the laboratories
already in orbit will allow a wider utilisation of
the ISS to begin. The overall assembly
schedule of more than 50 launches is expected
to be completed around 2005. At that stage,
the Station will have a mass of about 450 t,
an overall size of 120 m by 75 m and an

operational crew of 6 to 7 astronauts (Fig. 6).

The ESA contributions to the orbital
complex
Ten European countries (Germany, France,
Italy, Belgium, Denmark, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Spain and Switzerland)
contribute through ESA as a Partner Agency to
the development and exploitation of the lSS.

The European contribution (Fig. 7) amounts
to about 3.5 billion Eurosand corresoonds to
8.3% in utilisation rights of the western paft of
the Station. Europe's contribution centres
around two core elements: the Columbus
laboratory (including its outfitting) and the
Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV).

While Columbus (Fig. 8) is our principal
contribution to the ISS in-orbit configuration,
the ATV (Fig. 9) launched by Ariane-S will be
used to service the Station during its
operational phase. ESA is also making a

considerable number of smaller, but still
important contributions, including Nodes-2 and
-3, the Cupola, the Data Management System
of the Russian Segment, the European Robotic
Arm (ERA), the early-delivery items (Material

Science Glovebox, Hexapod, MELFI Minus

Table 1. /SS /aunches per-formed up to mid-July 2001 .

Flight Nr. Launch/Return Date ElemenVTask

1 : lAlR 20 Nov 98 Zarya (FGB\

2: 2A 4/15 Dec 98 Unity (Node-1)

3: 2A1 27 May/3 Jun 98 Logistics
4: 2A.2A 19/29 May O0 Logistics/ Reboost
5: 1R 12 Jul 0O Zvezda (Service Module)

6: 1P 6 Aug 00 Logistics (Progress-Ml)
7:2A.28 B/20 Sept 0O Logistics (Outfitting)

8: 3A 11 /24 Ocl OO 21 Truss
9: 2F 31 Oct 00/21 Mar 01 Expedition-1 Crew/Rescue
10: 2P 16 Nov 0O Logistics (Progress-Ml )

1.1 : 44 30 Nov/1 1 Dec 0O P6 Truss/solar arrays
12: 5A 7/2O Feb O0 Destiny (US Lab)

13: 3P 26 Feb 01 Logistics (Progress-M)

14: 5A 1 B/21 Mar O1 Expedition-2 Crew/1sl MPLM
15: 4P 1 2 Apr 01 Logistics (Progress-Ml )

16: 64 19 Apr/1 May 01 2no MPLM/Canadarm2
17:25 28 Apr/Oct 0.1 Taxi Flight
18: 7A 12/25 Jul 01 Quest Airlock

Vehicle

Proton
Shuttle STS-BB

Shuttle STS-96
Shuttle STS-101
Proton
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-.106
Shuttle STS-92
Soyuz
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-97
Shuttle STS-98
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-102
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-100
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-104

Table 2. /SS /aunches olanned to end-2001

Flight Nr. Planned Launch

19:5P Jul 01

20:7AJ mid-Aug 01

21:4R Aug 01

22:6P Sep Ol
23:35 Oct 01

24: UF1 Nov 01

25:7P Dec 0.1

Element/Task

Logistics (Progress-M)

3ro MPLI\//Logistics
Docking Compartment
Logistics (Progress-M.1 )

Taxi Flight
Expedition-3 Crew/4tn MPLM
Logistics (Progress-M 1 )

Vehicle

Soyuz
Shuttle STS-105
Proton
Soyuz
Soyuz
Shuttle STS-108
Soyuz

11
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Figure 6. How the ISS will appear when its assembly is completed. (ESA/D. Ducros)

Figure 7. ESA's contributions to the lSS.

Figure 8. The Columbus laboratory. (ESA/D. Ducros)

Figure 9. The Automated Transfer Vehicle. (ESA/D. Ducros)

Automated Transfer Vehlcle
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Freezer and Crew Refrigerator
Freezer and padicipation in the
Crew Return Vehicle (CRV) and its

X-38 orbital test vehicle. Many of
these additional contributions are
bafter items, aimed at achieving
either early utilisation or other
goods and services received from
our partners as compensation on
a no-exchange-of-funds basis.
Together fable 3; Figs. 10-20),
these deliveries give Europe an

important role - about 4Oo/o of all
launches to the Station involve
European-developed hardware.

Status of the ESA contributions
Some of the European deliveries,
such as the Data Management
System (DMS-R) of the Russian
Segment or the Mission Data Base,
have already been completed and
delivered and are operational in

orbit or on the ground. Most of the
other European contributions are in

an advanced state, and some are

close to delivery. Columbus and
ATV both recently passed
important design steps. Columbus
successfully completed its Critical
Design Review (CDR) in January

Columbus Control Centre

ATV Control Centre

ERA

DIVS-R

Nodes-2 & -3

Cupola

IVPLM/ECLS

AFD exploitation

ART'(-38

Crew Return Vehicle

Mission Data Base

Cryo-Freezer

Crew Refri gerator F reezer

MELFI

Microgravity Science Glovebox

Hexapod

Biolab

Fluid Science Laboratory

European Physiology Modules

Material Science Laboratory

European Modular
Cultivation System

Protein Crystallisation
Diagnostics Facility

Table 3. ESA contributions to the /SS.

Element / Task

Columbus module

Automated Transfer Vehicle

Application

Module for life and physical sciences experiments and
commercial application, with external accommodation
for astronomy, Eadh observation and technology

Logistics vehicle, for upload of payloads, system
spares, fuel and fluids to ISS Capability for ISS orbit
reboost, Launched on Ariane 5, AW will automatically
rendezvous and dock with the Russian Segment
Performs destructive reentry with ISS waste products

Operation of Columbus module, acquisition and
distribution of data

Operation of AW

Support assembly and external maintenance tasks on
Russian Segment

Guidance, navigation and control of Russian Segment

lnterconnecting modules with 6 docking ports (4 radial,
2 axial) and 8 equipment/stowage/system racks

Observatron module for crew vrewing of ISS robotic
arm, visiting vehicles and Earth observations Houses
ISS Fobotic Work Station, to control Canadarm2

Pressure, temperature, humidity and ventilation
control of the three ASI MPLM logistics modules

Evaluation of the flight data of the Atmospheric
Reentry Demonstrator (ARD) vehicle

European elements of X-38 prototype of the ISS Crew
Return Vehicle, covering several mechanical items
(including hot structures, landing gear, etc)
aerodynamics, parafoil GNC, etc

Fleet of 3-4 lifeboat / rescue vehicles for the 7-man
ISS crew in the event of crew illness or Station
emergency evacuation

Central engineering and operations data base

Brolab sample storage

Food transfer and storage

Biolab sample storage

Small experiments

Instrument pointing

Biotechnology experiments

Fluid dynamics experiments

Human medical research

Material processing

Botanical experiments

Quick turnaround experiments

the international soace station is real!

Delivery / Launch Date

Delivery to Kennedy
Space Center: Mar 2OO4
Launch: OcI20O4/1E

Delivery to Kourou:
May 2004
First launch: Sep 2004

End-2003

Aug 2003

2005/2006 [|BC)

1 2 Jul 2000

Node-2: Feb 2004
Node 3: Jul 2005

Jan 2OO5/2OOj

All hardware delivered
by 2000, Launch: first
two MPLMS 2001

Launched on Ariane-
503 21 Oct 1998

Hardware delivery 2002
Launch: orbital flight
scheduled in spring
2003

First operational CRV
2006/7

2005 / uF-6

2004/on each MPLM in
2005
2004 / uF-3

2002 / uF-2

2005 / uF-4

2004 / 1E

2004 / 1E

2004 / 1E

2002 / uF-3

2004 / uF-3

2004 / 1E

t\t
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Figure 10. The Columbus flight unit awaits final
integration.

Figure I1. The completed Node-2 structure at Alenia
Spazio, Turin.

Figure 12. The Cupola structural test article durrng the
modal survey test, July 2001 . (Alenia)

Figure 13. The ATV structural-thermal model at Alenia
Spazio, Turin

Figure 14. The X-38 V201 spacecraft during final
assembly at the NASA Johnson Space Center

Figure 15. The Biolab Engineering Model, June 2001 ,

at Astrium (F)

Figure 1 6. The European Robotic Arm being prepared
for testing in the Large Space Simulator at ESTEC

Figure 17. Engineering Model of the Fluid Science
Laboratory, June 2001 at Alenia (l).

Figure 18. Fault-tolerant computer of the DMS-R data
management system at Astrium (D).

Figure 19. The Brayton Cycle assembly of the Minus
Eighty-degree Freezer (MELFI) at Astrium (F)

Figure 20. ESA astronaut Paolo Nespoli evaluating the
Materials Science Laboratory at NASA Marshall Space
Flight Centel August 2000
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Element/Task

Columbus module

Automated Transfer Vehicle

Columbus Control Centre

ATV Control Centre

DMS F

EFA

Nodes-2 & -3

Cupola

IVPLIV/ECLS

ARD exploitation

ARTA-38

Crew Return Vehicle

Mission Data Base

Cryo-Freezer

Crew Refrigerator Freezer

MELFI

Glovebox

Hexapod

Biolab

Fluid Science Laboratory

European Physiology Modules

Material Science Laboratory

f uropean Modular Cultivation
System

Protein Crystallisation
Diagnostics Facility

European Drawer Rack

IO

Table 4. Mid-2001 status of ESA contributions to the /SS.

Status

Critical Design Review and Safety Feview ll completed
Equipment and subsystem qualification about BO% completed
System qualification testing underway
Flight software development and integration about BOTo complete
Flight unit mechanical assembly 85% complete, for dellvery to prime contractor in Sep 2001

- Preliminary Design Review completed

- Equipment qualification testing initiated

- System mechanical qualification model manufacturing nearing completion, Delivery to ESTEC for thermal
vacuum, acoustic and vibration tests summer 2001

System Requirement Review (SRR) completed; Phase-C/D Request for Quotation (RFQ) released

- SRF successfully completed; RFQ for Phase-C/D about to be released

- Operating in orbit for I year with no anomalies; additional spares procured by Russia, long-term engineering

suppod in negotiations

- Qualification / Acceptance Review planned for spring 2002. All deliveries to Russia on hold, pending
resolution of SPP launch

- Structural qualification completed
- System-Level modal survey test planned for Aug 2001

- Nlndo-2 lll-]R nnmnloiorl

- Node-2 Flight Unit integration and test to stad after modal survey test

- Node-3 Flight Unit manufacture ongoing
- Node-3 CDR planned Ior May 2002

- Structural verification nearing completion at system and equipment level

- Manufacture of flight unit hardware initiated

- System CDR planned for Jul-Sep 2001

- Project complete; two MPLMs already flown to the ISS

- Project/task complete, final repod issued

- About 90% of the hardware delivered

- Aerodynamic (wind tunnel and computational fluid dynamic analyses conducted); continues until X-38 orbital
flight in 2003

- System and subsystem engineering suppoft on site at NASA Johnson Space Center continuing

- Eary tasks initiated in 1999
- Overall ESA participation rn discussion with NASA - could be between 11% and up to 33% of total programme

- Detailed planning awaits resolution of NASA programme decisions, expected early 2002.

- System in routine product support phase: all European industry activities paid by NASA under direct contract

- Phase-C/D kick-off imminent

- PDR in progress

- Flight Unit integration ongoing

Flight Unit delivery imminent

- anQ nnmnlotod in ?OOO

- Engineering Model integration completed, CDR completed

- Engineering Model integration ongoing, CDR completed

PDR completed in 2OOO

- Engineering Model integration ongoing, CDR completed

- Engineering Model testing staded

PDR completed

- PDR in 2001 , Phase-C/D ongoing



the international soace station is real!

2001, opening the way to the final integration
and system-testing of this important laboratory.
AW completed its Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) in December 2000, allowing the
development programme to continue at full

speed towards the CDR in 2003 and the first
(semi-operational) flight in September 2004.

Table 4 gives the status of an overview of all our
contributions.

ESA preparations for ISS utilisation
The crucial element of Eurooe's utilisation
approach is the Columbus laboratory, with its
internal and external facilities offering utilisation
in almost all areas of space research and
applications. Following the positive decision by
the Ministerial Council meeting in 1995 in

Toulouse to participate in the ISS programme,
the utilisation plan has been systematically
prepared. A considerable number of proposals
have been received and peer-reviewed, and
many have been accepted in the various
disciplines. Indeed, part of the first European
experiment is already in orbit: the GlobalTrans-
mission Services (GTS; Fig. 21) demonstration
will be able to synchronise watches worldwide
and could provide protection against car and
credit card theft.

The Station's external locations are suited to a
variety of experiments in space science,
technology and Eafth observation. Europe will
have access to several of these locations,
including the external payload facilities of the
Columbus laboratory. Two space science
proposals have already been selected: SOLAR

(Fig. 22) will measure solar spectral irradiance;
EXPORT (Fig. 23) consists of a biological
ultraviolet-exposure experiment and an
instrument to measure the polarisation of
diffuse millimetric radiation from the sky.

SOLAR and EXPORT both employ the specially
developed Coarse Pointing Device.

Two new proposals emerged from the 1999
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for Flexi-
missions from ESA's Science Programme.
LOBSTER is an all-sky monitor in the soft X-ray
band, and the Extreme Universe Space
Observatory (EUSO) would explore ultra-high-
energy cosmic rays and neutrinos. Both
prolects have recently successfully completed
their accommodation studies and oreoarations
are being made for the next phase. For the

Figure 21 . The Global
Transmission Services (GTS)

system will broadcast data
and high-accuracy time
signals.

Figure 22. The SOI-AB
observatory (left).

Figure 23. The EXPORT
payload (right).

SOL-ACES SOLSPEC EXPOSE

CPD CPD
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Figure 24. The European
Technology Experiment

Facility (EuTEF) for
technology experiments

aboard Columbus.
(ESA/D. Ducros)

Figure 25. The Atomic Clock
Ensemble in Space (ACES)

experiment platform.

long-term, the Directorates of Science and
Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity are jointly
studying the XEUS mission. XEUS is a next-
generation X-ray telescope whose huge
dimensions can only be realised by assembly in

space. The ISS is an ideal platform for the in-
orbit assembly and launch of such large
obJects.

The European Technology Exposure Facility
(EuTEF; Fig. 24) provides flexible accom-
modation for technology experiments.
Experiments range f rom investigating the
influence of the harsh space environment on
critical materials and components, to full
functional tests of (electronic) subsystems. The
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES;
Fig. 25) will test a new generation of
microgravity clock and pedorm experiments in

fundamental physics.

In Earth observation, a proposal has been
approved for an instrument designed for
identifying and monitoring forest and other
fires from space. Several other proposals
are expected as a result of the recent AO for
Earth Explorer Opportunity missions.

Research continuity in life and physical
sciences
The main disciplines using the
internal volume of the Columbus
laboratory and the ISS in general
are life sciences and physical sciences
Here, more than 2OO proposals have
already been approved, directly involving
almost 600 scientists and almost 125
European companies. In order to offer

continuity in flight opportunities, facilities and
supporl to this impressive user community, a
new programme proposal will be submitted to
the Ministerial Council in November. ELIPS
(European programme for Life and Physical
sciences and applicarions in Space) is an
envelope programme, with the first phase
covering 2OO2-2006, that will provide the
required stability throughout the Station's
lifetime.

The contents of ELIPS will be defined from
inputs received from the scientific and industrial
user community. Four objectives have been
defined, which will be reached by performing
research on foudeen Research Cornerstones
covering all of the relevant disciplines.

The first objective ts Exploring lVature. This
covers fundamental research in the life and
physical sciences. as well as developing the
scientific knowledge base for preparing future
human planetary exploration missions.
Fundamental research in space is considered
to be the essential starting point and has by
now gained considerable interest in the mother
disciplines. Human planetary exploration is

expected to be the great endeavour of this new
century and many urgent questions need to be
addressed.

The next objective is lmproving Health.
Experiments with astronauts as test subjects
are already yielding valuable information on
diseases occurring on Earth, in particular

1{,ll
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related to ageing and disabilities. Specific
topics are studies on osteoporosis, cardio-
vascular oroblems and balance disorders. A
large number of teams, incorporating
scientists, physicians, hospitals and medical
companies, are increasing their understanding,
developing state-of-the-art diagnostics and
evaluating new drugs and countermeasure
technioues.

Research in soace is also valuable for
lnnovating Technologies and Processes, the
third objective. In areas such as biotechnology
and in the more traditional environments like

metallurgical or (petro) chemical industries,
experiments under weightlessness can yield

important data to improve the efficiency of
processes such as drug design, steel casting
and oil recovery. In some cases, completely
new materials are envisaged, such as artificial
carlilage and metallic foams.

Finally, the last objective selected ts Caring for
the Environmenf. In creating advanced Life

Support Systems, techniques are developed
for water purification and waste treatment that
are immediately applicable on Earth. A system
to purify air by biodegradation developed for
space is already in use in several industrtal
plants. Another important field of study is

combustion. The classical exoeriment of
burning a candle in space demonstrates the
influence of gravity on the combustion process.
Now, not only scientists but also designers of
powerplants and car engines are teaming up to
use the results of space research for improving
the efficiency or reducing the environmental
loads of their products,

Table 5. MAP prolects.

Discipline Application Area Research Topics

For several years, in addition to supporting
basic research activities, ESA has been
vigorously promoting applied research with a
final goal of commercial utilisation. All the
pafticipating states are focusing on a good
balance of basic research and applications. To

this end, ESA has launched a group of
individual application projects in life and
physical sciences to bring scientists and user
industries together to define such activities.
These Microgravity Application Programmes
(MAPs) have generated considerable interest

between their research and industry partners.

So far, 44 prqects with a volume of 45 million Euro

have been defined ftable 5), of which industry
is financing a considerable part.

The Erasmus User Information Centre
In order to provide general support and to
familiarise the user community with the
possibilities offered aboard the lSS, ESA in
June 1999 ooened the Erasmus ISS User
Information Centre (Fig. 26) in ESTEC. This
Centre houses a number of hardware and
software installations for potential users to learn
about ISS utilisation.

In order to introduce potential users to the
technical and ooerational environment of the
Columbus experiment facilities, the Centre has
built a full-scale model of the module, featuring
one segment of the interior and one end-cone
with the external payload-accommodation
olatforms. The model can be linked to a virtual
Mission Control Centre and a User Home Base
to demonstrate the interaction of the experimenter
on the ground with the onboard crew and the
mission control and user-suooort infrastructure.

Expected Outcome

Miniaturised diagnostics
Drug tests
New treatments
Countermeasures
Exercise machines

Artificial tissues
Controlled drug release
lmproved harvest

More efficient powerplants
Reduced engine emissions
New waste treatment technologies

lmproved oil recovery
Optimised chemical processes

I inhtor nar olamonf c

New heatpipes
lmproved metal casting
New electro-optic devices

Number of Number of
Projects Industries

Health Osteoporosis
Cardiovascular problems
Muscle atrophy
Balance disorders
Revalidation

Biotechnology Bioreactors
Microencapsulation
Gona tanhnnlnniac

Closed ecological systems
Combustion research
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Environment

(Petro) chemistry Properties of crude oil

Mass exchange through interfaces
Liquid transport

(New) materials Metal foams
Magnetic fluids
Properties of liquid metals

Crystallisation of semiconductors
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1 esalcoturbus

Figure 26. The Erasmus
User Centre at ESTEC.
(lnset) The Columbus

mock-uo in the User Centre

The Centre has a direct television link via cable
with the NASA Johnson Space Center in

Houston. This link has been used during the
Shuttle assembly and resupply missions to the
Station to allow ESA staff and guests to follow
the progress of the missions in real-time. Daily
mission summaries given by the staff of the
User Information Centre complement these live
transmissions, lt is planned to use this
capability in the future to channel first-hand
information to the European media on ISS
missions and the involvement of Europe in the
utilisation of the Station. Since June 2001, the
Centre has been able to record its 3D virtual-
reality simulation of the ISS on magnetic tape
and even to transmit the 3D pictures via direct
TV satellite.

The Erasmus User Information Centre was
intensely involved in preparing and conducting
the first global user conference, ISS Forum
2001 , in June in Berlin. The Forum also saw the
Centre present, for the first time, its products
and services to the public. The key product,
which was introduced aI Ihe Forum, was the
ISS European Users Guide.. lt describes the
Station and the services available to European
users. The guide is a configuration-controlled
document and constitutes the reference source
of validated information on the Station in

Europe.

The Centre also oresented at the Forum iIs
customer-oriented Fact Sheets that summarise
the ISS and its utilisation in a collection of four-
page leaflets.

E .:4

The /SS European Users Guide and the Fact
Sheets are the main source of information for
the more than 500 pages that the Centre will
place on the world wide web for potential
Station users. The Internet presence of the
Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity has been restructured and re-
engineered profoundly over the last few
months. The more oublic-relations-oriented
information for the general public and the
media are provided on the new ESA Web
Portal at <http://www.esa. int/exporl/esaHS>
while the more technical information dealing
with utilisation and research is accessible
through a dedicated server at <http://www.
spaceflight.esa.int/users>. The first utilisation
and research pages were recently uploaded for
the new cycle of Announcements of Research
Opportunities on the ISS and other microgravity
and ground facilities. Several hundreds of new
Internet pages will be created over the coming
months. Interested users can already have a
sneak oreview of the amount of information
that will be available by downloading the
structure of the new site aI <http://www.
s pacefl i g ht. esa. i nt/ u sers/ stru ctu re. cfm > .

@esa
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.<http;//www.spaceflight.esa int/users/downloads/userguides/lSS European Users_Guide pdf>
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Visiting the International Space Station
- My Mission Diary

U. Guidoni
ESA Astronaut, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Having been fortunate enough to be the first European Astronaut to
visit and live aboard the International Space Station, I would like to
share with you my personal diary of this very special trip. Space
Shuttle 'Endeavour', with an international crew of seven, lifted off from
Kennedy Space Center in Florida on 19 April for an 11-day mission,
which included the delivery of the European-developed 'Raffaello'
logistics module to the Station and the attachment of the Station's
new l7-metre Canadian Robotic Arm. We returned to Earth, with a
landing at Edwards Air Force Base in Galifornia, on 1 May. Raffaello
had been packed for its outward journey with 10 tons of new Station
equipment, including six experiment racks and two storage racks for
the US 'Destiny' module, as well as supplies for the astronauts and
other equipment for future construction and maintenance work. One
of my main tasks during the mission was to oversee the safe
unloading of all of the experiments and equipment into the Space
Station. I was relieved that the whole exercise went so smoothly and
very proud to have been the first astronaut to represent Europe on the
International Space Station.

Tuesday 17 April 2001
The launch of our STS-100 Soace Shuttle mission

is rapidly approaching. The crew arrived here at
Kennedy Space Center in Florida yesterday.

Meanwhile, preparations are continuing at
Launch Pad 39A for Thursdav's lift-off,

Thursday 19 April 2001
Commander Kent Rominger, Pilot Jeff Ashby
and Mission Soecralists Chris Hadfield of the
Canadian Space Agency, John Phillips, Scott
Parazynski, Yuri Lonchakov of Rosaviakosmos,

and myself representing ESA, blasted off in the
Soace Shuttle 'Endeavour' at 18:41 GMT when
the International Space Station (lSS) was over
the southern Indian Ocean. Less than nine
minutes after launch, Endeavour reached its
preliminary orbit and we began to configure
systems for in-orbit operations.

Lift-off of Space Shuttle
'Endeavour' (STS-1 00) from

KSC on 19 April
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Umbedo Guidoni at work
(above and facing page) on

the International Space
Station

Friday 20 April
Space Shuttle 'Endeavour' is on its way to the
Station. STS-100 will be the ninth Soace
Shuttle mission to continue the ISS assembly
sequence. Endeavour and our seven-member
crew are delivering a new-generation robot arm
and the Multi-purpose Pressurised Logistics
Module (MPLN/), known as 'Raffaello', to the
Station. We are scheduled to dock with it on
Saturday 21 April at 13:36 GMT.

Today the Shuttle crew checked out the
spacesuits and the Orbiter's robotic arm, while
the installation of the centreline camera and

extension of Endeavour's Orbital Docking
System ring was going on in preparation for the
rendezvous. Another rendezvous engine burn
is scheduled shortly before we finish today's
activities.

Saturday 21 April
Endeavour successfully docked with the
International Space Station at 13:59 GMT
(15:59 Central European Time), at an altitude of
around 400 km above the Southern Pacific,
southeast of New Zealand.

The Shuttle aooroached the Station from
behind and below. Commander Kent Rominger
and Pilot Jeff Ashby, assisted by the rest of the
crew, flew the Shuttle to a point about 200
metres directly below the Space Station. From
there, with the cargo bay pointed towards the
Station, we flew a quarter circle arc to a point
about 100 metres ahead of the Station, and
then began a slow approach to the docking
port at the forward end of Destiny. When at
distance of about 1O metres, Rominger verified
good alignment with the Station's docking

target, before resuming the approach at a
speed of about one metre every 30 seconds
until docking.

Our crew has transferred suoolies into the
Station's docking port in preparation for
Sunday's space walk by Mission Specialists
Chris Hadfield and Scott Parazynski. This will
be the first of two scheduled space walks to
install and activate the Station's new Canadian-
built high-tech Robotic Arm 'Canadarm2'.

The Expedition-Two crew of Russian
Commander Yuri Usachev and astronauts Jim

Voss and Susan Helms have already
been aboard the Station for more than a
month and are keen to welcome us.
But although we are already docked
with the Station, due to cabin pressure
differences we will not meet face-to-face
until Monday, after the first space walk.

Sunday 22 April
Chris Hadfield and Scott Parazynski
began the mission's first space walk at
11:45 GMT (13:45 CET). The main
objectives of the space walk are the
installation of Canadarm2 and an ultra-
high frequency (UHF) antenna on the
lSS. John Phillios is the EVA
'choreographer', while Pilot Jeff Ashby
and I will be operating the Shuttle's
robotic arm to install the new arm on the
outside of the Station's Destinv
laboratory.

Before the stad of the space walk, Jeff
and I manoeuvred the Shuttle arm to lift the
Spacelab Pallet (SLP) containing the
Canadarm2, also known as the Space Station
Remote Manipulator System, out of Endeavour's
payload bay. Then we attached the SLP to the
Station's US Laboratory Module Destiny. During
their space walk, Hadfield and Parazynski were
able to connect cables to give the arm power
and allow it to accept computer commands
from the US Lab. They unbolted the arm from
the pallet, then unfolded its two booms and
tightened bolts to make them rigid. The space
walkers also installed the UHF antenna on
Destiny. Parazynski and Hadfield spent a total
of 7 hours and 1O minutes working outside the
Station. On completion of the EVA, Endeavours
cabin pressure was increased to match that of
the Station. Finally, the hatches between the
Shuttle and Station will be ooened earlv on
Monday morning.

Monday 23 April
At 11 25 CET (9:25 GMT) today, the
Expedition-Two crew welcomed us aboard the
International Space Station. We had a busy day
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with the opening of the hatch linking the two
soacecraft. the first movements of the new
Canadarm2, and the unberthing of Raffaello

and its installation on Node 1.

Scott and myself began to use Endeavour's
robotic arm to lift the Raffaello Multi-ouroose
Pressurised Logistics Module out of the
payload bay and attach it to the International
Space Station's 'Unity' Module. The manoeuvre

was completely nominal and the ltalian module
was 'bolted' with sixteen motorised bolts to the
Unity Node, thereby becoming an integral part
of the Station.

Tomorrow, the Expedition-Two crew will begin
to transfer food, supplies, equipment and two
experiment racks from Raffaello to the Station
for installation in Destinv.

Tuesday 24 April
The unloading of Raffaello's 3 tons of supplies
and the science racks for the Space Station
went pretty smooth.

In preparation, the vestibule between
Unity and Raffaello had been
oressurised and I activated the MPLM.
The first of the MPLM's Environmental
Control and Life Support Systems
(ECLSS) - developed by ASI for ESA -
was activated, namely the air
temperature sensor. Today, before the
hatch was opened, we took a sample of
Raffaello's air and analysed it to confirm
no cabin-air contamination. At that point
the Inter-Module Ventilation valve was
opened and the cabin fan activated to
provide a comfortable environment for
the crew during their operations. The
Positive Pressure Relief valves will be
de-activated, since the ISS controls air
pressure during open-hatch operations.

Yesterday had been a busy day for all of
us aboard the lSS. Our two crews had
performed over 1O hours of joint operations
before the hatches were closed again in

preparation for today's space walk.

The new 11.3 m long Canadarm2 robot arm
took its first step, 'walking off' a pallet mounted
at the top of the Destiny Laboratory to grab
onto an electrical grapple fixture on Destiny
capable of providing data, power and telemetry
to the dexterous appendage. With Expedition-
Two Flight Engineer Susan Helms sending
commands from a workstation inside Destiny,

the arm began to move off the pallet at 11:13
GMT. Three hours later, after an extensive
checkout of all of its joints, the arm affixed itself
to the Destiny grapple point, where it will

remain overnrght in preparation for its first
active moving of a payload - the pallet on
which it was launched.

Commander Kent Rominger and Pilot Ashby
also fired the Shuttle's jets to raise the Space
Station's altitude by 4 km. Two more re-boosts
are planned on Wednesday and Thursday to
put the Station at the correct altitude for the
arrival of a Russian-commanded 'taxi' crew
next week, delivering a fresh Soyuz return
vehicle to the complex.

Mission Specialists Scott Parazynski and Chris
Hadfield began today's EVA at 13:06 GMT
(15:06 CET). Thanks to Leonardo's ECLSS
system, they worked in shirtsleeve comfort, but
for the time being they had to remain on their
own. Although Endeavour is still firmly docked
with the Station and I supervised the unloading
by radio link, the Shuttle is operating at a lower
air oressure than the ISS and the hatch
between the two was sealed.

The pressure differential is necessary because
of the EVA to rnstall new Station equipment.
Lower air pressure aboard the Shuttle makes
the business of suiting up and unsuiting quicker
and wastes less of the on-board oxygen
supplies. The reduction in pressure makes no
difference to the crew's breathing: as overall
pressure falls, the proportion of oxygen is

increased. Low air oressure is even more
important for space-walking astronauts.
'Normal' air Dressure would make their
spacesuits hopelessly stiff and unmanageable.
However, once Endeavour's EVAs have been
completed, the Shuttle will match pressures

with the Station and the two crews will be able
to share the same space again.
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MPLM attached to the
International Space

Station's'Unity' Module

The first order of business for the space
walkers was to connect power, computer and
video cables to the Power and Data Graoole
Fixture on the side of the Station's Destiny
laboratory. They also removed an antenna on
Unity that is no longer needed. Cables on the
pallet that carried the new robot arm to the
Station were disconnected. Once those cables
were removed, the Canadarm2 received power
and communicated with the Station's Robotics
Work Station inside Destinv.

Near the end of the 7-hour space walk, Helms
commanded the Station's new robotic arm to
pick up the 3000-pound pallet that delivered it

to space. She then manoeuvred the pallet
through various positions to test the arm with
a load. Helms finished today's tests by
manoeuvring the pallet over Endeavour's
payload bay, where it will remain parked
overnight still attached to the robotic arm.

Wednesday 25 April
Six days after launch, our Shuttle mission STS-
100 continues to go according to plan. While
robotic-arm operations are underway by
Expedition-Two crew members Susan Helms
and Jim Voss aboard the Station, my Shuttle
crew members and I continue the task of
unpacking the Raffaello high-tech 'moving van'.
It was a big day for me with the transfer of the
powered experiments from the Shuttle's mid-
deck to the US Lab.

Today, I woke up to the sound of 'Con te
Paftiro' ('With You I Will Go'), sung by ltalian
opera singer Andrea Bocelli. I felt moved when
Steve Maclean called from the Mission Control
Center and started to talk in ltalian.

The crew continued to transfer eouioment from
Raffaello to the lSS. Endeavour's schedule
allows for a maximum of three EVAs. But
yesterday's intense activity - astronauts Chris
Hadfield and Scott Parazynski were at work
for almost 8 hours - went so well that the third
EVA will probably be unnecessary. Pressures
were equalised some time yesterday and the
Shuttle crew helped Usachev, Voss and
Helms with the unloading and restowing of
Raffaello's contents. Today, the Canadarm will
'pass' the SLP pallet to the Shuttle's own
robotic arm.

'Pallet' is actually quite a misleading term. The
device has nothing in common with the
wooden pack-and-stack units used by forklift
trucks on Earth. lt is a sophisticated payload
carrier, and one with a long history. Back in the
1980s, when ESA built the pressurised
modules for the Spacelab programme, it also
hr rilt tho t tnnroqqt tric^A nr',lnnd aa""i^"^Lr rv ur rvr uorut tovu pqytuou udt I tut J

without which the manned modules would be
USEIESS.

The two Spacelabs have long since been
retired. But the un-pressurised modules, the
humble pallets, are still at work on the lSS.
Raffaello and the other MPLMs are often
described as 'space moving vans'. lf so, then
the pallets are the 'pick-up trucks' - both
robust and long lasting.

Thursday 26 April
As Shuttle Mission STS-100 comes to an end -
Endeavour will undock from the ISS on 28 April

- there has been no let-up for us.

The Raffaello logistics module has now been
almost completely unloaded, and all of us have
been busy installing the new equipment and
scientific experiments on the Station. We would
have been even busier if work schedules had
not been affected by an annoying computer
problem.

The trouble showed up in the early hours
yesterday, as we slept after a hard day's work.
ISS flight controllers on the ground repor.ted
that the Station's Command and Control
Computer Number 1 was no longer responding
to their inputs. The ISS has three of these 'CC'
computers, so the controllers spent much of
the night assigning CC-1's functions to the two
backups. But they too seemed to be affected
by the same software glitch and for a time the
Station's communications had to be routed
through the docked Shuttle's systems.
Controllers have been rebooting and restarting
the computers in an attempt to clear the fault.
Although the problem is neither life-threatening
nor safety-critical, it is certainly an irritation.
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One consequence was the postponement of a
scheduled manoeuvre with the newly fitted
robotic arm, The arm was carried to the Station
on the European-built Spacelab pallet during
Tuesday's EVA. After installing the arm, we had
left the pallet 'parked' beside the Station. We
had planned to use the arm yesterday to lift the
pallet back into Endeavour's cargo bay. With
luck, the job should be accomplished today. lt
will be the most complicated operation so far
pedormed by Canadarm2, buI a task still easily
within the capabilities of the world's most
sophisticated robotic handling device.

Unlike its predecessors - the original
Canadarm is the robot
lifter fitted in the cargo
hqrr nf oanh Qnano--t
Shuttle - the 17-metre
Canadarm2 has no
permanent anchoring
noint. The Frrroneanr""'..
Robotic Arm that will
later serve the Russian
Zvezda module is

similarly dexterous
Fanh onri ic onr rinnor,-,- -Y-'YY-J

with a Latching Eno
Effector that can take
hold on the Station
while the other end
deals with the job in

hand. Canadarm2 can
actually flip itself arouno
the Station, moving
from anchor point to
anchor point.

Friday 27 April
We, the seven Shuttle astronauts and three ISS
crew members, began our day in excellent
health, but with a deepening sense of
frustration. Continuing computer problems
have stalled some important mission activities,
and Endeavour's undocking, originally
scheduled for tomorrow, has been postponed
for one or two days, pending Russian
concurrence,

After a series of re-boots, controllers had
managed to get one of the Station's systems
up and running. But with no working backup
available, mission tasks planned for
Wednesday and Thursday have had to be
postponed. The problem seems to lie in the
complex software in the Destiny computers.
While experts on the ground check out
thousands of lines of code, flight controllers are
planning a tricky re-synchronisa{ion procedure
later today that should bring their recalcitrant
machines back on line.

Fortunately, the ESA-provided Data-
Management System (DN/S-R) in the Russian
Service Module 'Zvezda' - the software that
actually 'flies' the Station and looks after most
routine functions - is working smoothly, so we
are in no danger. Since Endeavour has more
than enough power and supplies to remain in

orbit for as long as necessary, the two-day
extension poses no oroblems for our Shuttle
CTEW.

The delay in Endeavour's departure has a
knock-on effect on the launch of a Russian
Soyuz craft planned for Saturday 28 April, since
the ISS cennnt et nrgggll acCOmmodate a
Soyuz and a Shuttle at the same time. The
Soyuz mission is what ISS people call a 'taxi
flight'. One Soyuz craft is always docked to the
Station to serve as a 'lifeboat' in case of an
emergency, but the spacecraft's systems and
propellant stores deteriorate with time, so every
six months a replacement is launched. lts crew
pass a few days with the ISS crew, then return
in the Soyuz that has reached its 'best-before'
date and leave their own soacecraft behind as
the new lifeboat.

Saturday's Soyuz launch was an interesting
qnano nramioro Tha throo-qaator qnanonraftovqLvr uvuvvvrsrL

needs only two cosmonauts to operate it. The
world's first space tourist, American millionaire
Dennis Tito, occupied the third seat. The ISS
partners had agreed to Tito's trip, albeit with
some misgivings. Could it turn out that the
world's first space tourist runs into the world's
first space charter-flight cancellation?

Saturday 28 April
8:56 am CET: the crews of the ISS and the
Shuttle are enjoying a well-earned night's rest
after a hectic day that saw the resolution of
most of the mission's problems. And I can
sleep as sound as any - the Raffaello logistics
module, my special charge, is safely back in the
Shuttle's cargo bay.

In space and on the ground, astronauts and
flight controllers wrestled with the computer
problems. They got one of the backup
computers working, but the other two
remained intractable. Controllers were reluctant
to attempt to undock Raffaello with only one
computer working, since any glitch would have
left the arm attached to the SLP in an awkward
configuration, and in the way of the trajectory
that the Shuttle arm is suooosed to follow to
cradle the N/PLM in the cargo bay. But one of
the payload computers loaded with the
command and control software beamed from
the ground was pressed into service as a
backup, and Raffaello was successfully
undocked at about 8.30 pm CET yesterday.
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After his flight, Umberto
Guidoni (far right), his fellow

STS-100 crew members
and ESA Director General

Antonio Rodotd (centre)
meet Romano Prodi,

President of the
European Commission

Yesterday's good work has reduced the
possible two-day delay in Endeavour's
deparlure to just one day. Meanwhile, the
Russian Soyuz 'tax flight' to the Station has
been launched on schedule, at 8.37 a.m. CET.

As things stand, the crew will have to endure at
least an extra full day in orbit in the cramped
Soyuz craft: it cannot dock with the ISS before
Endeavour has left.

Sunday 29 April
Our two crews are very near to bringing our
troubled mission to a successful conclusion.
We hope to have three computers running this
morning, which will allow Endeavour to undock
and begin her journey home at around 7 pm

CET, just one day later than planned. lf all goes
well, Endeavour will be clear of the Station
before the arrival of the Russian Sovuz.

The module had already been deactivated and
packed with 800 kg of material to be returned
to Earth - work that could be accomolished
without comouter assistance. Endeavour also
fired her motors to boost the Station's altitude
by about 4 kilometres: the Shuttle's own
computers could handle this manoeuvre.

Controllers sent new software to the stalled
prime command computer last night. With
support from this reprogrammed computer,
they hope to use the Station's robotic arm
today to move its loading pallet into the
Shuttle's cargo bay. The flawed prime
computer will also be part of Endeavour's
return cargo, slated for disassembly and
analysis: everyone wants to find out just what
went wrong.

We are not wasting our additional time in

space. Those not engaged in solving the
computer problem are working with the ISS

team to repair the Station's exercise treadmill.
Its walking sudace had worn out. So when
Endeavour leaves, it will be 'back to the
treadmill' for Station Commander Yury Usachev
and astronauts James Voss and Susan Helms.

Monday 30 April - Mission accomplished!
My six shipmates and I waved goodbye to the
International Space Station from aboard the
Shuttle Endeavour at '18:34 CET yesterday.

Endeavour undocked almost 27 hours later
than originally planned.

Springs in the docking port pushed the loaded

Shuttle gently away from the Station. Then,
before igniting her main motor for orbital
separation, the Shuttle flew slowly
around the station at a distance of
around 150 metres while Mission
Specialist Yuri Lonchakov took pictures
with an IMAX camera. The seoaration
burn took place at 19.28 CET. and
Endeavour is now hundreds of
kilometres from the lSS.

Landing is scheduled at the Kennedy
Space Center at 14.03 CET tomorrow.

Tuesday 1 May - Homeward bound!
\A/a cnant nr rr laqt hnr rrc in cnanovvv uvv,,L vvl

cleaning up, and stowing away
equipment no longer needed for the
mission. lt is a routine chore, but not as

easy as it sounds. In the weightlessness
of orbit, everyday objects from pens and
clipboards to breakfast crumbs, have a
surprising ability to find their way into the

most awkward places. That's why space farers
soon learn to be tidy, and why crews aboard
the ultra-high-technology Shuttle make sure
they have plenty of low-technology adhesive
tape to stop things getting lost in the first place!

The de-orbit burn is an hour away and we get
the 'GO' from Mission Control in Houston to
put on our space suits and get ready for re-

entry. The weather is bad in Florida and we are

targeting Edwards Air Force Base in California.
Our wives are waiting for us in Florida and they
will be disappointed - but we are going to meet
them tomorrowl @esa
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The ISS Education Programme for
Students: A New Outreach Initiative

L. Jagger-Meziere
Office for Education, ESA Directorate of Administration, ESTEC, Noordwiik,
The Nethedands

E. Grifoni
Strategy and Communication Office, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

Introduction
Getting students involved in today's space
programmes is important not only for the space
industry in terms of providing a talented work
force for the future, but also for the public in
general who are the voters and potential
nnlitinal cr rnnnriorq nf trr rrnnannauvvvr ruro vr Lutul.Jsat I opowg

Today's students are tomorrow's work force, and thus students should
participate in the global space programme so that they will feel
motivated to follow space careers, work in the space domain, and
create a generation that is literate in science and educated in space
matters. This will lead to a continuously regenerated workforce that
will profit from the injection of new ideas and initiatives.

exploration. In addition, present statistics show
an overall decline in the numbers of science
and technology students. For these reasons.
ESA has committed, with a unanimous
decision at the Manned Space Programme
Board, to allocate 1% of the European
utilisation resources on the International Space
Station (lSS)to the youth.

Although, as the main tool for future research in

microgravity, the ISS will only be routinely
available to European researchers from 2005,
there are already several possibilities for
valuable education programmes for research in

this domain. They include simulations in the
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Figure 2. The Columbus
module on the ISS

Figure 3. The 'Pyramid to
SPace'

Columbus module mock-uo in the Soace
Station User Centre at ESTEC, student places

on ESA parabolic-flight campaigns, and other
opportunities such as those provided by the
Russian Foton soacecraft. lt is within this
framework that ESA's Education Programme
for Research on the International Soace Station
has been defined.

Objectives and scope of the Programme
The Education Programme for Research on the
ISS has two distinct but linked objectives: to
create opportunities for students to take pad in

microgravity research on a continuing basis,
and to reach as many students and young
people as possible during the process. The

Programme addresses European students
between 8 and 27 years of age. lt makes use of
the ground facilities and services provided as
part of the European investment in the lSS, as

well as of a portion of the accommodation and
operational resources - 1o/o per year, equivalent
to 13 kg of experiments annually - provided by
the European Columbus laboratory.

The Education Programme is the result of a
collaboration between ESA's Directorate of
Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity and its

Office for Education, who have together
initiated the 'Pyramid to Space' programme.
The latter is designed to dovetail with the
Agency's existing outreach activities as a
complementary and inter-linked entity. The
activities proposed within it will work together
with and respect existing policies and initiatives
in order to create a continuous, flexible outreach
programme.

The programme can be represented as a
pyramid structure whereby the activities initially

address tens of thousands of students, a few of
whom are eventually awarded access to the
ISS experimentation facilities. The numbers of
young people targeted for involvement in each
activity are indicated on the right-hand side of
the pyramid.

In order to stimulate young people to get
involved not only in the research but also in the
outreach activities, the concept of 'Space

Miles' has been created: by conducting
outreach for ESA activitres, students earn
'space miles'. Enough 'space miles' enable
them to take part in space-related activities
organised by the Agency, which can allow them
to move up one level in the pyramid. For those
with enough 'space miles', near the top of the
pyramid, there might even be future
employment opportunities with the Agency.

1 0000+/yr
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The different activities in the Programme
Basic outreach
Basic outreach activities are aimed at involving
a significant number of young Europeans and
at increasing their literacy in science and
technology in general, and in the space domain
in parlicular. Examples are space games - both
Internet-based ones and those sold in shoos -
teachers' programmes, congresses like the IAF
and initiatives such as SSETI (Student Space
Exploration and Technology Initiative), in which
a large number of European students design a
c:tolliio ttqinn r{icirihrrtorl darrolnnmont"",,,y
techniques.

Centre's wider familiarisation and training
sessions, which are aimed at both committed
annl nnlanfial IQQ rrco". tranili+i^a +L^+ ^/^qr ru vvLUr rLrqr ruu uogt ). I duiltUUJ Lt tdL dtu

currently available and suitable for student
simulations in the Columbus mock up are:

- the Microgravity Glove Box

- the Drawer Racks, containing the Protein
Crystal Growth Experiment, the Microgravity
Applications Furnace, and the Electro-
phoretic Orientation Experiment.

The first student simulation activities are due to
take place in 2OO1 with the arrival of seven

Figure 4. Padicipants in the
fourth ESA Student
Parabolic-Flight Campaign,
Bordeaux, July 2001
(ESA/Anneke van der Geest)

Figure 5. The Columbus
module mock-up at ESTEC
in Noordwijk (NL)

Stu de nt parabo I i c-f I i g ht cam paig n
The second layer in the Pyramid to Space is

the student parabolic flight campaign. This
campaign takes place on an annual basis, with
around 120 students and 30 microgravity
experiments being flown during each
campaign. The selection criteria take into
account the originality of the idea, the technical
complexity of the experiment, the demon-
qtratinn nl zara ar:viirr onr-l iho nr rfrornh

activities conducted by the team. The latter can
include video and web-site creation, television
and newspaper coverage, and presentations to
participating schools and universities The
students' outreach orooosals will increase their
'space mileage and be weighted in the
selection procedure. From the student
campaign, one or two of the best experiments
will then be selected to be flown on an ESA
professional parabolic-flight campaign.

Simulations in the Space Station User Centre
Student simulations will be a narl of the lJser
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students from the 12th European Union s

Young Scientist competition. They are the
winners of the special award presented by
ESA's Director of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity at a Ceremony in Amsterdam in

September 2000.

Student experiments on professional
parabol ic-fl i ght cam paig ns
Tho nroqanco nf ctr rrianl ovnorimontq on| | ,v v, vvvl

professional parabolic flights is important
honar rco ii ronraqantc +ha rnnnn{annn rnnlusvouos I L I uvr uour rro Ll lU dUUUP L4l luv ol lu

recognition of their research by the scientific
community. The distinct classification difference
between the student and professional flights
will give them the feeling that they have
progressed and 'moved up the pyramid'. An

average of one student experiment will be flown
per professional parabolic flight. lt also
represents a vital test of ISS experiment
suitability and is therefore positioned just before
the ISS payload in the student 'Pyramid to
Snar:c' /Fin 3\ The selection criteria take into

account the original ty of the idea, the technical
complexity of the experiment. the degree of
scientific interest, and the practicality of actually
performing the experiment during the student
parabolic-flight campaign.

Experiments on the /SS
The ultimate reward for students offered by the
'Pyranid to Space' programme is to have their
payload flown on the lSS. The students
selected must have successfully completed the
preceding'steps' involving other microgravity

research activities and also have carried out
sufficient outreach activities along the way.

They will therefore be those individuals who are

the most motivated, who propose the most
exciting and scientifically valuable experiments,
and who have involved the most people
through their outreach efforls.

From the start of utilisation activities in the
Columbus laboratory (currently scheduled for
2005), approximately 13 kg of student
experiments will be sent up each year to the
ISS and accommodated in the European
Columbus module or on the Columbus external

attachment points. The experiments will then
be carried out by the ISS crew members and
the results or samples sent back to Earth.

One of the major problems with student
experiments on ISS are the long turn-around
times for typical ISS experiments. In order to
reduce access time, and hence the cost,
students could follow a 'piggyback' approach,
fitting their experiment into any spare
hardware/allocation space available.

The facilities available in the Columbus module
enr-l ihcir rcsner:tivo launch dateS are as

follows:

Biolab 2OO4

Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL) 2OO4

Material Science Laboratory (MSL) TBD
European Drawer Rack (EDR) 2OO4

External Attachment Points 2OO4

Figure 6. The interior of
ESA's Columbus module

(ESA/D. Ducros)
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Biolab

The Biolab is designed for the study of small invertebrates, micro-organisms, cell cultures, etc It
,L

Experiment costs
Turn-around time
Size limitation
Average weight per container

Experiment costs
Turn-around time
Size limitation

Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL)

Fvnorimont nncic
Turn-around time
Size limitation

Material Science Laboratory (MSL)

Fvnorimant nnctc

Turn-around time
Size limitations

- 50 kEuro (hardware only)
2 years
60 x 60 x I O0 mm3 (the container)
1.5 kg

< 50 kEuro (hardware only)
Several years
60 x 60 x I60 mm3 (the container)

2 - 4 MEuro
3 years
4OO x 270 x 280 mm3 (the container)

50 - 100 kEuro
3 years
20-30 mm, 120 mm and 250 mm

Biolab facility (ESA/D. Ducros)

Fluid Science Laboratory
(ESA/D. Ducros)

Biolab is suitable for student experiments. lt has been suggested that the student experiments
should weigh less than 5 kg to minimise the number of containers needed, and hence also costs.

European Modular Cultivation System (EMCS)

The EMCS is designed for early usage of the ISS before the other biological facilities such as
Biolab become available. lt will be located in an Express rack in the US Laboratory. Although
it is provided as part of a barter agreement with the United States, European access is also
possible, lts principal use will be for botanical experiments, but it will also be possible to
accommodate experiments involving small invertebrates,

Although the EMCS will fly for the first time only in 2003, experiment-proposal and peer
reviews have already been taking place for two years. As a result, it is already fully booked for
its first two years of operation, making its early use for student experiments highly unlikely.

Although theoretically the FSL is suitable, in practice it would be difficult to accommodate
student/educative experiments, as there is only one large experiment container, which by its
uniqueness and sheer size implies large, complex and hence expensive experiments and a
very long waiting list of users. Any proposed sharing of the container would probably not be
popular with those scientists. Therefore, the suggestion is to use the European Drawer Rack
for student fluid-science oavloads.

As for the FSL, the MSL is considered theoretically suitable for educative use and student
experiments. In parlicular, several past student material-science parabolicJlight experiments
would be suitable for the MSL, as well as some of the combustion experiments.

Each experiment carlridge is estimated to weigh between 1 and 2 kg, and the weight of
experiments that can be conducted per year in the MSL is predicted to be between 1O and
50 kg. The 13 kg currently proposed for one student experiment therefore appears to be far
too ambitious and the suggestion is therefore to use the European Drawer Rack, or TEMPUS,
for student material-science exoerimentation.

'P'

r!tlS
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European Drawer Rack (EDR)

The EDR provides four Mid-Deck Lockers (MDLs) and four Standard European Drawers (SED).

The main differences between the two are that the lockers are powered during transport and

the drawers are not, and the drawers are slightly bigger.

Experiment costs
Turn-around time
Size limitations

Selection
The selection process will follow a two-step
approach, with one step dedicated to satisfying

the mandatory outreach requirement, and the
other to evaluation of the proposed experiment
itself. The outreach selection will consider
motivation, excitement and the number of
people involved, whereas the experiment itself
will be scrutinised by the Directorate of Manned

Spaceflight and Microgravity for scientific value,

viability, feasibility and suitability for possible
accommodation both in the parabolic-flight
(zero-g) aircraft and on the lSS.

Schedule
Today it is expected that the first student
payloads will be flown on the ISS in 2005, with
the overall schedule being along the following
lrnes:

November 2002 AO for student parabolic flight

July 2003 Student flight campaign
October 2OO3/May 04 Professional parabolic flight
Summer 2004 Simulations at ESTEC
Early 2OO4 AO Student ISS payloads
Late 2005 ISS pavload flown

This would mean that the whole process, from

student parabolic flight to ISS payload, could
take less than three years, which is a suitable

timeline for students.

The ISS Education Foundation
In order to provide comprehensive support to
the Education Programme outlined above, in

addition to the effort and funds invested by
ESA, a foundation is being promoted called the
'lSS Education Foundation'. This foundation
will be supported by industry, academia and

Depends on instrumentation
6 months
44 x 25.3 x 56.6 cm3 (MDLs)

59 x 40 x 30.5 cm3 (EDRs)

The EDR is considered suitable for student experiments because it is dedicated to smaller

payloads with a quick return and delivery of mission products, estimated at around six months.

In addition, it is recognised as the most flexible experiment carrier on board the Columbus
laboratory, which would indeed seem to favour its use for student payloads. On the negative

side, the EDRs are empty and would require all instrumentation to be added, which could
greatly increase costs, depending on the experiment chosen.

European Drawer Rack
(ESA/D. Ducros)

governmental organisations, which will provide

financial as well as 'in kind' contributions (e.9.

technical experlise, access to facilities). The
foundation will also include high-profile
individuals (Honorary Members), who will make
in-kind contributions to selected Education
Programme activities that the Foundation is

supporting (such as the awarding of prizes,

etc.).

Conclusion
The ISS Education Programme is a
comprehensive outreach/education initiative
born through the combined efforts and
collaboration of ESAs Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity and its Ad m i n istration Di rectorates.
The unanimous suooort for the tnitiative from
the ESA Delegations is a concrete sign that
European decision makers are very aware ot

the impodance of educatton in today's
society, particularly for the space
sector. The long-term success of the
initiative depends not only on the ESA
commitment, but also on the support
of those entities - industrial, academic
and governmental - that will match
ESA's effort and join the ISS Foundation.

@esa
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A New Marketplace in Space:
The International Space Station

M. Belingheri
Commercialisation and Procurement Management Division,
ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The objectives of commercialisation
The overall motivation for the commercialisation
of the International Space Station (lSS) is to
foster the economic development and
exploitation of space. Commercialisation of the
ISS will contribute to the creation of value for
the business and research communities that
choose to access it, by sending commercial
payloads to and conducting innovative
activities on this world-class facilitv in soace.

Commercialising the European segment of the International Space
Station means creating conditions that attract private entities willing
to do business in the near-Earth environment. The commercialisation
of the Station is based on the assumption that there is a market
for low-orbiting manned infrastructures. This market is driven
by customer demand and covers a wide range of applications,
encompassing commercially applied research, technology develop-
ment and innovative activities linked with the image of space. The
commercialisation process touches upon viftually all of the facets of
ESAs day-to-day business: the evaluation and selection of projects,
the legal environment, the exploitation of human and technical
resources, and the corporate image, This article discusses the
potential markets for the Station, the potential customers, why they
might want to be in space and what they need from the Agency in
order to get there. lt also outlines ESAs strategy for making the Space
Station a new marketplace in space.

That value in turn translates into technologies,
products and processes for applications on
Earth as well as in space, generating prosperity
and increasing European industry's competitive
advantage. For Europe in particular, the primary

objectives of ISS commercialisation are to:

- make full use of the Eurooean investment in

ISS by stimulating applied and commercial
research in space and exploiting and
supporting innovative uses of the Station,
thereby involving both space and non-space
industry in space research and in improving
products and processes on Earth and in space

- encourage investment by the private sector
for future improvements and enhancements
of the lSS, which will attract new users by
providing new services

- reduce the need for ESA funding for ISS

operations and servicing-type activities by
charging the market rate for ISS utilisation in
order to free ESA resources for research and
develooment

- keep pace with the other ISS partners, who
are moving aggressively towards ISS

commercialisation

- generate revenue by using the ISS image, as
well as the space and ground infrastructure,
for prolects in the fields of education, sponsor-
ship, advertising and entertainment

- improve the public's perception of and interest
in space and space science by communicating
the benefits of space-based research to a
wider community in the context of promoting
commercial ISS utilisation.

The ISS business case
The International Space Station provides a

unioue environment in that it combines the
virtual absence of gravity (microgravity) with the
continuous presence of humans. Such an

environment allows physical processes to be
observed in an experimental context without
the 'distortion' that is generated here on Earth

by our planet's gravity or atmosphere.

ln fluid physics, for instance, the absence of
gravity enables one to study the complex
interactions of many different phenomena in

fluid phases. The environment of a space
laboratory where sedimentation and buoyancy-
induced flows are virtually eliminated, allows
one to study fluid phenomena that are
otherwise dominated or even completely
masked by these effects. The thermo-physical
properties measured under such conditions
have extreme levels of accuracy, which is

critical for developing new materials such as

commercially attractive alloys.

In tissue and cell engineering also, experimental
data gathered under microgravity conditions or

in microgravity simulation studies indicate a

change in cell function that is related to the
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Figure 1. The
commercialisation cycle

Figure 2. Promising market
segments

produces

Attraction

gravity level. The microgravity environment
therefore provides new ways of isolating the
various mechanisms inherent in the evolution of
tissue structure. This knowledge can then be
used, for example, for the production on the
ground of improved artificial organs for medical
purposes and for the design of bioreactors
mimicking organo-typical conditions.

Moving clockwise in Figure 1 from the R&D, we
see therefore that the generation of knowledge
and processes in space can contribute to
innovation on Earth, which generates added
value for companies and a better image for the
Station, which in turn serves to attract the

P u b I i c ity/Spo nsorsh i p
Product Placement

Enterta in menVEdutai n ment
Merchandising

attention of more ootential customers - both
commercial and academic - and further
enhances its commercial utilisation bv Eurooean
customers.

Market research: identifying markets and
customers
Where does one start in order to identifu
potential customers and attract them to the
Station? In initiating its ISS commercialisation
activities in 1999, ESA asked three companies
specialised in market research and technology
development to perform independent studies
of the market for, and the customers who
could be attracted to, the Station. These

studies identified a broad
spectrum of potential markets
(Fig. 2), ranging from R&D for
new product and processes in

weightlessness, to the novel
utilisation of the attractiveness of
the human presence in space for
commercial communication in

terms of sponsorship, product
placement and advertising. The
studies also showed, however,
that the markets for the ISS are
latent ones that need promotion
and nuduring. The three major
market segments identified are:

(i) Research and Development
There is industrial market
potential in the R&D area that is

already being tapped through the

creates

Research Field I Relevant Applications
Health I Pharmaceuticals, medical instrumentation
Biotechnology I Pharmaceuticals, biomedical products
New Materials I Aerospace, automotive, consumer goods,

medical instrumentation
Process lmprovements I Metals, electronics
Fluid Physics I Food, oil
Combustion I Fuel, automotive, aerospace
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ESA Microgravity Application Programme
(MAP), in which European non-space industry
has been participating since 1995. This
industrial participation is equivalent to almost
one third of the total cost of the initial phase.

Areas with commercial potential and interest for
metal producers and refiners, car and aero-
engine developers, energy producers, food and
cosmetics companies, oil companies, pharma-
ceutical companies, medical instrumentation
companies and others are:

- Innovative materials, products and processes
(e.9. improved knowledge of the thermo-
physical properties of metals, advanced
foams, emulsions, high-quality crystals, high-
performance alloys),

- Combustion processes (e.9. a better under-
standing of these processes leads to potential

reductions in fuel consumption and pollution).

- Biotechnology and biomedical research with
bioreactors.

- Research into osteooorosis,

- Tissue and cell engineering.

- lmoroved technioues for crew-health
monitoring.

Such potential commercial applications need
nurturing with pathfinder projects in order to
foster their eventual growth into commercial
processes and products.

(ii) Non-conventional activities
Advertising: Advertising offers short-term
potential for revenue generation, but due
consideration has to be given to the building-up
of the ISS's image as an outpost for humanity
devoted to advanced scientific and technoloqical
research.

Education: The possibility exists to broadcast
lessons in real time on such subjects as
physics, chemistry, biology and geography
direct to schools from the Space Station.
Although W networks could pay for such
ventures, it is unlikely that they will be big
revenue producers. The main interest in this
area is related more to image creation than to
the generation of revenue.

Entertainmenf; Multimedia companies have
already expressed strong interest in making
films on the lSS, in using the ISS for
broadcasting news, and in creating web-site
links with real-time imaoes involvinq crew
memDers.

Sponsorshrp; Present indications are that the
most promising market segment here is that of
patronage or sponsorship of research by global

companies that could benefit through
association with a particular field, particularly

research that benefits mankind. e.q. health- or
environment-related.

Dedicated commercial ftiqhts: lf there is

sufficient demand, special 
'itigt-'t" 

to the ISS

carrying commercial customers may be
considered. These spaceflight participants
would primarily be professionals in particular
fields, such as industrial researchers, teachers,
journalists, etc. In addition, there could be the
possibility to involve private individuals, fully
trained and willing to pay the associated costs
to experience human spaceflight.

(iii) Commercial infrastructure and services
With its numerous laboratories and external
mounting sites, the ISS offers excellent
oppoftunities for introducing new infrastructures
and services on a commercial basis targeted at
special-interest groups or the general public.

Typical examples might be the provision of a
precise time signal from the Station for watch
synchronisation, or the tracking/location of
items like cars and transoorted qoods.

The studies conducted for ESA have also
indicated that:

- The ootential markets have different
development cycles. The R&D market is a
medium- to long-term market, which needs
nurturing as regards knowledge diffusion and
financial suooort. The innovative markets
have much shofter time scales, as current
events in terms of space tourism and
advertising show, but they can also be of a
boom-and-bust nature, quickly disappearing
if the public's interest wanes.

- All potential markets call for an improvement
in the ISS's current image. Despite its size,

complexity and attractiveness, the project
has yet to receive the appropriate level of
recognition vis-a-vis the scope that it offers
for applied research or appropriate appre-
ciation by the general public.

- The ootential customers tend to be either
large companies with significant research
and marketing budgets (e.9. oil, pharma-
ceuticals) or 'niche' companies working in

very specialised technological fields (medical

equipment, mathematical modelling).

- Finally, before these customers will invest in

the Space Station, there is a need to provide

a business-friendly environment where access
to the Station is based on a reliable schedule,
confidentiality is guaranteed, and intellectual
property rights are protected.

Commercial projects in space
The results of the studies that ESA com-
missioned have also provided the basis for
creating contacts with potential customers. The
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Figure 3. Examples of
commercial projects

current development of the Microgravity
Application Programme and the issue of a Call
for Interest to the private sector in mid-2000
have allowed a set of initial projects with
commercial potential in several markets to be
created. These projects have different levels of
maturity and times-to-market, depending on
the degree of complexity of the activities
involved (Fig. 3). They are essentially 'pathfinders'

because their objective is to demonstrate that
there is an actual demand for commerce on the
lSS, and to explore the compatibility of the

existing rules and procedures at ESA and the
International Partners with future business
neeos.

The R&D{ype projects originating from the
MAP are currently in a pre-commercial stage,
but several of them, especially those in the
health, biotechnology and natural-resource
exploration sectors, already look very promising
for later commercialisation. The projects in the
innovative-activities sector have shorter
schedules, provide income, but offer a limited

Project Market benefit Industrial
benefit

ESA
contribution

Return to ESA Countries
involved

Research and
Develooment
Improvement of
oil recovery and
treatment of toxic
liquid spillage

Availability of
predictive models
of liquid diftusion

Petro-chemical
industry
competitiveness
and
environmental
orotectlon

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase ofthe
pathfinder project

Royalties from
Intellectual
Property Rights

Italy, France, the
Netherlands,
Norway and United
Kingdom

Development of
bioreactors
technologies for
fissue
organisation /
cell-matrix
interaction

New bioreactor
technologies
allowing for
commercial tissue
formation,
remodelling and
reDatr

Bio-mechanical
and bio-
technology
industry
innovation

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase ofthe
pathfinder project

Royalties from
Intellectual
Property Rights,
products and
processes

Switzerland,
France, Germany

Development of
treatments and
monitoring
equipment for
osteoporosis and
metabolism

Development of
treatment and
monitoring
technologies

Pharmaceuticals
and rnedical
equipment
industry
innovation

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase of the
pathfinder project

Royalties from
Intellectual
Properly Rights,
products and
pfocesses

France, Italy,
Cermany,
Switzerland, the
Netherlands,
Finland, Canada

Physical-htness
equipment
development

Development of
specific exercise
equrpment

Medical
equlpment
industry and
leisure, sport
industrv

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase of the

oathfinder oroiect

Royalties from
Intellectual
Property Rights,
products and
Drocesses

Sweden, France,
Italy, United
Kingdom,
Germany

Non<onventional
activities
Sponsorship -
Quality of life in
the 2l't century

Association with
outstanding
research on ISS

Image promotion
for European
corporations

Market research,
Sponsorship
package
develooment

Funds for
additional research
and astronaut
flishts

All

Product
placement

Association with
space and ISS

Product
demonstration,
validation and
oromotion

N/A Funds for
additional research

and astronauts
flishts

Ail

Commercial
infrastructure
and services
ISS camera fbr
commercial
lmaglng

Urban mapping
Crop control
Harvest insurance

Government,
local authorities
Agriculture sector
Insurance

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase of the
pathfinder proiect

Payments of
operational costs
plus fee

All

GTS - Global
Transmission
Services

Provision of time
synchronisation
and asset location
servrces

Watch,
automotive,
transportatron
industries

Sustain
operational
activities in the
initial phase of the
oathfinder oroiect

Payments of
operational costs
plus fee

All
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time window of opportunity. Together, however,
they provide the commercial marketing effort
for the ISS with an early starl and cover the
entire life cycle of the European ISS elements.
Figure 4 shows the investment and return
cycles for these projects; the R&D and services
projects typically involve a longer and more
intensive investment phase (initial part of the
curve in the negative quadrant). before a

balance is achieved between the expenses
incurred and the income received (breakeven

ooint).

Typically
R&D and services
market segments

This promising start has prompted ESA to offer
fufther opporlunities for commercial projects on
a more permanent basis and the new 'Open

Call for Commercial Proposals' can be found
at : www.esa, inVspacef lighVisscommercialisation.

The legal framework
Attracting customers to the Space Station
requires a set of commercial conditions to be
put in place that provides for easy, reliable and
confidential access. Figure 5 highlights the
different conditions souqht bv commercial

Figure 4. Income/expense
model for ISS

commercialisation

Figure 5. Access categories

lncome/Expenses for
different ISS
Commercial Projects

Typically projbcts in

innovative market seqment
(e.9. sponsorship)

Access Categories Institutional Access Commercial Access

ESA Membs States are Arstri4 Beleium, Denmark, Finland, Frmce. Gemmy, heland, Italy, the Net}erlmds, Nosav.
Portugal, Spain Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom States, that are underlined contribute cunmtly to ISS Exploitalion
ln cme of co-opaative reseuch proposals, usem from non-contributing Stales and non-ESA Member States cm also be

gmted access to ISS mder certain conditions
ISS Partner States tre all ESA Member States, United States, Rmsia, Canad4 Japm Usen from other States may be granted

access to ISS subject to approval by all Partner States

Line of breakeven
points in different
market segments

Utilisation objective Maximise scientific retum Maximise economic retum on
Promote industrial research and investment
development

Type of Activities Fundamental and applied research , Any, as long as compatible with ISS
orpre-competitivetechnological image
development

User Rights Exclusive access to experimental Time-, market- or geographically-
results for one year; thereafter limited exclusivity rights
public access to data Exclusive intellectual property rights

Origin Academia, research institutes and Any user from ISS Partner States ',
industries from those ESA who navs the fuI] price for ISS
Member Statesr which contribute ,.rou..., and services
to ISS Exploitation

Evaluation By peer or merit review By image revrew
By business plan review in case of
deferred payments

Priority According to scientific and/or According to 'first come first served'
application value principle

Funding Source ISS services andresources are Users to purchase ISS services and

provided to users through the : resources from ESA or Business
contributions of the ESA Member Develooer(s)
States to the ISS Exolortatron
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Figure 6. Commercial
access roule

Figure 7. Access schedule

38

Assessment of
image compliance

cr rstomcrs .n.nn:.or^l with the trad,tional
institutional access rights provided to
programmes fully *inanced by tr-e fSA Member
States, Some o[ the najor issues relating to the
legal framework are highlighted below.

Evaluation and selection of commercial
proposals
ESA is proposing a Commerc al Access
approach to poLeltial c,-rstomers. who are

encouraged to resoond to t^e Open Call fo.
Commercia Proposa,s tFig 6; Within thrs
nrnaoqe nrr\/2la onlil'ac nrocantrnn nnmmornial

nrorccts rnrill h:vp tn nrqyifg a minimUm Set Ot

information of a technica and financial nature. lf
fin:nci:l ar rn^^n frnm trQA iq ronrroqtpel rho
nrnnnool ra, ll hn',a la n4 q1 rnnlomonlonl rrrith rPl wPwoql vvlll I lovE LU uu JUV|\Jrur rur rruu vvrr I q

r-omnlclc Rr rsinocc Pl:q.

Tho oy:lr rriinn nrnnocc r^,'ll ha hncn.l nn +h.nnrrru uvuruqrrvr I vr v9uoJ vv/il uc uoJUu ut | il t gg

main elements:

- Technical Feasrbilrty Assessmenl: lr t"te
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to the lSS. the techn ca 'easibility and salety
acnpctq r,vill naed in be aSSeSSed. ESA haS
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ments and plans,

- ()nmnlinnra with tha i.Q.Q /mrop FSA rnrrchocu t taYe.

io nrniont iho imano Of the ISS and Will thefe-
lore assess the impact of any comrercial
nronos2 on thc imeng Of the Station and that
nf lho n:riininrtinn cr,y -pace agenctes
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proof of their ability to finance the utilisation
project, underwritten where recessary by
f nancial institutions

Fully self -financed commercial proposals,
which are both techn cally feasible and are
compliant w tl- the lSS s mage. wrll be selected
by ESA on a 'first-come, first-served basis'

Schedule
Reliability of the schedule for flights to and from
the Space Station is of the utmost impoftarce
for commercial customers. However, the time
needed fron lhe selection of a business
nrnnnaal l^ +h^ ^^+' '^l l^' '^^h ^f ^ ^-.,1^^^ +^
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the Interrational Space Station is pay,oad
specific. For simple payloads, this perrod will
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(e,9, no power or communication inteffaces
requi'ed), the time to flight can be as snort as
three months. What ESA can offer to

lssue of Open Call for Commercial Proposals

Commercial Proposal submission
with proof of financing

+ ff required + ff required

Technical feasibility
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+ ln case of Deferred Pavme{
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Deferred Payments

Proposal approval

Inclusion in ISS Utilisation Plan

Typically 12 Months
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customers is. in any case, a standard set of
activities for physically accessing the Station.
Figure 7 shows the activities involved in

preparing a simple payload for launch and their
average duration. For media and commercial
communications-related projects, the schedule
may be much shorter, if no payload needs to be
physically transported to the Station.

lntellectual property
ESA is currently in the process of reviewing its
overall approach to intellectual property and
defining the specific framework for ISS

commercialisation in this respect. The
principles envisaged in the commercialisation
context are focussing on two main hypotheses:

- ln cases where exploitation and project costs
would be fully funded by the commercial
customer, the intellectual property rights
would remain with the customer.

- In cases where ESA would provide a non-
reimbursable contribution, the intellectual
propefty rights would be shared with the
customer in relation to such funding, such
sharing being negotiated on a case-by-case
basrs.

These orincioles remain to be confirmed within
the overall ESA Intellectual Propedy Rights
(lPR) policy, and to be elaborated in detail for
imolementation in the ISS commercialisation
context. lt is envisaged that the negotiation of
lPRs will be a function of the funding being
contributed by the respective customer and by
ESA for each specific project.

Confidentiality
The Inter-Governmental Agreement (lGA)

between the ISS Partners orovides for
confidentiality rules for the exchange of data
within the ISS cooperation. In implementing the
services carried out on behalf of customers,
ESA will take all reasonable measures within
this environment to orovide conditions that
protect customers' interests to the greatest
extent possible. A minimum of information for
safety certification will always have to be
provided. Safeguards of confidentiality for
proprietary data are also foreseen by the IGA in
this respect. The IGA foresees the possibility of
placing adequate markings on documents,
software and equipment, to indicate the
existence of proprietary information.

Product Quantity Price*

Accommodation:
EDR tocker, inclusive of standard I locker for 3 months inclusive of: 830 kEuro
services -3crewhours

- 100 kwh

EDR drawer, inclusive of standard I drawer for 3 months inclusive of: 1050 kEuro
services -4crewhours

- 130 kwh

Research Facility:
ESA MFC facility
or external facility

Basic payload support

Communication Services:
Data Rate

1 facility per day+*
including:
- 15 crew minutes
- 8.5 kwh

1 kg payload

1 min of TDRSS link

70 kEuro

I 0 kEuro

100 usD***

Transportation Services:
Pressurised up/downmass 1 kg (each way, passive cargo) 22 kUSD
Unpressurised up/downmass 1 kg (each way, passive cargo) 26.5 kUSD

Additional Resources and Services On demand

Media and Commercial Communication On demand

Note: specific customers'requirements will be agreed on a case-by-case basis

* Prices are applicable for customers from States contributing to ISS exploitation. Prices fot customers
from other States will be agreed on a case-by-case basis.

*+ Several customers may share the usage ofone faciliry thus reducing the individual cost.
*** Prices in US dollars refer to services provided via NASA and are subject to NASA pricing provisions.

Figure 8. Price list
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Figure 9. ISS
commercial isation strategy

Prices
ESA has established a transparent pricing
structure for customers wishing to exploit
the European poftion of the ISS commercially.
This pricing policy constitutes a reference for
the agreement of commercial transactions
with ESA. lt will be updated periodically
depending on prevailing market conditions and
developments.

The prices quoted have been tailored to the
basic facilities and services that ESA will have
available on the lSS, mainly within the
Columbus laboratory. They include the use of
drawers and lockers by customers wishing to
provide a complete payload experiment, and of
the Microgravity Facilities - Biolab. European
Physiology Modules, Fluid-Science Laboratory
and Material-Science Laboratory - for
experiments with standard samples. The prices
shown in Figure 8 are valid for 2001

Promoting the ISS's image
Awareness of the International Space Station
needs to be increased within the market
segments being targeted. But what are the
messages about the ISS that should be
spread? What makes the ISS commercially
attractive for research and communication
nt trnncaq? An IQQ imano nnnnont hac haon,vvv L I

defined by ESA focussing on:

- the great achievement of putting this first-

class research facility into space - the human
achievement. the technology development
and the global co-operation that have made
the ISS a reality: the scale of the project, and
the size of ISS itself are unique

- the ISS is real - it is already up there, the
largest outpost in space to be permanently
inhabited

- the ISS is relevant - it has potential benefits
for hnth cnmnanipq and individuals.

The communication plan has a phased
approach with short-, medium- and long-term
objectives, emphasising respectively: general
awareness of the lSS, its potential exploitation
benefits for European industry, maintenance of
interest in the lSS, and the consolidation of
brand values. The target audiences will
primarily be the general public, the business
community and the scientific community The
communication media will consist of the
cnonialicod nracc ".leCialiSed adVeftising.
seminars, scientific/educational material, direct
promotion, edutainment programmes, web
sites and sponsorship events.

In parallel, the market-analysis effod will be
maintained to monitor market evolution, to
adapt the promotion strategies, and to respond
to customers' demands with the development
of adequate services for the major commercial
ISS market segments.
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Figure 10. Public-Private
Partnership model

PARTNERSHIP

ESA STRATEGIC INVESTORS FINANCIAL INVESTORS

Transfer of resources
and accommodations,

financial support

In-kind and financial
investment

Financial
investment

CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT

CUSTOMERS

The develooment and maintenance of an
adequate ISS image will be safeguarded by the
definition of criteria with which commercial
activities will have to comply. The Agency
is developing a Charter containing image
compliance criteria. encompassing such
aspects as the peaceful uses of the lSS, the
legality of activities, coherence with agreements
with the International Paftners. etc.

The strategic approach
ESAs overall strategy in approaching Space
Station commercialisation is founded on the
activities described above and is summarised
in Figure 9. The concerted actions of easing the
legal environment, attracting customers and
implementing pathfinder projects have the
strategic objective of enabling the growth of
one or more 'Business Developers' willing to
assume overall responsibility for developing the
European market for the lSS. In this scenario,
ESA would make available the resources and
facilities and the Business Developer would
select the commercial prolects to be implemented.
This collaboration could take the form of a
Private-Public Paftnership (Fig.10) whereby
ESA and strategic investors like the space
industry, and with institutional investors such as
financial entities, form an alliance to nudure the
market and select and suooort the first
commercial businesses to venture into space.

Conclusion
The notential market assOCiated with the
commercial utilisation of the lnternational
Soace Station encomoasses a wide set of
segments ranging from pure R&D to highly
innovative commercial activities, ISS commer-
cialisation is therefore a process that is strongly

market driven, which demands that the Agency
review its conventional way of doing business
in order to make the customer the focus of
attention. The ESA strategy therefore responds
to the needs that have been expressed by the
market in stdving towards full utilisation of the
Space Statron's capabilities, carefully matching
the needs of business with the wishes and
objectives of the Agency's Member States. To

support such a strategy, a period of market
nuduring and the involvement of European
Business Developers is necessary. Such support
has to cover technical, human and financial
means, possibly being implemented within the
framework of an alliance between the Agency
and private entities willing to co-invest in this
process.

By harnessing all of this knowledge and
expertise - political, commercial and industrial -
Europe will have an excellent chance of playing
: nnmnatitirio rnlo in iho omarnanna nf tho

International Space Station as a new market
olace in soace.
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the cluster quadet's first year in space

Rumba, Salsd, Samba and Tango in the
Magnetosphere
- The Cluster Quartet's First Year in Space

C.P. Escoubet & M. Fehringer
Solar System Division, Space Science Deparlment, ESA Directorate of Scientific
Programmes, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

P. Bond
Cranleigh, Surrey, United Kingdom

Introduction
Cluster is one of the two missions - the other
being the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) - constituting the Solar Terrestrial
Science Programme (STSP), the first
'Cornerstone' of ESA's Horizon 2000
Programme. The Cluster mission was first
proposed in November 1982 in response to an
ESA Call for Prooosals for the next series of
scientific missions.

The four Cluster spacecraft were successfully launched in pairs by
two Russian Soyuz rockets on 16 July and 9 August 2000. On 14
August, the second pair joined the first pair in highly eccentric polar
orbits, with an apogee of 19.6 Earth radii and a perigee of 4 Earth radii.
The very accurate orbital injection and low fuel consumption mean
that spacecraft operations could continue for at least two more years
after the nominal two-year mission.

This is the first time that the Eafth's magnetic field and its environment
have been explored by a small constellation of four identical
spacecraft. Preliminary results show that, as predicted, with four
spacecraft we can obtain a detailed three-dimensional view of the
Sun-Earth connection processes taking place at the interface
between the solar wind and the Earth's magnetic field.

After the Adane-S launcher failure on 4 June
1996 and the destruction of the four original
Cluster soacecraft, the Cluster scientists
convinced the ESA Science Programme
Committee (SPC) that it was essential for the
European scientific community to rebuild the
mission. This was agreed by the SPC in April
1997. In the meantime. SOHO. launched in

December 1995, had begun to make some
very exciting discoveries about the Sun and its
environment. Now, with the successful launch
of the rebuilt Cluster satellites, the STSP
Cornerstone is complete and it is possible to
combine these two missions in order to study
the full chain of processes from the Sun's
interior to the Earth.

Launch and commissioning phase
When the first Soyuz blasted off from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome on 16 July 2000, we
knew that Cluster was well on the way to
recovery from the previous launch setback.
However, it was not until the second launch on
9 August 2000 and the proper injection of the
second pair of spacecraft into orbit that we
knew that the Cluster mission was truly back
on track (Fig. 1). In fact, the experimenters said
that they knew they had an ideal mission only
after switching on their last instruments on the
fourth soacecraft.

After the two launches, a quite lengthy
verification phase for all spacecraft subsystems
and the payload of 44 instruments ftable 1)

started. The 16 solid booms, eight for the
magnetometers and eight for communications,
were successfully deployed. A few days later,

the spacecraft had to survive the first long
eclipses, with up to 4 h of darkness, which they
did with very good performances from the
onboard batteries.

Then started the verification ohase for the
11 sets of instruments. This phase was
complicated by the fact that, to perform their
measurements, some instruments had to
deploy very long wire antennas. These 44 m
antennas altered the spin rate of the
spacecraft, which was incompatible with the
particle instruments that needed a fixed spin
rate. Altogether, more than 1 100 individual
tasks were oerformed on the instruments.
At the end of this phase, in early December,
a two-week 'interference campaign' was
conducted to test how much the instruments
influenced each other. After successfully testing
all the instruments, the nominal operations
phase began on 1 February 2001. Some of the
results that are oresented below were obtained
during the commissioning and verification phase.
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16 July 2000

Figure 1. The two launches
of the Cluster spacecraft on

two Soyuz-Fregat rockets,
on 16 July and 9 August

2000. An onboard camera
took 27 oictures when

Rumba-SC1 separated from
Tango-SC4. Tango is shown

in the upper-right corner.
The Earth can be seen in

the background

9 August 2000

The Earth's magnetosphere is a very large
volume of space extending about 65 OOO km in

the Sun's direction, and more than two million km
in the opposite direction. The Earth's magnetic
field dominates this space, Without the
continuous flow of plasma (electrically charged
particles) from the Sun, the Earth's magnetic
field would be a dipole with a symmetric
magnetic field around the polar axis. Instead,
the solar wind compresses the magnetosphere
on the front side and shapes it into a long tail in
the anti-sunward direction (Fig. 2). During the
first months of operations, the spacecraft orbits
allowed Cluster to visit key regions of the
magnetosphere - the bow shock, the

SC4 and SCI separation

magnetopause and the polar cusp. In addition,
unique data were obtained during a strong
solar storm that occurred in November 2000.

The bow shock
The bow shock is the surface that forms in front
of the Earth's magnetosphere when the
supersonic solar wind slams into it at a speed
of about 4OO km/s (around 1.5 million km/h).
This is similar to the shock wave (or sonic
boom) when a plane flies faster than the speed
of sound in the atmosphere. The bow shock
slows down the solar wind and deflects it

around the magnetosphere. In the process, the
oarticles - electron and ions - are heated and
the strength of the magnetic field is increased.
lntense electromagnetic waves are also
oroduced at the shock.

Figure 3 shows the electric waves detected by
the WHISPER instrument during two crossings
of the bow shock by the four Cluster
spacecraft. On the plot, which covers a period

of 40 minutes, the wave frequency is shown as
a function of time. The oower of the waves is
plotted in false colours: red/brown for the most
intense and blue for the less intense.

The bow shock is characterised by an intense
wave-emission enhancement below 20 kNz
that is observed around 08:25 and 08:35 UT.

The crossings do not occur at the same time
for all spacecraft due to their different positions,

which were about 600 km from each other at
that time. The right panel of Figure 3 shows the
spacecraft configuration at the first crossing,
when they were located on the right flank of the
bow shock. A closer view of the spacecraft
configuration is shown in the middle-right and
bottom-right panels.

Table 1. The

lnstrument

ASPOC (Spacecraft potential control)

CIS (lon composition)

EDI (Plasma drift velocity)

FGM (Magnetometer)

PEACE (Electrons)

RAPID (High-energy electrons and ions)

DWP . (\tVave processor)

EFW . (Electric field and waves)

STAFF - (Magnetic and electric fluctuatrons)

WBD . (Electric field and wave forms)

WHISPER - (Electron density and waves)

' Wave Experiment Cansoftiun WEC)

11 instruments on each of the four Cluster spacecraft

Principal Investigator

K. Torkar (lWF, A)

H. Rdme (CESR, F)

G. Paschmann (MPE, D)

A. Balogh (lC, UK)

A Fazakerley (MSSL, UK)

P Daly (MPAe, D)

H. Alleyne (Sheffield, UK)

M Andr6 (IRFU, S)

N Cornilleau (CETP, F)

D. Gurnett (IOWA, USA)

P D6cr6au (LPCE, D
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Figure 2. The Cluster orbit
and the regions crossed
during the first phase of the
mrssron

Figure 3. Bow-shock
crossings by each of the
four Cluster spacecraft on
22 December 2000. The
left panels show the
f requency/time spectrograms
of the electric waves
observed by the WHISPER
instrument. Between about
08:25 and 08:35 UT, the
soacecraft were in the solar
wind. The diagrams on the
right show the Cluster
configuration during the
bow-shock crossing, in an
overall view (upper panel)
and two enlarged views at
08:23 UT (middle panel) and
08:27 Uf (bottom panel).
The spacecraft and their
trajectories are colour-coded:
spacecraft 1 (Rumba-SC1) is
shown in black, Salsa-SC2
in red, Samba-SC3 in green,
and Tango-SC4 in magenta.
Data courtesy of WHISPER
Principal Investigator,
P. D6cr6au (LPCE, France)
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Since the bow shock usually moves faster than
the spacecraft, the latter can be considered
immobile with the bow shock is moving
through the group. This motion is due to an

increase in the pressure of the solar wind
(acting like a piston) on the magnetosphere,
which pushes the bow shock closer to the
Earth. lt is clear from the figure that spacecraft
2 crossed the bow shock first, and then the
other spacecraft followed. A few minutes later,

around 08:35 UT, the pressure decreased again

and the bow shock crossed the spacecraft in

the oooosite direction.

The second crossing was a little different
because the wave emission appears slightly
broader and stronger. Emission of electric
waves at the plasma frequency is seen on the
spectrograms as a light blue line. From this

emission, the absolute electron density of the
plasma can be deduced (shown in the lower
paner).

At first, the satellites were flying through the
magnetosheath (Fig. 2), which is characterised
by a high particle density of between 40 and
7O cm-3. After the crossing of the bow shock,
the density in the solar wind decreased to
around 2O cm-3. An interesting difference
between spacecraft 2 and the other spacecraft
is observed before the spacecraft again
crossed the bow shock at around OB:35 UT.

Spacecraft 1, 3 and 4 observed a gradual

increase in density from 20 to 70 cm 3, which
took about 3 to 4 min, while on spacecraft 2
this increase was very sharp, taking less than
1 min. This is an interesting observation, which
shows that the bow shock can have different

properties on quite short spatial scales,
typically less than 600 km. Further studies will

be conducted to understand the small-scale
structures of the bow shock.

Figure 4 is another example of a bow-shock
crossing. Here the magnitude of the magnetic
field is plotted as a function of time for the four
spacecraft. In the supersonic solar wind
(upstream of the bow shock), the magnetic field
is low, around 10 nT in this example, and
high in the decelerated solar wind or
magnetosheath (downstream of the bow
shock), at around 30 nT. The bow shock was
first hovering very close to spacecraft 2, from
06:50 to 07:03 UT, as seen in the multiple

drops in its magnetic-field data, then moved
sunward of all four spacecraft from 07:03 to
07:12 UT. Later, from 07:12 lo 07:19 UT, it
stayed between spacecraft 2 and the other
three spacecraft. The crossing of the bow
shock by the four satellites gives, for the first
time, a direct measurement of the bow-shock
speed - between 5 and 6 km/s.

The magnetopause
Inside the bow shock is the magnetopause, the
external boundary of the Earth's magnetic field.
The magnetopause is characterised by a

discontinuity of the magnetic field, a sudden
change in padicle distribution function and
large emissions of electromagnetic waves. In

the following example, the magnetic field and
the wave data will be used to studv its
geometry.

The top panel in Figure 5 shows the north-
south component (8.) of the magnetic field and

Figure 4. Multiple bow-
shock crossing by Salsa-

SC2 on 25 December 2000.
The magnitude of the

magnetic field from the FGM
instrument is plotteiJ as a

function of time. A high
value means that the
spacecraft are in the

magnetosheath, and a low
value means that they are in
the solar wind. The frequent

drops in the magnetic field
on Salsa-SC2 indicate the

bow-shock crossings.
Data courtesy of FGM
Principal Investigator,

A. Balogh (lmperial College
London, UK)
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Magnetosphere Nlagnetosheath

Bt
FGM

\

0

08:25: 00

Figure 5. Magnetopause
crossing by the four
spacecraft on 10 December
2000. The B. component of
the magnetic field is plotted
as a function of time (high
value means inside the
magnetosphere, and low
value means outside). In
addition, the integrated
wave power from the STAFF
instrument is olotted as a
function of time. The
maximum in the wave oower
(marked at the bottom by
an arrow) indicates the
magnetopause crossing.
The diagram at the bottom
shows the magnetopause
surface and its normal plane
detected by the four
spacecraft. A wave passing
by the spacecraft is shown
in red.
Data courtesy of STAFF
Principal Investigator,
N. Cornilleau-Wehrlin (CETP,

France), and FGM Principal
Investigator, A. Balogh
(lmperial College London,
UK)

the total emission power of the magnetic waves
generated around the magnetopause. The
magnetopause is defined by the maximum
power of the waves corresponding to the
change in sign of Br. The arrows at the bottom
of the plot show the exact time of the
magnetopause crossing. lt is interesting to note
that spacecraft 1 crossed the magnetopause
first, then spacecraft 2 and 4 at the same time,
and finallv soacecraft 3.

Using a minimum-variance analysis, which
means looking for a system where the
variations in B are minimal, the magnetopause
plane can be defined for each spacecraft
crossing. The result is shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 5. The individual spacecraft
positrons as well as the magnetopause plane
are shown. lt is clear that spacecraft 1. 3 and 4
detected the magnetopause in approximately
the same plane, while spacecraft 2 detected
it in an almost perpendicular plane. This
observation cannot be explained by a usual
planar magnetopause surface, but instead by a
wave propagating along the magnetopause.
The speed of this wave has been estimated at
around 70 km/s. A simulation of this wave is
shown in Figure 6. lt is clear from this example
that all four spacecraft are needed to measure
the three-dimensional oroperties of the
magnetopause. With two or three spacecraft,
we could have missed the wave.

The polar cusp
The polar cusp is the 'window' above the
northern and southern polar regions where the
particles from the solar wind can penetrate
directly into the magnetosphere (Fig. 7, top

Earth

panel). Given their location at the outer
boundary of the magnetosphere, the polar
cusps react rapidly to changes that occur in the
solar wind. For instance, when the solar wind
changes from a north- to a south-pointing
magnetic field, the cusp moves to lower
latitudinal positions. On the other hand, when
the solar-wind magnetic field changes to an
azimuthal direction, the polar cusp moves
longitudinally. The motion of the cusp is,
therefore, a key element in the Sun-Earth
interaction.

Until now, the polar cusp had only been
observed by single spacecraft, so its motion
could only be deduced indirectly from statistical
analysis by combining many crossings. With
Cluster, four spacecraft are visiting this region
for the first time, allowing the speed of the polar
cusp to be measured directly.
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Figure 7. Cusp crossing on
14 January 2001. Top panel:

sketch of the polar cusp
with the four spacecraft.
Bottom panel: energy/time
spectrograms of ions from
Rumba-SC1 , Samba-SG3
and Tango-SC4. The total
ion density is also plotted
in the panel above each
spectrogram.
Data courtesy of CIS
Principal Investigator
H. Rdme and Co-
Investigator J.P. Bosqued
(CESR, France)
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Figure 8. Ground-based
radar observations on

14 January 2001. The left
panel shows the projection

of the Cluster trajectory over
the northern polar cap. The
fields of view of the Eiscat
(red) and Superdarn (grey)
radars are indicated. The

right panels show the
plasma convection pattern
recorded by Superdarn at

13:20 UT (top) and at 13:30
UT (bottom). An

enhancement of the flow
towards the east is detected

at 13:30 (yellow bright spot
in the centre of the figure).

Data courtesy of
H. Opgenoorth (Uppsala,

Sweden), M. Lockwood
(RAL, UK) and R. Greenwald

(APL, USA).

The bottom panel in Figure 7 shows the data
from the ion detectors on spacecraft 1 , 3 and 4
in the cusp region. The spacecraft were moving
from above the pole at around 09:00 UT to
the magnetosheath after 15:00 UT (Fig. 2). In

between these two regions. the spacecraft
crossed the polar cusp for about 30 minutes at
around 13:30 UT. A few other shorler crossings
of the polar cusp are also visible before and
after that time.

The polar cusp is characterised by ions, mainly
H* and He** of solar origin, with energies
between 100 eV and a few keV On the large
time scale shown in this figure. all spacecraft
show the same data. However, as we will see
below, clear differences are visible if we look at
more detailed data. The top panel in Figure 7
sketches the spacecraft entering the polar
cusp, Two spacecral are in the cusp, one is at
the border, and the fourth one is still outside.
The precise timing of the crossing by each
spacecraft and the spacecraft position will give
tho cnoad nf tho nr rcnvr Lr rv vvuv.

This crossing on 14 January 2001 was
suppoded by ground-based data sets, as the
Eiscat and Superdarn radars were just below
the spacecraft and providing additional
information on the cusp region (Fig 8). ln fact,

lust before the cusp crossing by Cluster, the
radar detected a change in ionospheric
convection, which was an indication that the
cusp was moving towards the east lbottom-
right panel). This motion is sketched in Figure 9.

The left panel is a view from the Sun and shows
the motion of the cusp towards the Cluster
position (blue dot) The right panel shows the
electron data for one of these cusp crossings
by the four spacecraft. The entry of the spacecraft
into the cusp is marked by a red arrow and the
exit by a white arrow. lt is clear that the entry
and exit do not occur at the same time for each
^^^^^^'^+ | l^l^ - rL^ *imo nf lho nrnqqinn anr'1OPqUEUI Ol t. UJll lV Ll lU lil ru vr vooil tV ot tu

the position of the spacecraft, we can estimate
that the polar cusp was moving at between 10
and 30 km/s. This is the first time that the
speed of the cusp has been measured directly,

Solar storm in November 2OOO

With the Sun now at maximum activity in its 11

year cycle, numerous power{ul solar storms are
expected to occur. On 8 November 2OO0 the
fourth biggest storm since 1976 was detected
by SOHO. A huge cloud of plasma, in the form
of a Coronal Mass Ejection (CN/E), was directed
towards the Eadh (Fig. 10) About 8 min later,

the WHISPER instrument on Cluster detected
the first consequence o[ the storm - an intense

Ila"0if,i - 11:;il0 UI
tB nT

11;}000 - 1;{3iffi LrT

lE nT

$:"lperDARbJ data
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Polar
cusp

Normal position

Eastward shift

radio emission from 20 kHz to above 80 kHz.
Then, about 20 min latet the first energetic
protons accelerated during the storm arrived at

the Earth (Fig. 1 1), Their flux was 100 000 times
higher than during quiet conditions.

These particles penetrate spacecraft and
instruments and may damage vital components.

In fact, single-event upsets, due to bit flips in

the solid-state memory, were detected on-
board Cluster about 1OO times more often than
under normal conditions. The last manifestation
of the storm, which occurred about 1 day later,

was the arrival of the CME. This acted as a
piston on the magnetosphere and reduced its

size by half.

Figure 9. Detailed data
obtained during the cusp
crossing on 14 January 2001.
The left panel sketches the
motion of the cusp towards
Cluster, which enabled the
spacecraft to enter the cusp
unexpectedly. The right
panels show the energy/time
spectrograms of the electron
population observed by the
four spacecraft. The red
arrows indicate when the
spacecraft entered the cusp,
and the white arrows when
they left the cusp.
Data courtesy of PEACE
Principal Investigator,
A. Fazakerley (MSSL, UK)

Figure 10. Solar storm on
8 - 10 November 2000. The
SOHO image taken on
8 November is shown in the
upper left panel. The position
of Cluster is shown in the
upper-right diagram. The
f requency/time spectrograms
showing the electric field
wave measurements are
shown at the bottom. The
large band emission (from
20 to more than 80 kHz) is
observed on Samba-SC3
about 8 min after the storm
started on the Sun.
Data courtesy of WHISPER
Principal Investigator,
P. D6cr6au (LPCE, France)
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When we received the early warning from
SOHO that the storm was coming, we decided
to record data for about one day on each
Cluster spacecraft. Although not all instruments
were operating at that time due to on-going
commissioning activities, the FGM magneto-
meter was switched on and so it was able to
detect Cluster's first excursion outside the
magnetosphere.

Figure 12 shows the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) model that simulates the magneto-
sphere's status during the storm. This model
reproduces the global interaction of the solar
wind with the magnetosphere. All key physical
parameters - magnetic field, density and
temperature - are calculated in three dimensions
using solar-wind data measured by the Wind
spacecraft upstream of the bow shock. In the
top panel, the magnetosphere is shown in dark
blue, while to the left the magnetosheath is
shown in green/yellow, and further to the left
the solar wind is in light blue.

Due to the increased pressure coming from the
solar wind at 07:00 UT, the colours of the
above regions changed slightly, the solar wind
becoming light yellow and the magnetosheath
becoming red. Before the arrival of the cloud, at
05:48 UT, the magnetosphere was normal (top
panel) and Cluster was located inside it. After
the CME's arrival (bottom panel), the
magnetosphere was compressed to about half
of its normal size, and Cluster passed outside it
and into the solar wind for many hours. This
was about 10 days earlier than expected by the
mission team,

Figure 13 shows the magnetometer data from
one excursion outside the magnetosphere

Figure 11. Protons produced
during the solar storm on

8 November 2000. The flux
is plotted for different

proton energies, from above
10 MeV to above 100 MeV.

The protons were still
reaching the Earth, although

with decreasing fluxes,
several days later.

Data courtesy of NOAA/SEC
Boulder, USA

Figure 12.
Magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) model of the
magnetosphere on

10 November 2000.
The top panel shows the

magnetosphere before the
arrival of the CME at 05:48

UT, and the bottom panel
after the arrival of the CME

at 07:00 UT.

Data courtesy of J. Berchem
(UCLA/IGPB USA)
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during the storm. Each spacecraft
successively crossed the
magnetopause, in agreement with
the model shown on the right. The

order of the crossing, starting at

06:02 UT. was first spacecraft 2
(Salsa-SC2), then Tango-SC4,
then Samba-SC3, and finally
Rumba-SC1. A few minutes later,

stading at 06:03:30, Rumba-SC1,
Samba-SC3, Tango-SC4 and
Salsa-SC2 re-entered the magneto-
sphere in succession, The speed
of the spacecraft was relatively
slow compared to the motion of
the magnetopause, so it should be
seen as if the magnetopause was
going back and forth through the
spacecraft. The order of exit and
entry is reversed, indicating that
the magnetopause kept the same
orientation during its motion.

Conclusion
During just the first few months of operations,
the Cluster spacecraft have fully demonstrated
their ability to provide substantial advances in

magnetospheric physics. For the first time,

structures in the magnetosphere have been

studied in three dimensions, which will bring
new knowledge of the processes taking place

durlng the interaction between the Sun and
Earth.

The bow shock was captured between the four
spacecraft, enabling its geometry and speed to
be determined for the first time. Waves on the
magnetopause were also directly observed for
the first time and further studies of these should
bring new insights into magnetic reconnection
processes. The polar cusp, a moving window
on the solar wind, was observed by the four
spacecraft and its speed was measured for the
frrst time. More data have been obtained in

these regions and will allow scientists around
the world to perform systematic studies of the
physical processes involved.

Another main target of the Cluster mission is

the magnetotail, where magnetic reconnection,
current disruptions and particle acceleration are

taking place. During the next few months,
Cluster will look for the first time at the spatial

variation of these processes, casting new light

on the geomagnetic substorms that are

responsible for the intense auroras on the night
side of the Earth.
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Figure 1 3. Magnetopause
crossing during the solar
storm on 10 November
2000. The left diagram
shows the magnetic-field
component B* as a function
of time as recorded on the
four Cluster spacecraft:
Rumba-SC1 in black,
Salsa-SC2 in red. Samba-
SC3 in green and Tango-
SC4 in blue. Bx is negative
inside the magnetosphere
and positive outside it. The
three right-hand diagrams
show the configuration of
the four spacecraft as they
crossed the magnetopause
tn successron.
Data courtesy of FGM
Principal Investigator,
A. Balogh (lmperial College
London, UK).
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The Life Cycle of XMM-Newton's 'Targets
of Opportunity'

M. Santos-Lle6, N. Schartel, M. Guainazzi, P.M. Rodriguez-Pascual, M. Ehle,
M. Breitfellnen L. Tomas & F.A. Jansen
ESA Directorate of Science, ESTEC, Noordwiik, The Netherlanos

Introduction
The XMM-NeMon (X-ray Multi-mirror Mission)
observatory is the second Cornerstone of
ESA's Horizons 2000 Scientific Programme. lt
offers astronomers simultaneous :

- highthroughput non-dispersive spectroscopic
rmagrng

- medium-resolution dispersive spectroscopy

- optical-ultraviolet (UV) imaging and timing
from a co-aligned telescope (the Optical
Monitor, or OM instrument).

The term 'Target of Opportunity' (ToO) is used in astronomy to identify
unpredictable events whose study is of the highest scientific interest.
For XMM-Newton a ToO is an astronomical event observable by its
instruments, which cannot be predicted and scheduled on the time
scale of one year, yet is scientifically significant enough to justify the
interruption of the ongoing obseruing programme. Here we discuss
the kinds of objects that are suitable for observation as ToOs with
XMM-Newton, their scientific interest, and how they are incorporated
into the overall observing schedule in terms of target selection and
mission planning. What has been done so far and the preliminary
results for a few ToO examples are then presented.

The three European Photon lmaging Cameras
(EPlCs) provide a large effective area over the
energy range from 0.1 to 15 keV Each of the
two modules of the Reflection Grating
Spectrometer (RGS) covers the energy range
from 0.35 to 2.5 keV. Thus, XMM-NeMon
provides a unique opportunity for a wide variety
of sensitive X-ray observations accompanied
by simultaneous optical/UV measurements.

For XMM-NeMon, ToO types of interest are
Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs), supernovae,
classical novae, X-ray transient binary stellar
systems and X-ray transient Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN). 'Hot topics' in astrophysics, for
example newly detected objects that are of
high scientific interest, can be awarded
discretionary time by the Prolect Scientist.
Some of the scientific issues relating to
potential ToO targets are:

- GRBs are extremely energetic events whose
nature is still far from being understood.
Current models claim either the coalescence
of a binary system of compact objects (such

as black holes, neutron stars and white dwarfs),
or the collapse of a massive star (hypernova).
Observational evidence discriminating against
the various models should come with
measurements of X-ray emission lines. X-ray
lines would also provide an estimate of their
distance and a diagnostic tool for both the
nature of the central engine and its
environment, thereby probing the early
Universe.

- The X-ray emission from supernova explosions
comes from the interaction of the shock wave
with the interstellar matter. XMM-NeMon
observations of supernovae shortly after the
expansion should provide spectra to test the
models for the difierent types, and light curves
to monitor the interaction between the shock
wave and the interstellar matter.

- Classical novae are stellar systems formed by
a white dwarf and a giant star, where the mass
transfer from the giant to the dwarf generates
nuclear explosions in the hydrogen-shell-
burning white dwarf. They emit X-rays during
outbursts via three different mechanisms:
(a) luminous super-soft X-rays by the shell,
(b) thermal X-rays (0.5 to 2OkeV) from shocks
in the wind or the interaction between the
ejecta and the circumstellar material, and
(c) hard X-ray emission due to Compton
degradation of radioactive decay, which was
predicted but never detected. XMM-Newton
observations can be used to understand the
prooerties of the shocked nova shell and the
composition of the hard X-ray emission, to
detect the supersoft component and to test
the theoretical model oredictions.

- AGN is a term that refers to very energetic
phenomena that occur in the cores of ceftain
galaxies. They are suspected of containing
super-massive black holes surrounded by
accreting material moving so fast that it
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becomes sufficiently hot to produce X-rays.
XMM-Newton observations of AGN in either
outburst or extremely low state would allow
constraining of the physical characteristics of
the central engine. Moreover, they will provide

tools to separate the emission from the
different components (such as the inner
relativistic accreting gas or the outer cold
material that reprocesses the primary radiation)

and to understand the accretion events that
trrgger an outburst (such as tidal disruption of
nearby objects). They could also provide tools
to discriminate between the outburst of the
AGN itself and the circumnuclear starbursts
observed in many AGN.

The routine XMM-Newton mission
planning

XMM-Newton as an observatory
XMM-Newton activities are prepared long
in advance, with the process starting rnore
than eighteen months before the actual
observations are performed. At that time, the
ESA Director of Science makes a public call for
observing-time proposals and astronomers
from all over the world can respond by
submitting proposals for observations of
carefully selected objects before the specified
deadline. All of the proposals are technically
evaluated and are then sent to the Observing
Time Allocation Committee (OTAC) for
independent peer review of their scientific
merits. The OTAC selects the proposals, and
the observations within a proposal, that should
be performed, and assigns them a priority. In

addition to this 'Open Time' programme,
routine calibration observations are necessary
to understand the responses of the instruments.

Based on the OTAC recommendations, it is the
task and the responsibility of the Science
Operations Centre (SOC), located at ESA's

Vilspa facility near Madrid, to ensure that all are
'visited' for the aooroved time in the safest and
most efficient way. Being efficient means
minimising idle periods and the time spent
making manoeuvres. There are some additional
items specific to XMM-Newton:

- Whenever possible, the six on-board
instruments should operate in parallel (even if

this was not requested).

- The exposures for all instruments should start
and end at the same time.

- lt may be that for safety reasons some
instruments have to remain closed.

S ch ed u I i n g consfralnts
The orbit of the XMM-NeMon observatory
(Fig. 1) is the basis of every planning activity. lt
is highly elongated, from ca. 7000 km altitude

at perigee to 1 14 000 km at apogee, and it takes
almost 48 hours to complete one revolution
around the Earth. In the lowest oart of the orbit.
the olatform oasses across the Earth's radiation
belts, consisting of high-energy atomic particles

that extend for about 40 000 km from the
Eadh. The radiation environment there is so
intense that all of the instruments need to
remain inactive, and if possible closed, since
otheru'rise they would be sedously damaged.
The spacecraft can, however, start manoeuvring
to the next target shortly after its perigee
passage and it is usually ready to stad an

observation as soon as the observing conditions
for some of the instruments are fulfilled. At an

altitude of 46 000 km (about 4 h after perigee
passage), the RGS and OM instruments are
ready for scientific exposures. Currently, the
EPIC instruments are only exposed to the sky
after the,spacecraft has reached an altitude of
about,60 000 km (7 h after perigee). Similarly,

at the end of the revolution all the instruments
are put into a safe configuration at 46 000 km
altitude. This means that during every 48 h

orbit, about 37 h are available for uninterrupted
observations with the EPIC cameras and about
3 more hours with the RGS and OM detectors.

Figure 1. XMM-Newton's
orbit, in which it describes a
highly eccentric ellipse around the
Earth. The plane of the ellipse is tilted
40 deg with respect to the Earth's equatorial
plane. The fraction of the orbit that is above the Earth's
equatorial plane (i.e. pointing to the North) is shadowed. At its maximum distance, or
apogee (point A), the spacecraft reaches an altitude of 1 1 4 000 km before returning
to its point of closest approach, namely 7000 km at perigee (point P). The duration
of one orbit (its period) is very close to 48 h. The figure shows in red the fraction of
the orbit that lies within the Earth's radiation belts. The green line shows the part of
the orbit that is available for science. The time at which the EPIC observations can
start (7 h after perigee passage) is also shown. With the spacecraft moving much
faster at perigee than at apogee, this orbit offers the astronomers the possibility of
long uninterrupted observations of close to 1 40 ks
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There are more severe restrictions on the
observations. The most important ones are
related to the pointing constraints and are
driven by either the instrument avoidance
angles of bright objects, or the spacecraft
requirements on the alignment with respect to
the Sun, to ensure sufficient energy supply. The
spacecraft solar aspect angle is limited to the
70 - 110 deg range. The angles with the
Earth's limb and the Moon have to be larger
than 47 and 22 deg, respectively. Major planets
and Solar System objects have to be avoided
for OM observations. In practice, only 34%o of

the sky is visible to XMM-Newton during a
given orbital revolution, and even less at a given
time within the revolution. The position of the
Sun relative to the stars as seen by XMM-
Newton changes during the year (in the same
way as it changes for us on Earth!) and most of
the sky can be visited for a few weeks only.
Figure 2 shows, as an example, the sky that
was visible during revolution number 221
(21-22 February 2001). In particular, the Earth's
position in the XMM-Newton sky changes
during the revolution, following the satellite path
along its orbit. Therefore some visible objects

l, : ,(' : :
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are tar enough from the Earth, while some
others are only visible either at the start or end
of the revolution.

Additional constraints are driven by scientific
considerations. Examples of this are systems of
two stars that should be observed at a given
phase of their orbits; also multi-wavelength
studies of variable objects that need co-
ordination with other satellites or ground-based
observatories; or variability monitoring proyects

that require a specific time lag between
consecutive observations within the programme.

Approved targets that, because of these
different constraints, have short visibility
periods are called'critical targets'. Special care
is needed to get all critical targets in the
planning within their visibility windows.

Long- and shorl-term planning
The planning of XMM-NeMon observations
starts with the identification of all 'critical'
objects and the time slots when they can be
observed. The optimal date (usually the first
possible) for each critical target is then
'reserved' in a long-term plan. The rest of the
available time is filled with objects that are close
to the critical ones, considering the assigned
priorities. An observing plan is made public 3
months in advance, with half of the time left
free. The detailed plan is prepared 3 to 4 weeks
in advance. The SOC mission-planning group is

responsible for the optimisation of the XMM-
Newton scientific activities and creates a
timeline, which is then passed to the Flight
Dynamics group at ESOC in Darmstadt (D).

Flight Dynamics checks that all the constraints
are considered and introduces additional
information for the manoeuvres. The final
timeline (the actual telecommands and their
execution dates and times) is generated at the
Mission Operations Centre (MOC), which is

also located at ESOC. The operations team at
the SOC takes care of any additional manual
commanding that is needed, though this is

keot to a minimum to involve almost no
significant manual routine intervention. lt is

therefore a team task that involves most of the
groups at the SOC and MOC. The teams work
in a close collaboration, which is one of the
keys to the success of the entire proyect. As
soon as one revolution is scheduled, the
scientists that requested the scheduled
observations are informed by electronic mail,

and the scheduling details are made public via

the XMM-Newton web site at Vilsoa. The whole
process can take 1 or 2 days for each revolution.

At this point, the nominal planning is complete
and no changes would be introduced unless an

unforeseen eventuality arises. A ToO alert is, by
definition, one such eventuality.

Reception and scheduling of a ToO alert
The scientific value of many ToO obsenvations
increases significantly with decreasing reaction
time. For example, a delay oI 2 h in a GRB
observation imolies a 1Oo/o decrease in the
expected flux. The procedure must therefore
ensure the shortest possible reaction time for
such observations after the reouest is received.

ToO alerts reach the SOC via the GCN (GRB

Coordinates Network) circulars, or through the
XMM-NeMon SOC web site at Vilsoa (which

allows every astronomer to propose a ToO
observation). Every incoming ToO alert is

immediately checked by the SOC instrument
operator on shift. There are three pre-defined
selection criteria:

-Does the object require immediate reaction,
like for example GRBs?

- ls the target visible for XMM-Newton during
the current orbit?

- Are the target coordinates sufficiently accurate
to allow an observation, i.e. would the target
definitely be within the field of view?

lf these three questions can be answered
positively, then the SOC scientist on call is

informed. He or she evaluates in detail the
feasibility of the proposed observations (e.9.

the earliest time at which the new target could
be reached), the impact on the ongoing
revolution (e.9. which observation(s) must be
substituted), and the scientific expectations
(e.9. expected flux and spectra). Based on this
evaluation, the Project Scientist, who is always
on call, decides whether 'to go' or 'not to go'.
lf he decides to go, the instrument and
spacecraft operators are informed and one
expert from the Flight Dynamics group is called
at the MOC. The goal is to staft the slew to the
ToO within 4 h of the aleft being received. The
whole scheduling process described in the
previous section, which under normal
conditions requires from one to two and a half
days, has to be done in 2 to 3 h.

This can only be achieved because all of those
involved work as a team. Many tasks that are
performed sequentially during routine scheduling
are now done in parallel, or are pre-planned in

advance. At the MOC, the flight dynamics are

evaluated based on the new coordinates and
the approximate starting time of the additional
slews. The instrument operators carefully
check the possibilities for interrupting ongoing
observations and the time needed to swao
timelines. The SOC scientist acts as mission
planner. The observation of the ToO, i.e.

instruments and modes, is prepared. Wherever
possible observation templates, which have
been prepared in advance, are used. The
schedule for the current revolution is opened
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(without interrupting the ongoing
satellite activities). One or more targets
are removed from it and the ToO
observation is fitted into the available
slot. However, durrng all of this
excitement, the security of the
spacecraft and its instruments has
absolute priority. A schedule generated
in ? in ? h ie nnl avn^^+^i +^ k^ ^^il | a Lv u | | ro I rvL u^PvuLEU LU UV dJ

optimised as a normally generated one.
In this respect, ToOs are expensive, but
the expected scientific results certainly
justify paying the price.

Aftor ronontinn nf iho qnhodr rla ';
I vvvvLrvr I vl

generated at the SOC. the MOC
nencr:tcs thc ncrnr VersiOn Of the
timeline. Half an hour before the time
chosen for swapping the new timeline
for the old one, the latter is interrupted
and the spacecraft and instrument
nnor:tnre nnmnloto tho nnnninn

observation manually. lmmediately after
the timeline swap, the spacecraft stafts
the slew to the position for the ToO.
As a backup, the Flight Dynamics group
anrl tho cnanonraft nnoratnrq 2r^vvvr q(vl

ready to manually command the slew,
which allows some flexibility in the
procedure.

Once the slew has been completed and the
ToO observation starts, more and more
scientists arrive in the operations room. The
excitement there increases with each extra
minute of accumulated observing time. Do we
see the target? ls it well centred in the field of
view? Do we see emission lines? ls the target
bright enough to get a spectrum in the BGS
detectors? These are the questions that
pervade the room and lead into the scientific
analysis described below.

Exam pl e : sched u I i ng G R BO 1 0220
An example of a revolution during which one of
the two GRBs observed so far with XMM-
Newton was targetted is illustrated in Figure 2.
The figure shows a projection of the sky for
XMM-Newton revolution 221 , which started on
21 Fetxuary 2001 at 6:38 (UT). The original
plan for this orbit was to first spend 56 ks on
^- ^^^^i^^^^^ -^^^ 33 ks on 3C 59, anda / VdJJlUpUdU, Ll lUl | ,

finally 47 ks on HR 1099. 47 Cassiopeae is an
active cool star (a 'solar analogue'), but about
1O0O times more luminous in X-rays than the
Sun because of the presence of a close
companion. 3C 58 is a point-like source at the
centre of a supernova remnant, and almost
certainly the youngest neutron star ever
observed. HR 1099 is another cool star, much
brighter in X-rays Ihan 47 Cassiopeae, which is

used to calibrate the RGS wavelenqth scale.

On 21 February at 4:30 (UT), an alert was sent
by the X-ray BeppoSax satellite team. A GRB
(GRB010220) had been detected on 20
February al22,51 (UT) and it was visible with
XMM-Newton, but the coordinates were only
preliminary. A subsequent communication with
the refined position reached the Vilspa SOC on
the same date at 6:08 (UI. The error box was
sufficiently small to, fullfil the pre-selection
criteria. Therefore, the ToO aleft was triggered,
the SOC scientist was called, and the Project
Scientist aooroved the GRB observation. At
this time, revolution 221 was just stading and
so the EPIC cameras could observe about 7 h
later (13:38 UT). The goal was therefore to be
on target by 13:38 (UT). The requested exposure
time was of the order of 40 ks. This was about
the EPIC exposure time in the first observation
scheduled in the original timeline, which by
chance was close to the GRB position. The
obvious way to re-plan the revolution was
therefore to replace 47 Cassiopeae by
GRB010220, leaving the two remaining
observations unchanged.

Following the ToO implementation procedure
described above, a new timeline was
generated. In this case, the manoeuvre to the
GRB was manually performed before the
timeline swap. The observation was successful
and X-ray emission from the GRB, though
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already very weak, was detected. The results
are outlined below.

Results of some ToO observations
The first XMM-NeMon ToO observation was
made as early as March 2000, during revolution
44. However, it was just after the end of the
'Commissioning Phase', and there was still

some lack of knowledge of the instruments'
performance. In addition, the target proved to
be weaker than expected.

The next object in the XMM-NeMon ToO list

was a newly discovered high-redshift quasar,

which was awarded discretionary time by the
Project Scientist. The results are outlined
below. lt was followed by observations of a
nova detected in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(Nova LMC 2000). This nova was discovered
on 12 July 2OOO and first observed with XMM-
NeMon on 25 July. lt rs one example of a 'slow-
reaction-time' ToO. Follow-up observations of
the nova were requested to monitor its different
phases. The third observation was performed
on 29 March 2001 and analysis of the data
received is still in progress. The first GRB
observed with XMM-Newton was GRB001025,
on 27 October 2000 at 0h (UT); though weak,
X-rays were detected and an International
Astronomical Union circular was published with
the orecise oosition as measured from the EPIC

images. Another GRB and two binary
systems have subsequently been
observed. More details are given below.

X-ray binary systems
Quite recently, two binary systems have
been observed as'slow-reaction-time'
ToO targets. Many X-ray binaries are

transient. They are bright only
occasionally (once every few months to
tens of years) and briefly (between days
and months) in comoarison to the
ouiescent state. Such ToO
observations enable the study of a wide
dynamic range of luminosity states. In

the X-ray-faint state, the optical
emission is less affected by X-ray
irradiation and the companion can be
most easily studied, particularly if it is

lighter than a few solar masses and
intrinsically faint. The cause for the
quiescent X-ray emission is not
completely understood. ls there a

different kind of less energetic accretion
present, or does the emission relate
more directly to the compact object? In

the X-ray-bright state, the high-energy
radiation enables detailed study of the
compact object and its immediate
neighbourhood. Because of the
sensitivitv of XMM-Newton's instru-

ments. the olatform is well-suited for studies at
both ends of the flux scale if the X-ray binary is
in our Galaxy. At low fluxes, the quiescent
emission is easily detected. At high fluxes, X-
rays may potentially reveal details about the
chemical composition, density and morphology
of the accreting matter, and relativistic effects
close to the compact object may be detected.
Transients in outburst necessarily have to be
observed as ToOs, because the outburst times
cannot be oredicted.

SAX J1711.6-3808 is a new X-ray transient
discovered on 8 February 2001 by the
BeppoSax satellite and observed by XMM-
Newton on 2 March. GRS 1758-258 is a well-
known, very bright, black-hole-candidate,
micro-quasar in the centre of our Galaxy.

Although it is classified as a non-transient
system, it suddenly moved into an extremely
dim state between 21 and 27 February 2001,
as detected by the RossiXTE satellite, providing

a unique opportunity to study the low-state X-
ray emission. lt was observed by XMM-NeMon
on 22 March. Figures 3 and 4 show the EPIC

and RGS images of this bright source; analysis
of the observations is still in progress. GRS
1758-258 was observed previously with XMM-
Newton, on 19 September 2OOO. At that time,
its spectrum displayed the typical signature of
an accretion disc around a black hole and the
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Figure 4. RGS data for GRS 1758-258. The dispersion exis runs horizontally, with shorter wavelengths (higher energies) to the left. The top panel
shows the image of the dispersed light on the detector (the spatial, or cross-dispersion direction is along the vertical axis). The bottom panel
shows the CCD's intrinsic energy on the ordinates, used to separate photons reflected, in first and second order, from the gratings. The lack
of photons at long wavelengths is the result of the high absorption that the GRS 1758-258 photons suffer on their way to the Earth from the
centre of the Galaxy
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first indications of a transition state (more

details are given in the ESA Science web
nenos) The comnarison of the SoUrce

spectrum in two different states promises even
more valuable results.

A high-redshift quasar
The most distant known celestial object at the
time of observation, the quasar SDSJ1024-
0125, was observed by XMM-Newton on
28 May 2000. Discovered in the Sloan Digital
Survey, SDSJ1044-0125 has a redshift of
z = 5.80, which corresponds to an age of only
one million years after the Big Bang. The
XMM-Newton observation yielded a statistically
significant detection in the EPIC p-n camera in

about 32 ks of exposure time. As exciting as
the discovery of X-ray sparkles from the
farthest reaches of the Universe was for the
scientist team, it was also a source of
puzzlement. lf SDSSJ10.24-0125 would have
an optical to X-ray luminosity ratio similar to
objects of the same class, the X-ray flux should
have been about two orders of magnitude
higher. A possible explanation for this un-
expected X-ray faintness is significant X-ray
absorption. Intriguingly enough, that would fit

with the idea that ancient quasars are
preferably embedded in dusty environments,
possibly due to regions of intense nuclear
star formation, which are cleared up during
subsequent phases of the quasar evolution.
Alternatively, SDSSJl 024-01 25 could represent
an early stage of the quasar evolution, when
the potential well required to produce their
immense output energy was still in the process
of being formed. The XMM-Newton observation
was unable to discriminate between these
competing scenarios. Nonetheless, it underlines
the ability of the spacecraft's scientific payload

to investigate these remote phenomena at the
origin of the baryonic age in our Universe.

Gamma-ray bursts
Research in the field of GRBs has undergone
an impressive acceleration in recent years. In

parallel with the advances in our understanding
of these huge explosions in the far Universe,
new areas of investigation are being opened
by the incoming data. The unprecedented
capabilities of XMM-Newton will prove crucial
in addressing some of the most important
issues in the field. After the distance-scale
determination, the study of afterglows of GRBs

Figure 5. EPIC p-n image of
the field of GR8010220, the
position of which is well
within the BeppoSax error
regron
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has allowed a fairly good understanding to be
achieved of the radiation mechanisms in terms
of a fireball model. There is evidence that at
least some GRBs are the result of the explosion
of a massive progenitor in a star-forming region.
The latter scenario is supported by the
discovery of iron lines and edges in the X-ray
spectrum of five GRBs. The data are still sparse,
and we still have to understand whether those
lines are a common feature of GRBs, and
whether we are missing them in other events
because of a lack of sensitivity or because they
fade away shortly after the burst. This is an area
in which XMM-Newton's combination of high
throughput, high spectral resolution and rapid
reaction time can hardly be surpassed by other
experiments, provided that a moderately bright
afterglow is observed.

So far, XMM-NeMon has observed two GRBs
(GR8001025, GR8010220), finding a candidate
afterglow in both cases, but one too dim for
significant search into iron features. None-
theless, the case of GRB01O22O is of particular
interest for another feature: the time decay
connecting the early X-ray emission, observed
by BeppoSax, with the Newton-XMM data
point, taken 15 h after the GRB, is very steep -
actually one of the steepest ever observed.
Such behaviour is usually connected with either
a collimated fireball or with an expansion in a
very dense medium, typical for example of star-
forming regions. Figure 5 shows an EPIC p-n
image of this GRB.

Both old and new mysteries wait to be
unveiled, and the key observation leading to

their solution can be just around the corner.
What is the origin of GHOSTS (GRB Hiding
Optical Source Transient) or dark GRBs, i.e.

events without optical afterglows (but with X-

ray afterglows)? lf GRBs are indeed associated
with massive progenitors and therefore lie in
regions of star formation, it is likely that in a
large fraction of events the optical emission is

heavily absorbed by dust. However, we cannot
exclude the possibility that these events are
GRBs at z > 5, such that optical photons are
absorbed by the Lycr forest. BeppoSax has
also revealed the existence of another new
class of events, the so-called 'X-ray flashes', or
'X-ray-rich GRBs'. In these events, the bulk of
the energy is not produced in gamma-rays, but
in X-rays. An extremely intriguing possibility is

that these phenomena occur in very distant
galaxies (z > 1O). Finally, very little is known
about shorl GRBs, i.e. events lasting less than
1 s, since no counterpart has been so far
identified. lt is speculated that they may be
produced by mergers of two neutron stars,
which should result in very shorl bursts. No
counterpart/afterglow has so far been identified
at any wavelength for the last two classes of
object. Here, the high sensitivity and rapid
reaction time of XMM-NeMon can be decisive
in solving these mysteries.
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Risk Management in ESAs Scientific
Directorate: A Gase Study

J. Schroeter
Management Supporl and Coordination Office, ESA Directorate of Scientific
Proorammes. ESTEC. Noordwiik, The Nethedands

Introduction
In the European space environment, Risk
Management (Fig. 1) has evolved to the point of
being the subject of an ECSS (European

Cooperation for Space Standardization)
Management Standard in April2000. Compared
to other Risk Management standards (e.9.

those of governmental organisations in the
United States or Australia), the ECSS standard
(ECSS-M-00-03A) used by the European
space community represents a state-of-the-art
approach. lt is comprehensive, provides a
common understanding of the subject, and
also serves as a contribution to the establishment
of an international ISO standard on Risk
Management in Space Projects.

A practical example of the implementation of Risk Management within
ESAs Science Directorate is presented, both with a view to fufther
promoting the use of this valuable programme-management tool, and
also as a catalyst to promote the exchange of experience and know-
how in this domain. A summary of a Risk Management Policy for the
Directorate's Scientific Projects Department is provided here,
followed by a brief description of a 'real-life' systematic risk
assessment and the results achieved.

Definition of Risk Management implemen-
tation requirements
Risk Management is considered to be an

important asset in the Scientific Projects
Department, which therefore has its own Risk
Management Policy. This Policy serves as a
guide for the quantification of individual and
overall risks. also promoting a common
understanding of the subject within the
Department. The aim is to appraise the
Department's activities as a system in terms of
technical, social and managerial factors, to
provide clarity and visibility of the risks that
influence the achievement of its overall
objectives, as well as those of each of the
scientific prolects, to assess and quantify these
risks, and to put the necessary solutions in

place.

Goals and resource constraints
The Scientific Projects Department is charged
with the implementation of the Horizons 2000
Programme, which involves a broad spectrum
of current and future scientific missions. Each
of these missions has its own objectives,
resources, and constraints, based on the

Figure 1. The Risk
Management process
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recommendations of the European space-
science community and the decisions of ESAs

Science Programme Committee (SPC). The

Scientific Projects Department is responsible
for designing, building and launching the
scientific spacecraft and commissioning them
for operation by ESA's European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC). The ESA Space
Science Department then operates the
scientific instruments and realises the eventual
scientific return.

The Scientific Project Department's resources

or domains that may be affected by risk are:

- technical

- schedule

- cost

- scrence value.

The 'science value' domain addresses issues
that can have an impact on the expected
scientific return from a mission. The reason for
introducing this domain is that, although a
spacecraft may be delivered on time, within the
planned cost envelope, and also delivers the
required technical performance, there may still

be inherent risks that can cause a loss of
scientific return.

Strategy and approach
The role of the Risk Management Strategy is to
proactively address risks before they become
problems involving serious cost, schedule,
technical-performance or science-value impacts.
This strategy is considered an integral pad of
the Depaftment's management approach in the
implementation of Horizons 2000. The potential
risks therefore have to be well-understood in

order to evaluate the decision options and
identify the appropriate actions as early as
possible, to mitigate in particular all risks

designated as category 3C and above (see

below).

The Prolect must use a structured assessment
approach to identify and analyse those items
that are critical to meeting the project
objectives. The risk mitigation options
developed need to be monitored for their

effectiveness. Careful identification of the
resources reouired is crucial for the successful
implementation of the risk treatment options
chosen. Once approved, the chosen options
need to be incorporated into the Department's
overall planning and reporting. Furthermore, the
risk-assessment process needs to be
continuously updated using the latest risk-
management tools available.

An updated risk assessment is mandatory prior
to a project-milestone review (preferably
conducted with external expertise). As new

information becomes available, the project
should conduct additional reviews if necessary

to ascertain if new risks exist. The goal is to be

continuously looking to the future for emerging
risk items that may severely impact the
programme.

Ranking risks
The procedural approach for ranking risk
objectives is as follows:
1. Understand the system (technical, non-

technical) and the environment of the project.

2. ldentify as many risk items as possible by
employing the most effective methods.

3. Analyse all identified risks in order to fully
understand them.

4. Assess the imoact of the identified risk items
on the objectives.

5. Accept the risk if possible.

6. Risks that are not acceptable are to be
avoided, mitigated or transferred in the most
effective way, but will still need elaborating to
ascedain their possible implications.

ldentified risks should be quantified in terms
of likelihood of occurrence and severity of
consequence using Tables 1 and 2. The like-
lihood of occurrence is normalised on a scale of
A to E, and the severity of consequence on a
scale of 1 to 5.

Table 1. Likelihood-of-occrJrrence scorinq scheme for the Scientific
Proiects Deoarlment

A Risk lndex is usually a combination of the
likelihood of occurrence and the severity of the
consequences for a given risk item. For the
Scientific Projects Department, risk ratings of
low, medium or high are to be assigned, based
on the Risk Index Scheme criteria shown in

Table 3. The highest possible Risk Index will

therefore be 5E, and the lowest 1A.

Action criteria
The purpose of Risk Management is to identify
what actions should be taken, and when.
Experience shows that it is mandatory for all

identified risk items in the 3C-5C-3C-3E
quadrant to be analysed and responded to with
orooosals for risk treatment actions. For the
remaining risk items, there should be an alert
issued regarding a possible increase in the Risk
tn0ex.

Score Likelihood Likelihood of occurrence
E High Near certainty

D Medium/High Highly likely

c Medium Likely

B Low/medium Unlikely

A Low Remote
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Table 2. Severity of consequence - scoring scheme for the Scientific Projects Deparlment

Score Severity Severity of consequence with impact on

cost schedule technical scisncg value**

High Cost increase beyond the

CaC and therefore

approval at level of SPC

5 lmpact on the planned launch Unacceptable impact

date of a mission or a key such that the mission is in

mileslone danger or that prcjects

are also affected

lmpact that leads to

more than 30 %

sctence loss

4 medium / lvlore than 80 % but less

high than '100% of the financial
contingency is impacted

No direct impact on the planned Acceptable* However no

launch date However more than remaining margin

50 % of the schedule margin is

affected

Major slip in key milestone or

critical path impacted

lmpact that leads to

more than 20 %

science loss

lvlore than 50 % but less
than 80% of the financial
contingency is impacted

2 low I lvlore than 20 % but less

medium than 50% of the financial
contingency is impacted

't low Up to 20 % of the financial
contingency is impacted

Items of previous higher

level after mitigation

having a residual impact

that is not negligible

Negligible risk items with

a potential of increase or

being higgered negatively

by other risk items

l/inor slip in key milestone No Acceptable with

direct impact on the planned signiflcant reduction in

launch date However up to margin

50 % of the schedule margin is

affected

No direct impact on the planned Acceptable with some

launch However up to 25 % of reduction in margin

the schedule margin is affected

Items of previous higher level ltems of previous higher
after mitigation having a level after mitigation

residual impact that is not having a residual impact

negligible. that is not negligible.

Negligible risk items with a Negligible risk items with
potential of increase or being a potential of increase or

triggered negatively by other being triggered negatively

risk items bv other risk items

lmpact that leads to

more than 10 %

sctence loss

lmpact that leads to

more than 5 %

scrence loss

Items of previous

higher level after

mitigation having a

residual impact that is

not negligible

Negligible risk items

with a potential of
increase or being

triggered negatively

by other risk items

Table 3. The Risk lndex scheme

Severity Risk Index:
Severity & Likelihood

5

4
3

2

1

Likelihood

' Acc cal domain is considered if the identified risk item is not mission critical'.* For on a rule of thumb for the measurement of science loss should be Calculated linearlve.g. n instruments,then the loss of one instrument would be 10o/o.

The aim is not to accept every risk blindly, but
only with a full understanding of the scale of the
risk and why acceptance is justifiable. ldeally, all
risk items should have reached a level of
justifiable acceptance at the end of a proyect. lt
is the Project Manager's responsibility to decide
on final risk acceptance. Where a risk cannot
be accepted, appropriate action - isk avoidance,
mitigation or transfer (see below) - is needed to
achieve the necessary countermeasure(s) as
effectively as possible. Within the lifecycle of the
Prolect, individual items with a (currently) high
Risk Index may be put on hold with respect

to their acceptability, but only if it is clear that
treatment may take place at a later stage
without loss of effectiveness, or that alleviation
may occur automatically over time because the
item is triggered by other circumstances.
However, a justification for not taking action,
based on an analysis of the particular issue, is
again needed.

The Project Manager acts as the integrator of
the Risk Management activities across all of
the project domains concerned, taking
responsibility for reporting the results to
Departmental management,

Deciding and acting
In evaluating the various options available, the
following possibilities can be taken into
account:

- Avoiding the risk, by deciding either not to
proceed with the activity that involves an
unacceptable risk, or choosing an alternative
more acceptable or a less risky course of
action that still meets the objectives. Reducing
requirements as a risk-avoidance technique
will be used only as a last resoft, and then
only with the padicipation of the Head of the
Scientific Projects Department.

- Mitigating the risk, by reducing its likelihood
of occurrence or the severitv of its conse-
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quences, or both. There is usually a trade-off
to be made between the magnitude of the
risk and the resources needed to reduce that
risk to an acceptable level.

- Transferring the risk, in full or in part, to
another party. Risk transfer may not reduce
the magnitude of the risk, but in most cases
merely reallocates the associated costs to
different parties. In transferring risk to other
partles, one must also consider the
implications for one's own environment.

The results of such evaluations and the choices
of risk-treatment options should always be

documented and monitored to clearly establish
whether the magnitude of the risk for the item
in question has been reduced to an acceptable
tever.

Communication is an important consideration
at each step in the Risk Management process.
Effective internal and external communication is

important to ensure that all parties directly
involved in the Project, or who have a vested
interest, understand the basis on which the
decisions are being made and why particular
actions are required. The different stakeholders'
perceptions of risk can vary due to differences
in their assumptions, concepts, needs, issues
and concerns.

An example of risk identification and
assessment
What follows is a brief description of a risk

identification and assessment pedormed for
the main development phases (Phase-C/D) of
the current scientific projects, and the
consolidation of the results at Scientific Proiect
Department level.

Methodology
Within the ESA Scientific Programme, a degree
of technical risk due to technology
advancement and the uniqueness of every
mission is normal. This favours the use of a
qualitative risk-assessment method, which not
only looks for quantifiable schedule and
financial impacts, but also pinpoints the exact
cause and consequences of each risk item
identified in terms of system understanding and
lessons learnt.

The methodology used to identify the risk items

was that of interviewing of the project's key

staff. This approach was regarded as the most
suitable, despite being more time-consuming
than structured brainstorming techniques (e.9.

the meta-plan technique). lt also circumvents
negative group-dynamic situations in which
project team members tend to be less vocal
than on a one-to-one basis. The initial
interviews were conducted bv an ESA staff

member not belonging to the project team, but
who was sufficiently familiar with the Agency's
projects and environment. One underlying
pdnciple of Risk Management is that the prolect

should be able to identifu and assess its risks

internally. When the interviewer does not
belong to the proyect, there is always the
chance that the project team might be reluctant
to expose any shortcomings. The question of
using an external person should therefore be
treated very carefully, with due respect for the
project team's feelings and wishes. One
possibility is to have the outsider conduct only
the initial risk identification exercise, leaving the
recurring tasks to someone within the prolect
itself .

To help in identifying the risk items, a checklist
has been established for use as an interviewing
guide (Fig. 2). This list, covering the spacecraft,
payload and programmatic domains, has

been developed in close collaboration with
experienced Directorate staff and suppofting
parties, in order to be as comprehensive as
possible. The spacecraft domain covers issues
concerning the service module on which the
scientific instruments (making up the payload)

are mounted, the payload domain covers the
scientific instruments themselves, while the
programmatic domain deals with the typical
managerial issues, such as project phasing,

team motivation, records of contractors,
financial and contractual items, etc.

A 1 ) Aspects of Technology Readiness
a ) Technology Advancement
b ) Technology Development

A 2) Systems Engineering and Integration aspects
a ) Design maturity (system-subsystem-unit)
b ) Internal interfaces
c ) Extemal interfaces
d ) Complexity total syslem
e ) Complexity required tools

A 3) Producibility aspects
a ) l\,lanufacturing requirements / manufacturing

technology

C '1) Adminiskative aspects

C 2) Financial aspects
a ) Cost planning / estimation
b ) Industrial return
c ) Incentive / Penalty schemes
d ) Economic constraints
e ) Contingencies

C 3) Human resour@s aspecls
a ) Hard skills
b ) Soft skil s

c )Motivation team
d ) Team expertise

C 4) Prcject planning aspects
a ) Phasing continuity
b ) Quality of schedule reporting
c ) Schedule trend
d ) Schedule versus launch gate

C 5) Contractual aspects
a ) Past performance of Contractor

b ) Relationshio Contractor / ESA
c ) Relationship Prime / subcontracto6
d ) Contract as is

Figure 2. The risk-
identification checklist

A 4) Procurement aspects
a ) Supplier availability

A 5) Software aspects
a ) Software architecture (at all levels)
b ) Software verification / validation
c ) Interdependence of the various software (SW/SW

interfaces)

A 6) Assembly Integration and Test aspecls
a ) Assembly & integration process, chronology

requtremenls
b ) Test procedures, customer requirements
c ) Test facilities availability

The data collected was collated in a Risk
Register, as shown in Figure 3. For later
categorisation, the source of the risk had also

to be identified or isolated. The conseouences
of the identified risks were then quantified in
terms of likelihood of occurrence and severity
of consequence (cost, schedule, technical or
scientific return), in consultation with the Project
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Project Example

lnterviewer: SCI MM Jorg Schroeter

Interviewed: RM

Organisation: D/SCl Source; lT / Sottware

Controlled by:

Supported by:

Date: 27 September 2000

lssue: 1 0

No 1

RISK SCENARIO and MAGNITUDE

Risk scenario title: The chosen Software needs adaotations

Cause and consequence:

Due to the chosen software (an off the shelf product) the aim was to save time and expenditure. However it seems adapatations to the software are
necessary to meet the mission requirements, This causes additional time for design and verification of two months and a current cost increase of 1 Meuro
which can not be managed within the approved allocations, The item lies on the critical path and therefore the launch date is in danger.

Severity (S)

':* , ""or'"I no.nn

Likelihood (L)

Medium
cAF

nrgf
NF

Risk YtUitV GREEN Risk Domain

Index f) f) f')
4B x sa

RISK DECISION and ACTION

Accept Risk tr Reduce Risk

R sk reduction measures: Veriilcation means Expected risk reduction (severity, likelihood, risk index):

Action: A scruflny fean will be set up to analyze the situation

Agreed by Project Management:

Status: Resu/ls expected by end of October, thereafter decision

how lo continue

Risk Rank:

1

Name: Signature: Date:

Notes

(-) Mark box as appropriate for the value of "R' (isk index), according to the criter a defined in the risk management policy

(*.) Ind cate risk domain, e g technica , cost or schedule

Figure 3. The Risk Register

Project: Example Organisation: D/SCl Date: 0'1 November 2000

lssue: 1 0

Rank No Risk scenario title Yellow

r)
Green Risk

(-) Domain

i")

Action / status / comment

Payload, late delivery of instrument 1 s, sv
SuDmAsion 0f sma// sup potl conlracts / expeftise wiere possib/e

lncrease of the work tine by working in long work shifts
Submission of human resources from the Prime to the instruments test leam

AcceDtance ol small losses ,;n science oedormances
Delivery of lhe inslrunenl in lwo Datls

19 Payload, insbumenl 2 curent unit 1

will nol perform well

- As a backup unit can be procured othevise, however schedule impacl

3 20 Payload, late delivery of instrument 1

Submission of sma// conlracl / expeftise where possible

lncrease of lhe wofting lime lo shift working
Subm,;ssion ofsuDlod lo lhe Prime lesl tean
Reviews for rescheduling lhe test prognmme petorned
Sinulalor for lhe Davload nounled

4 7 AiT, Test chronology is highly

sequential
3I) s, sv

I'ay|oal tevtews, rescnedultng aner payload deltvery
New conlainer for transpotlal0n of complele spacecnft
I no rcve ne nl of te sl faci litie s

5 2l l\,lanagerial, Human resoures, key

pmpre reave

3C T,S,C -Pian has been dlscussed how lo keep key people unill end of projecl

51 Producta$urane Exchange of

Shotky diodes

3C TS
- Ihe consequences and Dossible wofuarounds arc assessed
- On spacecraft an exchange of the diodes will be peiorned

I 22 Payload 2, potenlial detector failure on

satellite
18 s, sv - Therc is a full spare availabilily, however failure neans schedule impact ol lhr* nonlhs

8 12 A T Testing, insuffciencies night
0mur

38 T,S,C - Shaker appnval by pr+testlng it with hig,i masses

I 15 operations, Sciene operalions

organiztion not yet tully sufficienl

3B sv . Addilionallean b re set ir place and srcanline oryanizatrcn

10 4 Launcher, polenlial launch
posQonemenr

2C sc -Negotiatbns Mlh the launcher prcvider have been taken up
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Manager and consistent with the established
Risk Management Policy. ldentified treatment
actions, and their status, were to be assigned
^^ -^^.^^.i^+aoD op|'Jr vpr rqLv,

It must be stressed that this risk-assessment
^^^"^-ah ^^^^^l l-'^ nlqimo| tn ho trr rlrrdppludul I udl ll lwt ug uruil | ruu Lv uu r I ury
nhianiirro lt nrnrrirjo. ^ ^',^+^"-^+i^ ^^nuuluuLrvu. rL |'Jrvvrveo d JyJtvl llotlu ol lu

consolidated impression of how a project team
sees its efforts within the boundaries of set
constraints. This, however, provides a starting
point and a basis for decision-making.

The next step, after having identified the risks
items, was to consolidate the results across the
project. During the interviews, it was apparent
that different team members quantified identified
risk items differently in terms of likelihood of

^..r rrron.o anri corioritri nf nnnqanr ronno Thicvvvvr rrI

is why in the final consolidation, the
Project Manager, who is ultimately
accountable for the project's
success or failure, was given the last

word. During the consolidation
procedure, the perceived criticality
of a risk item could change. but at
the same time this served as a

motivation for the Project Manager
to investigate carefully the different
opinions within his team.

Aftdr consolidation, a ranking of the
risks with respect to their risk indexes
(i.e. the combination of likelihood and
severity) within the project took
place (Fig. 4). This gave an overview
of the items with the greatest potential impact
on the project's objectives solely by their
criticality. Other ranking criteria could also be
, ,^^! ^..^a ^^ i-^^4^1ce Of action Or COSI OfUJUU, JUU| | dJ il | rVUr Ldl

mitigation, etc.

Finally, to obtain a qualitative assessment of the
overall risk exposure within a project. all

identified risk items were displayed in a so-
called 'Risk Porlfolio' (Fig. 5), providing a basis
for risk trend analysis and reporting for senior
management.

For the continuation of the risk-mitigation
process within the project, i.e. monitoring of
identified risk items, the chart shown in Figure 6
was used to track risk evolution over time. Each
line refers to a single risk item; the first

^+ ^ rirl/ itom ic indinaiori hrr adPPEOI ql luv vl o llo^ rr9r rr ro il rurvoruu uy q
anrl +Frn nnannf26a4 nf ihat riek hrr qJLjUdlU, dl lU tl lU OUUEPLqT ruu vr Lr rut I rrt\ uy q

triangle.

Consolidation of results
For the projects in question, a consolidation at
Department level was conducted to evaluate
the overall risk exposure Firstly, a categorisation

in terms of the different sources of risk was made
based on the highest degree of commonality:

- Pavload navload-related issues such as

delivery, software aspects, management
aspecrs, erc.
N /annnnrinl. all ioo' roc holnnninn tn tho- tvtdt tovEt tot. oil |)DUEJ uEtwt tvil rv tv Lr rv

management domain, such as ESA internal
administration, contractual, procedural, human
rcsor rracs asnccts ctc,

Figure 5. Risk index
scheme/portfolio

Figure 6. Risk evolution
chart

Figure 7. Financial exposure
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- AIT: all issues related to spacecraft assembly
and integration.

- Subsystem: issues related to the spacecraft's
subsystems, whether a whole subsystem or
individual units or parts of subsystems.

- Suppliers: issues related to the suppliers
for a spacecraft, from the level of Prime
Contractor down to lower-level subcontractors.

- Operations: issues related to ground, flight
and science operations,

- Launcner.

- Product Assurance.

- lTlSoftware: all issues related to soacecraft
software.

In consolidating the financial implications of
risks in a project, a distinction has to be made
between cost impacts covered by the project's
approved financial envelope, and those going
beyond that envelope, which must be sanct-
ioned by the Agency's Science Programme
Committee (SPC). For the projects treated, the
financial impact was analysed and quantified in

terms of likelihood and time of occurrence, as
well as the actual amount involved. In addition,
a basis for satisfactorily quantifying the
impllcations of project exposure to risks
affecting the scientific value of and scientific return
from a mission still needs to be established.

ln consolidating the analysis of schedule risk
exposure at Depaftment level, the implications
for all projects within the Science Programme
have to be assessed due to the constraints
imposed by pafticular launch windows and by
contracted launch vehicles and launch dates.
The implications for ground-support planning
and network availability for the different
missions also have to be considered, including
the finite adaptation times needed between
successive launches. The imolications of such
schedule risks are illustrated in Fiqure 8.

In addition to giving an indication of the
qualitative risk situation at Department level,

consolidating the risk portfolios of all projects
orovides a unioue overview that enhances
cross-fertilisation and communication between
projects. lt should be borne rn mind, however,
that the aim is not to make direct comparisons
between individual projects, given that the
scientific goals and hence the levels of inherent
and acceptable risk can vary greatly from one
project to another.

In consolidating the distributed risk items from
the various sources, a basis for management at
senior level can be created, as illustrated in
Figure 9,

Gonclusion
From the project risk assessments conducted
to date, it has been found that technical issues
are the major source of the risk items identified.
Software development for spacecraft is an area
of particular concern, involving high risk and
sometimes being mission-critical, with potential
for loss of the spacecraft in the worst-case
scenario. In some cases the software used was
said to be too complex, leading to software
development schedule risks, impacting the
mission validation activities, and therefore
increasing uncertainty - the outcome being
forced acceptance of risk without sufficient
understanding of the consequences.

The greatest number of risk items identified
were in the payload domain, with some being
mission-critical. They were not only purely
technical, due to the use of new and
developing technologies, but some were also
due to financial constraints, resulting in the
payload-providing institutes and manufacturers
having funding, and in some cases human-
resource, problems. The payload domain is a

Figure 8. Schedule risk
exposure
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Distribution of risk items over domains Distribution of !lg[ risk items
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particular concern because responsibility for
the design and delivery of the instruments
generally does not reside with ESA. The
instruments themselves are tending to become
more and more complex, taking on the
characteristics of small projects within the
overall mission, and therefore requiring
appropriate project management. There is a
growing 'ecognition of a creeping transfer of
risk to these external parties, with ESA losing
the possibility of risk control. Yet these payload-
associated risks can potentially still impact the
overall mission, as well as ESA, directly.

One issue that has not been taken into account
during the assessments described here is

simulation of the results being gathered. A
variety of mathematical/statistical methods are

available, but these mainly consider issues of
insurable risk, i.e. they attempt to establish the
amount of financial contingency needed to
cover the perceived risks with a certain level of
confidence. A f irst orereouisite for this
aDoroach to be valid is that the risk items in

question can actually be mitigated by financial
means. Secondly, the simulated events or
scenarios need to be independent of and
decoupled from each other in order to allow
statistical simulation. This is rarely the case tor
scientific missions, where it seems that a

different approach is needed. In addition, the
casual use of numerical simulations might give

the illusion that the results thus achieved enjoy
a precision that is otten completely unrealistic.
A qualitative method like the one followed so far
does not create this illusion, while at the same
time can account for variables that cannot be
quantified in a non-controversial way.

Thus, one proposal for scientific missions could
be to create an expeft system', achieved partly

by establishing through specialised interviews
the rules of thumb that successful managers
instinctively apply, and padly by simulating a
project as a cybernetic system with a set of
linked variables with feedback loops. With such
a model, the effects of various possible risk
scenarios or decision options could be
simulated, but the complexity and cost of
defining such a system would have to be
traded-off against the gains achieved in

mitigating risk.

Having performed the initial structured risk-
assessment exercise described in this adicle,
an increased awareness within the Agency of
the merits of Risk Management can be
observed. Recognition of the practical
usefulness of Risk Management is spreading
slowly but surely, and the cultural change
needed for it to be widely accepted as a

valuable management tool is hopefully evolving.
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Figure 9. Distribution of risk
items over domains
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Background
The new observations of the tropospheric
distributions of trace gases such as NO,
(nitrogen dioxide), SO, (sulphur dioxide), HCHO
(formaldehyde), BrO (bromine monoxide) and
O, (ozone), retrieved from GOME (Global
Ozone Monitoring Experiment) measurements,
herald the opening of a new era for tropospheric

It is now possible to determine the concentrations of atmospheric
constituents in the troposphere from satellite data, a development that
heralds a new era in tropospheric chemistry. Some of the methods for
retrieving tropospheric trace gases are described here, together with
some of the latest results obtained from ESA Earth Observation (EO)
measurements. The likely consequences for environmental
monitoring and policy are outlined, as is the new Troposat project, the
aim of which is to exploit these results, together with the requirements
for future instrumentation, to build on the present situation.

chemistry and remote sensing. Both the
treatment of the data presently available, and
that of the data from the missions olanned for
the near future, will add a new and much-
needed dimension to this challenqinq field of
research.

The study of the complex chemical interactions
between the trace constituents of the
atmosphere, many of which are pollutants, is
not only of considerable scientific interest, but
is also of importance both economically and
politically. Primary pollutants, such as the
nitrogen oxides (NO") and volatile organic
compounds (VOC), are emitted during energy

production, as a result of agricultural activities,
and above all by vehicles such as cars and
aircraft. Many of these primary pollutants are
transformed in the atmosphere to secondary
pollutants, such as ozone or formaldehyde, via
sequences involving literally hundreds of
compounds and thousands of reactions. These
pollutants are transported within the atmosphere
to regions that can be far from the sources, and
there give rise to profound ecological damage
and change. Many of the pollutants are
damaging to human health and natural
ecosystems.

The environmental concerns have been
reflected in the Protocols to the Geneva
Convention on the Long Range Transporl of
Pollutants, which now attempt to control
emissions of SOr, NOx, VOC and ozone for the
whole of the European Continent, and also in
the Directives and Air Quality Initiatives
promulgated by the European Commission, as
well as in the numerous national air-pollution
measures. However, experience, particularly in

the USA, has shown that in order to be
successful, these measures must be based on
sound science, and thus on a thorough
understanding of tropospheric chemistry and
meteorology.

The chemistry of air pollution has been studied
intensively since the first discovery, more than
fifty years ago, of photochemical smog in the
Los Angeles Basin, and since the realisation in

the nineteen sixties and seventies in Eurooe
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that pollutants could be transformed and
transported for hundreds of kilometres, often
across national borders. The results of this
work are encompassed within Chemrcal-
Transport Models (CTMs), which attempt to
combine the complex chemistry with the
equally complex meteorology on global,
regional and local scales. Until now, attempts to
validate these three-dimensional models have
been confined to comparisons with longer-term
measurements of some species at sparsely
scattered ground stations, and short-term
intensive field measurement campaigns within
a small area. Such validation exercises can only
orovide limited tests for the models. What is
required are reliable and regular measurements
over large areas and at a variety of heights
throughout the troposphere. Satellite
measurements can provide such data and fill

this gap,

These new data offer the possibility of studying
concentration distributions on global and
regional scales, and at locations and levels in

the troposphere that were only accessible to
occasional individual observations in the past,
and so can be expected to lead to a significant
enhancement of our capability for investigating
the chemistry and physics of the troposphere.
Satellite observations, appropriately combined
with modelling, will in turn help those
responsible for environmental-policy development
to monitor the outcome of legislative initiatives
to control the quantities of pollutants in the
trnnncnhoro

Also, the reliability and frequency of space
observations will be of great help in determining
the longer-term changes that are taking place

in the troposphere. There are many series of
long-term measurements made at ground
stations, but some of these are susceptible to
local influences and changes and to issues
concerning the continuity and accuracy of
calibration and, as in modelvalidation, they only
sample a tiny local part of the atmosphere.
Space-based observations, properly validated
with ground truth and data assimilation, can
provide the requisite long-term monitoring, as
envisaged in the context of the Kyoto Protocol.

Satellites measuring tropospheric
parameters
Table 1 shows the satellite instruments that
have yielded or will yield data on the
concentrations of chemical species in the
atmosphere. Most were originally intended to
obtain stratospheric data, but it has proved
possible to retrieve tropospheric data as well.
Some of the earliest retrievals were made by
J. Fishman from NASA working with the TON/S
data for ozone. Similarlv, the observation of

sulphur dioxide (SOr) from volcanic eruptions
using TOMS data by A. Krueger and
colleagues, and the work of J. Herman, PK.
Bhartia and his NASA colleagues on absorbing
tropospheric aerosol, has been of considerable
importance.

The limb sounding of the upper troposphere for
chemical constituents has also proved
successful, but orior to the launch of the GOME
instrument on ESA's ERS-2 remote-sensing
satellite the observation of soecies in the lower
troposphere had proved elusive. Using GOME
data, a number of European groups, notably
those led by U. Platt in Heidelberg (D),

J. Burrows in Bremen (D), H. Kelder at KNMI
(NL), P Simon at the Belgian Institute for Space
Aeronomy, B. Kenidge at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (UK), and A. Goede at the Space
Research Organisation of The Netherlands
(SRON), have now obtained important results
giving concentrations in the troposphere for
ozone, NO2, SO2, BrO and HCHO.

The GOME instrument
For the last ten years, ESA's ERS Programme
has been providing Earth-observation
measurements to the international user
community. The programme has stimulated the
development of scientific, public-utility and
commercial applications in a variety of
disciplines to monitor the Earth's environment.
The GOME measurements provide significant
contributions to tropospheric-chemistry research.

The GOME instrument, originally proposed
under the name 'SCIA-mini'. is a smaller scale.
de-scoped version of the then-proposed
instrument SCIAMACHY (Scanning lmaging
Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
CartograpHY). GOME was launched on ERS-2
in April 1995, which flies on a low-Earth Sun-
synchronous orbit with a descending node and
an equator-crossing time of 10.30 AM local
time, approximately 800 km above the Earth.
GOME observes the extra-terrestrial solar
irradiance and upwellling earthshine radiance,
which is comprised of the light reflected from
the Sun-lit surface and clouds together with
that scattered back from the atmosohere in the
24O-79O nm spectral region.

The GOME instrument is a double mono-
chromator, with the light entering being split
into four seoarate soectral bands. In each of
these four bands, the light is dispersed by a
diffraction grating and focused onto monolithic
silicon linear detector array comprising 1024
individual detector pixels. GOME, a forerunner
of future European atmospheric satellite
instruments, provides the possibility due to its
nadir-viewing geometry and broad wavelength
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Table 1 . Satellte instruments., their coverages and the specles measured

Name Target Species

ATMOS: Atmospheric Trace Molecule
Spectroscopy

ATSR: Along-Track Scanning
Radiometer

AVHRR: Advanced Very-High-Resolution
Radiometer (4/5 chan.)

BUV: Backscatter Ultraviolet Ozone

Experiment

GOME: Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment

GOMOS: Global Ozone Monitoring by

Occultation of Stars

lASl: lmaging Atmospheric Sounding
lnstrument

IMG: Intederometric Monitor for
^-^^^L^,,^^ ^^^^^utuut il tuu5c ud5u5

MERIS: Medrum-Resolution lmaging
Spectrometer for Passive Atmospheric
Sounding

MIPAS: Michelson Inferometer for
Passive Atmospheric Sounding

MOPITT: Measurement of Pollution in the
Troposphere

ODUS: Ozone Dynamics Ultraviolet
Spectrometer

OMI: Ozone Monitoring Instrument

POLDER: Polarization and Directionality of
the Eadh's Radiance

SAGE-I and -ll: Stratospheric Aerosol and
Gas Experiment

SAGE-Ill: Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas

Experiment

SBUV: Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Ozone
Experiment

SCIAMACHY: Scanning lmaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography

TES: Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer

TOMS: Total Ozone Monitoring
Spectrometer

03, No,, N2o5 clo No2, HCl, HF, cH4,
CFCs, etc. (upper troposphere)

Aerosols, clouds, sea surface
IemperalUre

Smoke, fire, clouds aerosols, vegetation

o. (profiles)

03, NO2, HrO BrO, OCIO, SO2, HCHO,

clouds, aerosol

03, NO2, upper troposphere

03, co, cH4, N2o, so2

03, N2O, H2O, CH4, CO and CO,

HrO, clouds and aerosol

03, NOx, N2Os C|ONO2, CHo, CFCs, etc.;
temperature (upper troposphere)

Total column of CO; CHo + CO profiles

SO2, NO2, BrO, OCIO

03, so2, No2,

Polarization, aerosols, clouds

03, NO2, (HrO), aerosols (upper

troposphere)

03, OCIO, BrO, NOr, NO, aerosols

O. profiles

02, 03, 04, No, No2, Nro, Bro, oclo
H2CO, H2O, SO2, HCHO, CO, CO2, CH4,

clouds, aerosols, p, T, col, and profiles

Various rncl. HNO3, 03, NO,
HrO (col. and profiles)

o3

Satellite Platform

Space Shuttle Spacelab-3 (1 985),
ATLAS-1 ,2and3 (1 992,1993,1994)

ESA ERS-1and ERS-2 (1991-
present)

Tiros-N, NOM-6 to 13 (1978-
presenr)

Nimbus-4 (1970-1974)

ESA ERS-2 (1 99S-present),
MetOp-1 - MetOp-3 (2005/6
2010/11, 2015/16)

ESAEnvisat (2OOl)

MetOp-1 (2005/6)

ADEOS (1996-97)
ADEOS-il (2001)

ESA Envisat (2001)

ESA Envisat (2001)

NASA AM-1 (1999)

GCOM-A1 Prog, Japan (2005)

NASA-EOS-CHEM (2004)

ADEOS-1 (1996-97)

NASA Atmospheric Explorer Mission
(1979-81), Eadh Radiation Budget
Sat, (1 984 - present)

Meteor-3M (2001 ); International
Space Station (2003?)

Nimbus-7 (1979-90)

ESA Envisat (2001)

NASA EOS-CHEN/ (2004)

Nimbus-7 (1979-92)
ADEOS (1ee6-e7)
Earth Probe (1996-)

Meteor (1992-94)

Orbit

lnclined

Polar,

Sun Sync

Polar

Polar,

Sun Sync.

Polar,

Sun Sync

Polar,

Sun Sync.

Polar,

Sun Sync

Polar,

Sun Sync,

Polar,

Sun Sync

lnclined

Polar,

Sun Sync.

Polar,

Sun Sync.

Inclined

Inclined

Polar

Polar,

Sun Sync

Polar

. This list is not intended to be complete, but merely to illustrate the currently available instrumentation.
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coverage to measure a range of atmospheric
constituents both in the stratosphere and in the
Tropospnere.

ESA GOME products are generated
operationally at the German Processing and
Archiving Facility (D-PAF)at DLR and comprise:
calibrated earthshine radiances and the
exiraterrestrial solar irradiance (Level- 1

product), total columns of ozone and nitrogen
dioxide and cloud information (Level-2 product).

Retrieval of tropospheric concentrations
from satellite (GOME) data
The GOME Level-1 data were intended to be
exploited by the technique of Differential Optical
Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS). DOAS, as
applied to satellite observation, first determines
the effective atmospheric absorption for up-
welling radiation for a selected spectral
window. The relatively narrow-band spectral
features of gases are then separated from
broad-band gas and aerosol absorption,
spectral reflectance (albedo) spectral features
and gaseous and particle scattering by the
subtraction of a polynomial.

The oroblem then is to obtain vertical column
densities for the various spectroscopically
absorbing species and, ideally, the detailed
profiles of their vertical concentrations from these
raw data. The problem is increased when, as is
the case with ozone, the preponderance of the
optical absorption is due to ozone in the
stratosphere.

Appropriate fitting techniques allow the slant
column amount (simply speaking, the column
along the line-of-site of the satellite instrument)
of the gases having suitable spectroscopic
features in a given spectral window to be
retrieved. This is converted into a total column
amount by means of an Air Mass Factor (AMFI.

The AMF depends on a variety of factors,
including the shape of the profile and the
penetration of light through the atmosphere.
The use of the standard DOAS aooroach is

restricted to soectral windows where the AMF
is constant and the penetration depth of light in

the atmosphere is independent of wavelength.
In the simplest case, the AMF is a geometrical
factor. However, absorption of light by gases

and scattering by air and aerosol results in the
AMF often berng dependent on the profile

shape. More sophisticated DOAS approaches
deal with this problem of retrieving the vertical
column amount of a trace constituent by the
fitting of several spectral windows at a variety of
wavelengths.

Retrieval of the trooosoheric contribution to the
column densities of trace oases from nadir

viewing presents a pafticular challenge since, in
order to separate the total column into its

components, additional information is required.
The GOME data have been treated in a variety
of ways by a number of European research
groups to obtain tropospheric information.

One approach is to use our knowledge of the
different temporal and horizontal scales of
constituents in the stratosphere and troposphere.
Thus the tropospheric sources of NO, are often
local to polluted regions and those where it is

produced by lightning. In comparison, the
sources of stratospheric NOr, the photolysis of
nitrous oxide (NrO) and the downward flux from
the mesosphere are global. In addition, the
transporl in the stratosphere is appreciably
greater than in the troposphere, so that a
longitudinal homogeneity of the NO, strato-
spheric column is to be expected. Thus,
comparison of, say, polluted regions with clean
remote regions at the same longitude will give
the tropospheric column of NOr. This technique,
known as the Tropospheric Excess Method

fl-EM), yields the tropospheric-excess slant-
column absorption of NOr, which has then to
be converted into a trooosoheric vertical
column by the generation of an appropriate
differential AMF and knowledge of the
trooosoheric vertical column in the remote
regron.

Another method for the retrieval of tropospheric
NO, is a combined assimilation retrieval
approach, which takes into account the
stratospheric background, the sensitivity to
the vefticai profile, clouds and the surJace
albedo. This approach is applied to GOME
measurements within the ongoing EU prolect
GOA (GOME assimilated and validated ozone
and NO, fields for scientific users and for model
validation).

An alternative, vertical column (VC) approach
for retrieving tropospheric information is to use
measurements 'on-cloud' and 'off-cloud' to
determine the amount below the cloud. The
different albedos and the resulting photolysis
field above the cloud introduce comolications.

For the trace gases only having spectral
features in a restricted wavelength region, such
as BrO, HCHO and SOr, the TEM and VC
retrievals provide a very good means of
determining tropospheric information from
GOME.

The first BrO column products were success-
fully retrieved from GOME nadir earthshine
spectra by groups at the University of Bremen,
the University of Heidelberg, SAO, DLR and
BISA. DOAS fitting algorithms for BrO slant-
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Figures 1 a-c. Tropospheric
HCHO, NO2 and O. retrieved
from GOME observations in

September 1997 (image
courtesy of University of

Bremen)

column retrieval, as well as the AMF
calculations needed for conversion to vertical
columns, are still optimised taking into account
bromine photochemistry where necessary. Big
tropospheric plumes of BrO have been
monitored by using GOME measurements
during Arctic/Antarctic springtime (Fig. 3).

Ozone profile information is being retrieved
from GOME data by several different European
institutes: RAL in the United Kingdom, KNMI
and SRON in the Netherlands, and the
University of Bremen and ZSW in Germany.

Different back-scattering layers of ozone
(mainly in the 265 to 307 nm wavelength range

- the Hartley bands) and the temperature
dependence of the measurements (mainly from
323 to 335 nm - the Huggins bands) are used
to retrieve ozone-profile information and
determine the stratospheric and tropospheric
contributions to the verlical column. A variety of
computational algorithms have been devised,
including one using neural networks, to take
account of the variations due to ground albedo,
the presence of clouds, the variation with
temperature and stray-light effects. lt is now
possible to obtain GOME ozone profiles on a
regular basis. Much of this work is supported
by ESA through the ERS Announcement of
Opportunity scheme and the Data User
Programme.

Clearly, obtaining profile information for
tropospheric species is not an easy task, and
much work has to be done on each data set for
each chemical entity. However, the coming of
SCIAMACHY with its simultaneous limb and
nadir measurements will facilitate the use of
direct methods and allow the verification of
what has been achieved so far. In addition, it is
hoped that by combining observations made
under different conditions (nadir and limb
viewing, for example) with different techniques
and suitable models, it will be possible,

ultimately, to obtain tropospheric profiles on a
routine basis, rather than on the case-by-case
basis applicable for most species at the
moment.

Some recent results
In this section, results for a number of
tropospheric species are presented in order to
iilustrate the scientific topics that can be
addressed with satellite data.

Blomass burning in tropical regions
Figure 1 shows results obtained for formaldehyde
(HCHO), nitrogen dioxide (NOr) and ozone (O.)

over Africa and India and Western Brazil. The
large amounts of HCHO and NO, over Africa
and Western Brazil can be attributed to
biomass burning, which is an important part of
agricultural practice in the tropical savannah.
The peak of the NO, plume is probably above
the biomass burning in the Congo and Eastern
Africa, but a persistent pollution of high NO, is

observed over the industrial region of South
Africa and the oil-producing states of the
Persian Gulf.

The Congo Basin is a centre of much storm
activity, itself a significant source of NO, from
lightning, also providing convective pumping of
pollution into the free troposphere. lt is

interestino to note that the maximum amount of

VC HCHO
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HCHO and a significant amount of NO, is

above a region of convective uplift. Above East
Africa, the NO, plume appears to be pumped
into the upper troposphere, and then to travel
westwards towards Australia. Additional NO"
may result from pollution and biomass burning
on the island of Madagascar, as well as
convective uplifting and lightning.

Figure 1c shows the tropospheric O. veftical
column estimated from GOME measurements.
The large signal above the Atlantic Ocean was
first observed in TOMS data in earlier years.
Ozone is a product of the complex photo-
oxidation of hydrocarbons catalysed by NOr,
while HCHO is a byproduct of this process, The
NO, produced by biomass burning, other
pollution and, to some extent, by lightning,
results in enormous O. plumes off the east and
west coasts of Africa.

Fires and pollution in Southeast Asia
Figure 2 shows how results from two satellites
can complement each other. The ATSR
results show the extensive fires that occurred
in Southeast Asia in 1997, and to a much
lesser extent in 1998. The GOME results
show the resulting plumes of NOr, which are
closely correlated with and presumably result
from the combustion processes. The NO,
resulting from the industrial pollution in
Southern China and Taiwan can be discerned
in the 1998 results.

Tropospheric bromine monoxide (BrO)
One of the curiosities of the tropospheric ozone
distribution is the almost complete dis-
appearance of ozone in the atmospheric
boundary layer around the fringes of the Arctic.
This was first discovered in the early nineties in
results from several ground stations. The
explanation was far from clear for some time,
until an anti-correlation with the chemical
compound bromine monoxide (BrO) was
found.

The presence of BrO around the whole of both
the Arctic and Antarctic Oceans in their
respective spring seasons is shown in Figure 3,
produced using GOME measurements. The
source of the BrO is not clear, but is presumed
to be released from sea salt or biogenic
organo-bromine species.

Global ozone
Figure 4 (lower part) shows the global-ozone
distributions from 1995 to 1998, derived from
GOME data. The upper part of Figure 4 shows
model results for the same period. The major
features are reproduced, but there are many
differences in the detail. Such comparisons will
serve to improve the models used both for the
ozone and for extracting the data.

The quality of data available from GOME
is nicely illustrated by the ozone hole in
Fioure 5.

Figure 2. Synergistic use of
retrievals of NO, and fire
from simultaneous GOME
and ATSR images. Note that
both fires and the Asian
cities are substantial
sources of NO, (image
coudesy of University of
Bremen)
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GOME BrO, Apr 2000
BrO VC

GOME BrO, Oct 2000GOME Bro, Oct 1999GOME BrO, Oct 1997GOME B1o, Oct 1996

Figure 3. Observations of
the large tropospheric
clouds of BrO formed above
sea ice at high latitudes
around the Arctic (top row)
and Antarctic (bottom row)
oceans in spring each year
(image courtesy of Belgian
Institute for Space
Aeronomy)

Figure 4. Global ozone, 1995
to 1997. The lower oart of

the figure shows four years
of observations of the total
ozone column with GOME

(1 July 1995 to 30 June
1999). The upper part shows

four individual years of a
multi-year simulation with a

chemistry-climate model
(image courtesy of DLR)

Figure 5. The Antarctic
ozone hole during 2000,

mapped from GOME data
(image courtesy of KNMI)

Consequences for European
environmental policy development
The availability of satellite data for the
troposphere will assist those responsible for
environmental-policy development in

Europe both in monitoring on a regional
scale and in the validation of the models
used for different scenarios and to check
compliance, As already mentioned, the
development of legislation to control
pollutants must be based on sound science
encapsulated in reliable chemical-transport
models. The expected contribution from

satellite-derived trooospheric data will be
invaluable in the thorough validation of
these models. In addition, there is a
requirement on the authorities to monitor
pollutant concentrations on a regional scale,

in order to verify compliance with the control
measures.
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Clearly satellites, once they have been
launched and the instrumentation and data
production validated, offer a reliable and long-
term way of achieving this goal on both global

and regional scales. lt is to be expected that,
once the difficulties of retrieval and validation
have been overcome, satellite-derived data for
the troposphere will contribute appreciably to
the required monitoring.

Troposat: a new project to obtain and
study tropospheric data
To encourage the use of tropospheric satellite
data within the tropospheric-chemistry
community, a new subproject known as
Troposat has been approved for inclusion in

Eurotrak-2, the European Commission's
Eureka project studying the transport and
chemical transformation of trace substances in

the troposphere over Europe.

The formal aim with Troposat is to determine
two- and three-dimensional distributions and

time series for trace gases and other
parameters in the troposphere, and thereby
facilitate future research and environmental
monitoring on regional and global scales. The
project is intended to act as a bridge between
the satellite and the atmospheric-chemical
communities, and to demonstrate the
possibilities offered by satellite measurements
for model validation on regional scales, for
monitoring pollutants, and determining
distributions and budgets. Studtes will be

carried out of pollutants on continental and
regional scales, and the possibility of using
remote sensing for Kyoto Monitoring will be
investigated.

The work of Troposat is divided between four
tasK groups:

1. The development of algorithms for the
retrieval of tropospheric species and
parameters

The extraction of trooosoheric information
from the raw data is still something of an art,

the degree of difficulty of which depends on
the parlicular chemical species being studied.
Much development will be required before
the orocedures can become routine. Work is
in progress on the effects of cloud shielding,
wavelength and albedo effects, temperature
effects, and the best combination of limb and
nadir measurements to obtain the requisite
orofiles.

2. The use of satellite data for understanding
atmospheric processes

The main objective is to demonstrate how

satellite data can be combined with model

results and data from terrestrial measurements
to improve our qualitative and quantitative
interpretation and understanding of dynamic
and chemical processes in the troposphere.
Satellite data are ideally suited to supply
initialisation, boundary conditions, and test
data for chemical-transport models on regional

scales and coupled global chemistry-climate
models. Activities include case studies
comparing data with the results from chemical-
transport models, validation of chemistry-
climate models, and the comparison and
interpretation of the results from modelling that
combines ground-based and aircraft
measurements with satellite data.

3. The synergistic use of different instrumen-
tation and platforms for tropospheric
measurements

It is now recognised that to obtain an accurate
on-going picture of the state of the
troposphere, a combination of modelling,
ground-based measurements, field activities
and satellite data will be required. Current
activities include: the combination of satellite
data sets to explore large-scale NO" sources to
assess the contributions from lightning and

biomass burning; using satellite-derived data
together with the regular aircraft measurements
of water vaoour and ozone made within the
Mozaic programme, to explore the processes
governing the global-ozone and water-vapour
budgets; and exploring the possibility of
including space-derived measurements as an

operational part of a national air-pollution
monitoring network.

4. The development of validation strategies
for tropospheric satellite data products

The tropospheric data presently available are
still tentative in that they have not yet been

subjected to extensive validation procedures.
The aim of this group is to devise and test
procedures for the validation of tropospheric
satellite data oroducts. The activities foreseen
include validation of data from Envisat
instruments, improvement of strategies for
validation, the identification of data sets from
ground-based measurements suitable for the
validation of satellite-derived trooosoheric data,

and the use of data assimilation and other
modelling techniques in validation.

In addition, Troposat will undertake two other
underpinning activities:

Specification of the requirements for future
satellite instruments for tropospheric work
The initial experience of the group in obtaining
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and using tropospheric data has already
indicated a need for new and improved satellite
instrumentation to obtain more and better data
for the troposphere. The group will draw on this
experience to contribute to proposals for
instrumentation for future missions.

Development of appropriate data-assimilation
techniques for satellite measurements
A number of Principal Investigators are
exploring the use of data assimilation in which
satellite measurements and modelling results
are compared, to the mutual benefit of both. In

the future, one can imagine a modelling system
running continuously, but being frequently
uodated with near-real-time satellite meas-
urements to provide a continuous picture of the
atmosohere.

Some forty research groups in ten countries
began work in 2000 and will continue until the
formal end of Eurotrac-2 in 2003. However,
there is so much to do and so many
possibilities that it is fully expected to continue
the Troposat project beyond this date. As with
all Eureka projects, the Principal Investigators
must find their own funds from their national
funding agencies or from international sources
such as the Eurooean Union.

The future
The launch of Envisat, carrying three
atmospheric instruments, is eagerly awaited.
SCIAMACHY will extend the capability of
GOME in two ways: by measuring in limb-
(towards the horizon) and nadir-viewing
geometries, and by recording the back-
scattered and reflected light simultaneously
from 220 to 23BO nm. SCIAMACHY will also
measure solar and lunar occultation. Two limb-
sounding instruments, GOMOS (Global Ozone
Monitoring by Occultation of Stars) and MIPAS,

will measure trace gases in the atmosphere
using complementary techniques. As already
indicated, the combination of nadir- and limb-
sounding should facilitate the production of
reliable trooosoheric data for a number of trace
chemical species and air pollutants.

With the development of data-assimilation
techniques for satellite-derived data, one would
hope that, in the not too distant future, a
combined modelling/satellite data /ground-
based data approach will yield a continuous
picture of the chemical troposphere on both
global and regional scales.

The data provided by low-Earth-orbit (LEO)

satellites should be supplemented with data
from geostationary platforms, which offer the
possibility of making daily time-resolved
studies. A future scenario, involving two

proposed ESA missions, GEOSCIA and
ACECHEM, would provide reliable vertical-
profile information within the troposphere by the
combination of stationary measurements with
limb and nadir soundings.

Thus the future looks bright, with satellite data
revolutionising the observation of trace
substances and pollutants in the troposphere,
and not only making an appreciable
contribution to our understanding of the
complex processes involved, but also playing

an essential role in monitoring and establishing
an environmental policy for the troposphere.
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The 'Space and Major Disasters'
International Charter

J. B6quignon & S. Briggs
Eafth Observation Applications Department, ESA Directorate of Earth and
Environment Monitoring from Space, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

The 'Space and Major Disasters' Charter has
been in operation since 1 November 2000. Civil
Protection Agencies may place their requests
for assistance via a dedicated 24-hour
telephone line. A specialised engineer analyses
the situation together with the requestor and
proposes an action plan, which includes
emergency re-tasking of the satellites operated
by the Charter's signatories. A prolect manager
ensures that the necessary data are acquired
and their timely delivery to the requestor or
designated agent. During its first six months of
operation, the Charter was invoked eight times.

Gonsidering on the one hand the increasing number of major
disasters, and on the other the interest shown by Givil Protection
Authorities in space techniques, ESA and the French national space
agency CNES announced their intention to set a co-ordinated
means of access to space facilities and tools, at the UNISPACE lll
Conference in Vienna in July 1999. The International Charter on 'Space
and Major Disasters' was subsequently signed on 20 June 2000 by
both Agencies, followed by the Canadian Space Agency (GSA) on
20 October 2000.

This far-reaching humanitarian initiative provides a worldwide,
consistent framework for accessing data from a variety of sources. lt
is mainly oriented towards helping the emergency and rescue
authorities during a crisis. The Chafter is open for signature to all
space agencies and operators, and a number of other agencies have
already announced their intention to join, including NOAA (USA), ISRO
(lndia), CONAE (Argentina) and NASDA (Japan).

France earlier this year. Twelve hours after the
acquisition of an ERS-2 image, a preliminary
map of the flooded area covering 100 km of the
Sa6ne watercourse was orovided to the relief
co-ordination centre in Lyon. The images in

Figure 1 show how a mix of two radar images
(before and during the flood) allows accurate
detection of the flooded areas, The map in the
middle clearly shows the flooded area in blue,
with the normal riverbed in dark blue; the right-
hand map highlights areas affected by the flood
and allows urban or agricultural usage to be
identified. These maps represent a synthetic

Figure 1. (a) A map of the
Sa6ne flood north of Lyon.

Flooded areas are shown in
light blue, the normal river

course in dark blue. The
map is obtained from a

fusion of optical and radar
data. Landscape in pseudo-

natural colours. Extended
Lambert ll projection, scale

in km
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After the earthquake that struck San Salvador
on 13 February 2OO1, only 3 days were needed
to re-task the Spot-4 satellite, to acquire the
data and to prepare damage-assessment
maps, just in tlme for the French Civil Protection
rescue squad, which was arriving on a medical-
assistance mission, As a by-product, the
Salvadorian Geographical Survey requested
and was given the maps in order to update its
25-year-old reference set.

The Charter was also invoked during the Sa6ne
River flood, one of the manv that affected
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(b) The flood extent detected by a

combination of two ERS SAR images
appears in blue, near Villefranche-sur-
SaOne.

(c) The flood extent laid over a space map
derived from SPOT imagery The flooded
areas are shaded in light blue

(d) This map reveals the nature of the flooded
areas (urban/agriculture), while non-f looded
areas are dimmed. Extended Lambert ll
projection, scale in km
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Towards an Enlarged Partnership

Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania
- ESAs Relations with the Czech

Paris

G. Baudin
Legal Affairs Department, ESA, Paris

K. Bergquist
International Relations Depaftment, ESA,

Background
The Budapest Workshop was well timed. ESA
had first established relations with these
countries in the early nineties when they
approached the Agency asking to collaborate
in its space programmes. This led in due time
to the signing of framework Agreements with
Hungary, Romania, Poland and the Czech

In October 1999, ESA organised a two-day Workshop in Budapest
together with the Hungarian Space Office, with a view to analysing
existing relations between ESA and its paftners in Central and Eastern
Europe, namely the Czech Republic, Hungary Poland and Romania.
The Workshop's main objectives were to discuss the results of the
existing cooperation and to present ESAs new programmes and
activities, as well as its administrative procedures and regulations.
The space authorities from the four countries also presented their own
space programmes and plans.

Republic. These relations then evolved through
joint co-operation projects, leading eventually
to the participation of both the Czech Republic
and Hungary in the PRODEX optional
programme. Now, almost ten years later, it was
felt necessary to analyse the current situation
and to identify ways in which relations could
evolve, and to discuss possible means for
establishing closer links. Some of the countries
involved expressed - formally or informally -
their interest in acceding to the ESA
Convention.

The Czech and Hungarian participations in the
PRODEX programme have so far been a very
positive experience. However PRODEX, being
an optional programme with a limited scope,

did not involve participation in any of the other
ESA programmes and activities, a fundamental
consideration in terms of the strengthening of
links with ESA, especially with regard to
possible future accession to the ESA
Convention.

At the meeting in Budapest, ESA introduced
the different mechanisms defined in the ESA
Convention (Article XIV) in order to establish
co-operating links with non-member States.
Three types of co-operation are foreseen in this
Article: Co-operation Agreements, participation
in ESA Optional Programmes, and Associate
Membership Agreements. These three types of
cooperation have in fact been the paths
followed by several States that have acceded
to the ESA Convention since its initial entry into
force. Austria, Norway and Finland, for
example, were first linked with ESA by a
general Cooperation Agreement, pairicipated
in ESA Optional Programmes, and were then
granted Associate Member State status,
before becoming full Member States. The only
exception has been Portugal, which acceded
to the ESA Convention after first having had a
general Co-operation Agreement and a
specific Agreement on Portugal's participation
in the ARTES Optional Programme. Actual
accession to the ESA Convention is dealt with
under a separate artrcle, namely Article XXll.

After the introduction to the different forms of
co-operation under Article XIV and the
presentations by ESA and by the four countries
of their respective present and future plans and
programmes in the space field, two aspects
emerged at the workshop:
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- lnterest and potential synergy existed betvveen

ESA programmes and the future plans in the
space field of its four European paftners. fhe
Director General of the Hungarian Ministry for
Foreign Affairs introduced the Hungarian
Research and Development Programme,
which should provide more opportunities for
Hungarian scientists. This recent increase in

awareness of space programmes can be
explained by the important brain drain among
scientists in the former Central and Eastern
European countries that has developed into
a very serious issue. The Director General of
Foreign Affairs explained that the Hungarian
wish to seek closer relations with ESA should
be seen in light of this new policy.

- The path of cooperation proposed by ESA to
these Stafes in order to become, in the near
or long term, an ESA Member State, did not
suit their needs or current financial capacities.
The main difficulty for these States in following
the usual path of cooperation with a view to
acceding to the ESA Convention emanates
from the step from a general Cooperation
Agreement to an Associate Membership
Agreement. In particular, the conclusion of an

Associate Membership Agreement was not
considered suitable because it required
financial participation by the States concerned
in ESA's General Budget (at a rate of 50% of
what they would pay as a full Member State),
which implied too steep a budgetary increase
with respect to their current financial and
industrial capacities. Therefore for these
States, which had already signed a Co-
operation Agreement with ESA and which
wanted to reinforce their own space
programmes through reinforced co-operation
with ESA, the signing of an Associate
Membership Agreement was seen as too
broad. They explained that an intermediate
step would greatly enhance the potential for
r:ooneratinn anci would facilitate thevvvvv, sL,v, I

development of cooperation projects with
ESA, with a view to facilitating their progressive

integration into the Agency's programmes
and activities.

In formulating his conclusions to the Budapest
workshop, the ESA Director of Strategy and
Technical Assessment proposed to convey
these important messages to the ESA Member
States.

The Gouncil Working Group on the
enlargement of the Agency
Following the Budapest Workshop, a report
was presented to the ESA Council on its
outcome, which also contained some
proposals regarding the creation of a new
concept that would allow our four European

partners to participate more in ESA's
programmes and activities. Member States
were reminded in particular that official
reflection on the Agency's enlargement had last
taken place in 1985, when the Council had set
up guidelines regarding this matter. Given the
geopolitical changes since 1985, Council,
during its December meeting in 1999, decided
to set up an ad-hoc Council Working Group
that would look into the Agency's enlargement.

The mandate of the Working Group was to:

- ldentify the various stages leading to such
enlargement in the mutual interests of the
Member States and the States that want to
accede to the Convention.

- Propose guidelines for the establishment of
progressively closer ties with the Agency.

- Establish criteria for the admissibility of
applications to accede to the Agency's
Convention, and to identify the action required
to enable the States concerned to meet
those criteria.

- Define the specific status of a 'State in

Transition' with a view to enabling States that
may wish to accede to the Agency's
Convention to prepare to do so by participating

in Agency activities relevant to the scientific
and industrial capabilities that they wish to
develoo.

The Working Group met twice and produced a
report that was adopted by Council in June
2000. This report contained several
recommendations, the most important being
that 'the Agency estab/ishes a specific
framework for facilitating the participation of
European non-Member States in ESA
programmes'. This has led to the creation of
the new concept of a 'European Co-operating
State'.

The new concept of a European Go-
operating State (ECS)

Council also decided on several criteria as
regards the eligibility of States wanting to
assume ECS status. These must be European,
and must have signed a framework Agreement
with ESA. Council agreed that the Czech
Republic, Hungary Poland and Romania were
directly eligible for the new ECS status.

Based on this report, a new model Agreement
for ECSs was proposed, allowing for the
indirect participation by an ECS in all ESA
programmes and activities. This ECS model
Agreement was discussed in the relevant
Council subordinate bodies before being
adopted by Council itself on 21/22 March
2001. As a result, ESA's Director General has
been authorised to use this model in
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negotiations with Cooperating States that, in

the near or longer term, want to become full

Members of ESA.

To attain ECS status, the candidate State must
first negotiate and then conclude an ECS
Agreement with the Agency. This is then a
bilateral engagement between the ECS and
ESA whereby the State is allowed, subject
to the fulfilment of certain conditions, to
participate in ESA programmes and activities.
These activities are defined in a five-year work
Plan for European Cooperating States (PECS)

to be jointly agreed by ESA and the ECS
concerned. The Agency shall execute the
PECS in conformity with its rules and
procedures. A dedicated Committee composed
exclusively of ECS representatives ('the PECS
Committee') is set-uo to monitor and control
the execution of the PECS. One main difference
between the previous general Cooperation
Agreements and an ECS Agreement is that a
minimum financial contribution of 1 MEuro oer
year is required from each ECS.

In conclusion, it is interesting to note that, with
a limited financial contribution, the new
Agreement provides the ECS with the
possibility of taking part in ESA programmes
through the PECS without actually becoming a
padicipant in the ESA programme concerned
as originally foreseen in Article XlV.2 of the ESA
Convention. The purpose of this new form of
cooperation is first of all to strengthen the links
between the ECS and the Agency in order to
facilitate its future possible membership of ESA.

However, there is no obligation to accede to the
ESA Convention, but the objective is clearly to
associate the ECS to ESA programmes and
activities and to prepare in the most efficient
manner for this possible future accession. lt is
envisaged that PECS participation will not only
strengthen the ECS's national institutional
capacity, but also assist in the development of
its national space industry. Another objective is

to develop cooperation between the scientific
and applications user communities in the ECS
and in the Agency's Member States, and to
ensure coherence between Member-State and
ECS space activities, for example by avoiding
unnecessary duplication.

The ECS Agreement will, upon its entry into
force, replace the other Agreements concluded
with ESA and will have a duration of five years.

Thereafter, depending of the results achieved
within this period of cooperation, three
possibilities can be envisaged: the ECS can
continue to cooperate with ESA under an ECS
Agreement, the ECS can apply for Associate
Membership, or the ECS can apply directly to
become a Member State. The advantaoes of

this new concept are that it provides a
permanent structure, and links between the
ECS and ESA permitting the development of
relations through participation in Agency
programmes. Not only the strictly programmatic

side is involved, but also partrcipation in new
ESA initiatives like the SME (Small and
Medium-sized Enterprise) and Outreach
activities. This consolidation of joint activities via
an ECS Agreement will hopefully ensure that
the eventual step to becoming an ESA
Associate or full Member State should not be
too large.

The next steps
To support the International Affairs Department
in the implementation of this new policy, a
'PECS Manager' has been nominated who will

be responsible for the day-to-day relations with
the ECS, especially as regards the content of
the PECS. ESA will now present the new
concept in detail to the four European partners,

before proceeding with the negotiation of an
ECS Agreement with each interested applicant.
However, to ensure that this new concept
would be broadly acceptable to those four
States, ESA had already informed them of the
basic underlying ideas prior to its adoption by
Council, to check that it would be acceptable
to them.

ESA will also organise a special workshop in

Paris in Seotember 2OO1 to which
representatives of the four European partners
will be invited. The objective will be to present

in greater detail the different possibilities
existing through this newly created status and
to understand the different views and possible
concerns of our partners in order to proceed,
on a bilateral basis, with the negotiation of an
ECS Agreement with each of them.

The return for the Agency and the ESA Member
States lies in stimulating relations with
interested European countries, expanding the
overall European scientific and industrial base,
and enriching ESA as a research and
development organisation. @esa
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EFIS history
Over the past several years, ESA been
developing and implementing electronic
solutions for the management of its financial
business, especially in its relationships with
industry. Constant progress has been achieved
by exploiting new electronic tools as the
technology has advanced. In the area of
electronic invoicing, the Agency started a
pioneering project in 1987 whereby Industry
could send invoices directly to the Agency
using a commercial network. This evolved
through development of the Agency's own
system, and in 1991 a further major evolution
took place when it was agreed with Industry
that the Agency's Electronic Invoicing System
(ETIS) would also be used by sub-contractors

The putting into operation of the ESA Financial and Invoicing System
(EFIS) marks an important step for the Agency because it introduces
a modern tool for end-to-end financial process and contractual
management, both in ESA and in Industry. With the introduction of
EFIS, which exploits the efficiency of Web-based technology, ESA
brings two important aspects of its day-to-day business much closer
together:
- the external relations with Space Industry, which becomes

seamlessly connected to ESA across all of the financial processes
relating to contracts and payments

- the internal relations between project management and financial
management where, thanks to EFIS, the technical progress achieved
by projects can be translated immediately into financial planning.

involved in the Agency's development contracts.
By the use of routing tables per contract,
sub-contractors' invoices could be put into
higher tier contractors' electronic mailboxes
simultaneously. Furthermore, there was then full

visibility of the status and progress of those
sub-contractor invoices. The great advantage
over the circulation of oaoer invoices was
immediately apparent, reducing the approval
time in Industry by, in many cases, months. The
system was further refined and made even
more user-friendly, especially to smaller
companies, by the introduction in 1999 of
Web-transmitted ETIS invoicing.

In parallel with the purely invorcing side of the
business, financial-management systems for
project control have also been evolving, notably
FCS, the Financial Control System created for
the electronic handling of all contractual and
f inancial data for the Agency's larger
Programmes, particularly in the context of the
Manned Space Programme and Earth
Observation, but also used for smaller projects,

such as in the Microgravity area. FCS was also
designed to receive invoice and payment data
from ETIS, although the two systems were
essentially different products. In the late 1990s
it was decided that, given the stability of the
two systems, the next logical evolution was the
complete integration of the FCS and ETIS

svstems to create EFIS, which would:
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EFIS Main Menu

Welcome to

ESA Financial snd lnvoicing System

(F.FEI)
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Agency for all ESA contract/financial planning
and invoice management. being easy to
utilise from the largest development contract
down to the simplest small contract and
purcnase oroer

- provide the basis for all planning. principally
milestone payment planning, and invoice
status information, and thus for payments
and treasr rnr nrerlir:tigpg} YI vv|vL|\
/^^l^^^ "ali^^^^ +.^^^-i^^i^^- ruvrouu ruildr ruu ul,,ur I pdf_Jur u dr r)r | ilJJrur I

and reduce the residual paper requirements
to negligible proportions.

Development work on EFIS began early in

1999, the contractor being Datamat Ingegneria
dei Sistemi of ltaly, under the technical direction
of ESA's Informatics Deparlment. The functional
management was entrusted to ESA's Finance
Depadment, with full suppod from a team o{
experts representing the Agency's Programme
and Support Directorates. and Astrium
representing European Space Industry. The
team has overseen the satisfactory development
a{ +hn ' 'onr nnn .\,^+^m ronr riramontc en| thoVl Ll lV UDUI Ol lU JyJtUl lr ruvuilur rrur rrr, o,ru Lr ru

necessary intensive testing activities

EFIS vet z oc

EFffi

privileges for all parties concerned, e.g. ESA.
prime contractors, subcontractors and
suppliers. lt is used by project managers/
controllers and contracts officers both in ESA
and in Industry to support and maintain all of
the financial aspects of the contractual
administration, focusing especially on:

use of a common and consistent methodology
anr^l host nracticg for the financial
administration of ESA obligations throughout
the entire industrial consonium through the
definition of common business processes
establishment and maintenance of the
financial pad of the contractual baseline over
the full life cycle of a contract

- handling of the complete invoicing and
payment administration

- establishment and maintenance of a common
data repository for all parties involved in the
financial business processes. including
querying. reporting and archiving capabilities.

FFIS nnvarc and cr rnnnrtc olonirnnicallrr lhoU9||vvvvv||vu||yL||v

following key methodology aspects and
h, 

'^'^^-^uuDil rgDD PtuuuJJUJ.

- the preparation and maintenance of the
industrial contract st.ucture, retlecting the
hierarchy of industrial contracts related to
each ESA obligation; the hierarchy information
is used to identify the scope of visibility and
2aaaqq nrirrilonoc nf aanh cr rnnlior incir-loI uvvv,,vl

each obligation. and facilitates a unique
numbering and coding system

- the setting-up and maintenance of the
contract price data. including the assocrated
relevant information like price types. contract
subject. subsystems and geographical-return
informaton; this information is stored in EFIS
at the level of Milestone Payment Plans (MPPs)

- the preparation and maintenance of MPPs
:nd Dorrolnnmonl Cnci Plrnc /DCPct hnth inv/t vvlr I rr I

terms of financial information and schedule-
related aspects, i.e milestone amounts and
milestone dates

- the planning and control of progress
achievement and incurred expenditures
through the electronic creation and approval
of Payment Milestone Achievement Cerlificates
(PMACS), thereby providing the basis for
finennial fnranaclinn

- the corrplete cycle of invoice creation and
approval throughout the industrial consortium,
including the payment process via the
interface to the ESA accounting system,
AWARDS; this provides visibility of the invoice
status information at all contractual levels
and at the earliest possible point in the process

- recording and tracing all financial impacts of
the contractual change process, thus providing
nnnqictant anri rrn-i^ An+n finrnaial ^+^+' '-uvr rJrorur rL or ru u|\, rv-uoLY ilt tot tutdt JtdtuJ

information, including traceability of the
contractual baseline and history

rt youl{av.Nd1\tcssnls
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Version V1 of EFIS was delivered last summer
and, following successful testing, the first
formal invoice was transmitted by Industry to
ESA in September 2000. Migration of existing
contracts from ETIS to EFIS for invoicing
nttrnnaAa hqe 616a4n-lnal ntaniil', F^in^I rur vrvuvsuEu Jruouily. uuil rg

completed in May 200 1. Development and
ioe+inn nf \/oreinn \/ ? innnrnnrrtinn tho trCQ

nart nf tha nornr a\/etam heq hoon cnmnlolarl

and migration of existing contracts from FCS to
EFIS has commenced in mid-2001 with the
GOME and MetOp projects,

EFIS - an integrated E-business tool
For projects, EFIS is an integrated E-business
tool for the administration of all financially
relevant processes and data during the full life-

cycle of an ESA obligation, and provides
:nnrnnriaio lorralq nf ',ioil^'ili+', ^^.-.1 ^^^^^^upprvpr rqLU ruvuro vr VlJlUlllLy dl lU dUUUJJ
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- flexible configuration and settlng-up of
application functionality, e.g. using PN/AC.

allowing the distribution of responsibilities
and user roles in electronic form; this facilitates
the sharing of financial administration between
ESA and Industry in accordance with the
needs and requirements of individual projects,
and enables lndustry to assign obligation,
contract and invoice administration roles to the
various parties concerned, i.e. prime. higher
tier, and sub-contractors, thereby eliminating
the need for independent databases.

EFIS - benefits and synergies
By using EFIS, an integrated f inancial
administration tool for a// ESA obligations, there
are many benefits and synergies for the users in

the contractual and financial administration
disciplines in ESA and in Industry:

- The use of a common methodology and a
common data repository for all parties
involved in the financial administration of
contracts avoids significantly the duplication
of efforl both in ESA and Industry, improves
the data coherency and data quality. and
thus increases the efficiency of the financial
administration.

- EFIS covers the entire financial data life cycle
of an FSA obligation. from the Authorisation
to Proceed (ATP) until the contract close-out,
including the recording of all financial impacts
of contract changes. in a single integrated
application.

- EFIS provides an automatic and systematic
linking of the invoicing and payment process
and the related information to the contractual
data set, such as milestones, escalation,
contract change notices and riders, etc.. thus
linking the financial information to project
information. This not only eliminates queries
and possible rejections, but also speeds up
the processing with commensurate cash-
flow improvements, both in predictabillty and
actual performance for fSA and Industry, the
former providing essential suppod for the
Agency's Budget Management System.

- FFIS nrnvides an instant and common view
for all parties involved of financial and
contractual status, including the related
history and planning.

EFIS as part of the ESA MIS architecture
The 'head' of the EFIS system is a major
component of the ESA N/lS (Management
Information System) architecture (Fig. 1). lt is

one of the satellite systems of the Financial
I cdncr intorf:cinn With the AWARDS
components (namely with Payables) and being
the natural gateway to external systems used
by ESA and Industry.
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EXTERNAL SYSTEMS
. Local (programmes)
r External (industry)

\ /E

Figure 1. EFIS, a core
component of the ESA

Management Information
System

Figure 2. EFIS at the centre
of ODS, IRMA, UDMS and

AWARDS

Figure 3. The ODS tree

EFIS has several connections with the other
MIS components, namely (Fig. 2):

- ODS (the Operating Data Store). which is
iho qnr rrno qrieiom far trSA nnrnnr:to rl:t:vv uJ urvl

(Fig 3): obligations, suppliers, bank accounts,
courtry/currency codes, budget-line codes:
all of these data are automatically impoded
into EFIS on a daily basis.

- AWARDS, which is the ESA financial system
where payments are authorised; invoices
entered in EFIS are sent to AWARDS as soon
as tney become registered on a daily basis.

- UDMS (the User Data Management System),
which is a system for user definition and
authentication; it is used by EFIS and by most
of ESA MIS applications (e.9. ETIS, COSY
EMITS); users already logged in to an ESA
application through UDMS can reach EFIS

without performing a new log-in.

- IRN/A, which is a system used to access ESA
corporate data through a Web intertace: ESA
users. stafting from ODS data impo(ed into
EFIS (e.9. budget-line codes), are allowed to
follow hyperlinks (URLs) to the IRMA system
(e.9. budget-line details).

Ihe architecture of EFIS system is based on
the most modern technologies: it is a Web

application accessible on the ESA Intranet for
ESA users and via the public Internet for users
in lndustry. The central database (and the
application) is built with Oracle and is located at
ESRIN.

The high-level EFIS system architecture is

outlined in Figure 4. At this level of detail, we
can distinguish the following components or
groups of components:

EFIS Web Client
The EFIS Web Client module provides access
to financial and invoicing functions for users
who wish to access EFIS services via the Web.
It is based on a standard Web browser (t.e.

Netscape or Internet Explorer) and the EFIS

Web application is completely hosted on the
^^^+r'^t ^^^,^r' ^i+^\,ct tLt dt -ut vut JtLU.

EFIS Java Client
The EFIS Java Client module allows users
accessing EFIS from an Intranet connection to
browse, enter and modify EFIS data using a
Java-based application, providing more flexible

and more user friendly access to the
information,

EFIS Web Servers
The EFIS Web Servers are located outside the
ESA firewall for Industry users and inside the
firewall for fast access inside ESA. They are

standard Oracle Application Servers (OASs).

responsible for handling connections between
the clients and the central database using the
HTTP protocol.

Query, Repofting and Data Analysis Module
This module is built using a commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) package, configured specifically
for EFIS needs, in order to cover the query.

reporting and data-analysis areas. The COTS
package rsed (also as the corporate tool) is

Weblntelligence/Business Objects; this product
is the leading query, repoding. and analysis

EFIS proprietary data
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Figure 4. The EFIS high-level
system architecture

solution for the Web. In particular,
Weblntelligence enables users to access,
analyse, and share corporate data using a
simple browser as their interface, whilst still
maintaining tight security in terms of data
access. This module is used to oroduce
printouts, to generate interactive reports in

which users can 'drill-down' from aggregated
amounts to individual elements, to generate
ad-hoc queries. and to produce graphical
charts that also include drill-down capabilities.

EFIS Central Database
The EFIS central site, which is the core of the
system, is an Oracle 8i database that stores all

the EFIS data (and related constraints to ensure
data integrity and consistency) and procedures
that include the implementation of the business
logic behind the database transactions. These
procedures dynamically generate the HTML
pages and provide them to the EFIS Applic-
ation Server.

EFIS security
EFIS contains delicate commercial/financial
data, which is therefore protected and
accessible only to authorised persons. Any
user requiring access to EFIS has to have a log-
in password provided by the ESA help desk.
The authentication mechanism is the same as
for other ESA applications (i.e. DODIS, EMITS,
COSY), allowing authorised users to have only
one log-in account for several systems. Once
logged in, data visibility is governed by a strict
view/modify access-right policy, according
to the different roles assigned to each
authenticated user. A data-ownership check is

made every time a query, insert or update
command is submitted to the system.

Security is further enhanced by locating the
database server holding the sensitive data
inside the ESA firewall. External users
(lndustry) access the data via the Internet

through a dedicated front-end that is outside
the ESA firewall and contains only the Oracle
Application Server component and not the
data. The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol
will shortly be installed in this server to facilitate
encrypted data traffic,

Financial transactions related to the payment of
invoices are not executed in EFIS, but in the
totally separate ESA accounting system
(AWARDS) and then only by authorised ESA
Finance Department staff. Similarly the master
database for bank accounts is not held in EFIS
and changes can only be made in AWARDS
first, and when accompanied by written/signed
authorisation from the appropriate supplier.

EFIS - a tool for the present and the future
EFIS is now operational, with invoices being
routinely transmitted. All remaining ETIS
contracts are migrated to EFIS. The first full
migration of the technical, FCS, part has begun
and EFIS is well on the way to being the pan-
European tool so desired by the Agency and
Industry, through whose joint collaboration this
very ambitious prolect has been realised. The
next phases involve consolidation and
expansion, extending the economic and
efficiency benefits to all contractual parties,
no matter how large or small, be they
Prime Contractors, Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) or simply purchase-order
contractors. For ESA in oarticular, this tool
offers the possibility to redesign in a more
efficient way the processes related to the
physical handling and approval of the financial
paft of contracts and of the invoices. lt is

reasonable, therefore, to look further ahead to
a common and efficient tool for all, providing an
entirely linked electronic contractual/financial
planning, processing, approving, paying and
archiving future! @osa
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- A review of the missions and technologies
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Applications of cryogenics in space
The development, in-orbit commissioning, and
operation of cryogenic instrumentation in space
raises the level of mission complexity, risk and

associated cost. Any application must then be
justified on the basis of its specific return. In the
case of scientific missions, the cryogenic
detectors and related payloads are the only
candidates for the accomolishment of the
mission objectives, offering unmatched
performance and unique advantages. In the
case of other applications, such as
telecommunications, the advantages offered by
superconducting devices need to be evaluated

Since the first liquefaction of 4He and the discovery of super-
conductivity by H. Kamerlingh-Onnes (1908 and 1911), cryogenics and
its applications have come a long way. The continuous improvement
of cryogenic equipment has made it easier and easier to achieve
temperatures well below the liquefaction point of nitrogen
(77 Kl, either by means of cryogens (liquid gases such as Xe, H2, o2,
Nr, 4He and 3He) or by means of mechanical coolers. Gryogenic
devices, such as sensors and cold electronics, have taken advantage
of the progress made in materials science, thereby offering a reliable
and effective solution to otherwise unsolvable problems.

In the last 15 years, several spacecraft have employed cryogenic
equipment, mostly in the context of astrophysics missions, targeting
the electromagnetic radiation emitted by celestial obiects over a
wavelength range that it is difficult to cover from the ground. Such
missions include IRAS (lnfrared Astronomical Satellite, launched in
1983), COBE (Gosmic Background Explorer, launched in 1989) and ISO
(lnfrared Space Observatory, launched in 1995). Several new missions
are currently in preparation, including Herschel/Planck, SIRTF and the
Next-Generation Space Telescope (NGST). In the higher temperature
range, between 100 and 10 K, many missions are already operational
or under development. They include military reconnaissance satellites
(such as Helios), Earth-observation satellites (Spot) and meteoro-
logical spacecraft (MSG, Meteosat Second Generation), with infrared
detectors operating at about 85 K.

against their development and operating costs,
and compared with alternative technologies.

Cryogenic detectors for space applications
Cryogenic photon detectors offer two main

advantages over conventional sensors:

- their much higher sensitivity (expressed by
the Noise Equivalent Power or NEP, i.e. the
amount of incident power required to achieve
a signal-to-noise ratio equal to unity)

- the better energy resolution (expressed in
terms of resolving power, i.e. the ratio VAE
= VAI, with AE representing the fullwidth at
half maximum of the detector response to a
monochromatic excitation of energy E).

Cryogenic detectors have driven the utilisation
of cryogenics in space, determining the
requirements in terms of operating temperature,
temperature stability and architecture of the
payload system. This trend is now well-
established across the electromagnetic
spectrum. Figure 1 provides a summary of the
different detectors, including operating photon
energy and temperature range. Table 1 provides

an overview of other characteristics of the
detectors, including typical power dissipations,
array sizes and operating temperatures.

Applications involving the lower energy end of
the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e, sub-
millimetre wave and infrared) are the ones that
benefit most from the utilisation of cryogenic
detectors. Dramatic developments have recently
taken place in infrared detector technology,
driven mainly by the vast investments made by
the US Department of Defense during the
1980s. Such developments embrace a very
large spectral range, from the Near-lR (NlR, I =
1 pm)to the Far-lR (FlR, I = 200 Um), and have
focused on low-background, high-sensitivity
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Table 1 . Main charactefl,stlcs of photon detectors and SQU/Ds

Figure 1. Overview of
ohoton detectors and
related operating
temperatures. Note the
extended sensitivity range
of the cryogenic detectors,
such as STJs and
bolometers

Wavelength

Gamma
X-ray / Vis
X-ray-UV-Vis-NlR
X-ray
X-ray-UV-Vis-NlR
NIR

MIR
FIR

Sub-mm
Read-ouVaccelerometer

Detector type
(pixel and array)

Ge crystal
CCD
STJS

p-Calorimeters
TESs
Photo-conductors-NlR
Photo-conductors-MlR
Photo-conductors-FlR
Sub-mm bolometers
SQUIDS (LTS)

Temperature range (K)

Min. Max.

50
1 50-200
0,0.1

005
0.05
30
2

1

0.1

1

100
300
1

03
0.3
100
20
2

0.3
4

and large-format arrays. IRAS used a total oj
62 detector elements, while since 1995 large-
format arrays for lR astronomy have been
available with total pixel counts in excess of 106.

Astronomical observations in the far-infrared
investigate objects that are colder than those
observed in the visible or in the near-infrared, as
blackbody radiation in the 30 - 3OO pm
wavelength range (emitted by bodies at
temperatures ranging from IOO to 10 K). An
example of such cold objects is the interstellar
dust in our galaxy (at 20 - 30 K), as detected
by IRAS in 1983, which both confirmed the
existence of interstellar dust and detected its
thermal emission. Photo-conductors represent
the main detection technique use throughout
the lR range. At low temperatures and low
photon fluxes, the conductivity of these semi-
conducting materials is influenced by the
absorbed lR photons, which can ionise
impurities and free charge carriers. Such
photoconductors are typically operated at
T < 3 K. In the case of lsophot, a broad-band
photometer flown onboard lSO, Ge:Ga
detectors were combined with low-noise
CMOS integrating preamplifiers and
multiplexers operating at 2 K to achieve a NEP
of order 1o18 w/1121/2.

Dissipation range (W) Detector size

Array (n x n)

<10
106

<1 03

<1 00
<1 00
106

<l 04

<1 03

<102
na

Min.

0
01
1O-e

1O'12

10 rr

0.01
0.01
0 001
10 e

1O 12

Max.

0
20
10-6

10 11

l0s
o.02
0.02
0 003
1O-8

1O-1r

Pixel (pm)

10000
10-30
20-50
100
100
30-50
50-1 00
50-1 00
1 00-500
na

Bolometers have also been used to detect sub-
millimetre photons. Neutron-Transmutation-
Doped (NTD) Ge detectors are well-established
and operate at temperatures between 300 and
100 mK, with NEPs of order 1O-17 WHzll2. Such
devices will be used onboard ESA's Planck
spacecraft.

In the sub-millimetre-wavelength range, heterodyne
receivers provide very high sensitivities up to
frequencies as high as 500 GHz. Several
laboratories have shown that receivers based
on Superconductor- lsolator-Superconductor (SlS)

devices (such as Nb-based Superconducting
Tunnel Junctions) offer better performance than
the conventional Schottlry-diode-based systems.
Operating temperatures are of order 2 K. At
frequencies n > 500 GHz, the so-called Hot-
Electron Bolometers (HEBs) compete with SIS
and Schottky diodes for the next generation of
heterodyne receivers (e.9. on ESA's Planck and
Herschel missrons). In such devices, the
incoming radiation excites the electron
population, thus determining changes in the
resistance of the device, according to a non-
linear behaviour, used for mixing the signal
voltage with the local oscillator voltage.
Operating temperatures range from 70 K
(2 deg, InSb HEBs)to 0.3 K (NlS HEBs).
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In the NIR (at wavelengths between 1 and 5 pm),

other photo-conductors are used, mainly PtSi,

HgCdTe and InSb. Over the last decade, the
introduction of two-dimensional InSb arrays
has drastically changed the field of lR

astronomy, with a 1 kx 1 kpixel array based on

hybrid technology. These detectors have

operating temperatures ranging between 77

and 35 K and have already been used onboard
the Hubble Space Telescope.

A new generatron of photon detectors is

represented by Superconducting Tunnel

Junctions (STJs) and Transition Edge Detectors

ftESs), both photon-counting in the visible and

NlR, with intrinsic spectroscopic capability.

Table 2. Summary of cryogenic space programmes (Space Science)

Mission

IRAS (NASA,NIVR,SERC)

COBE (NASA)

rso (ESA)

sFU (rSAS/NASDA/MrTl)

MSX (BMDO,US)

HST (NASA)

WIRE (NASA)

STEP (ESA)

Astro-E (ISAS, NASA)
INTEGRAL (ESA)

SIRTF (NASA)

Submillimetron (ASC)

XEUS (ESA)

Herschel (ESA)

Planck (ESA)

NGST (NASA)

Constellation-X (NASA)

ARISE (NASA)

DAFWIN (ESA)

TPF (NASA)

Rosetta (ESA)

FP = Fundamental Physics

Application

Science / lR

Science / lR
Science / lR
Science / lR

MP/UV to FIR

Science / NIR

Science / lF
Science / FP

Science / X
Sci. / Gamma
Science / lR
Sci / Sub mm
Science / X
Science / lR

Science / FIR

Science / NIR

Science / X
Sci / Radio
Science / lR

Science / lR

Sci / Comet

Application

Meteo
Eafth Observat
Eafth Observat.
Meteo
Earth Observat
Meteo
Meteo
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Techn./MS
Techn./TLC
Techn /MS
Technology
Atmosphere
Earth Observat,
Eadh Observat.
Eadh Obseruat.
Eadh Observat.

Satellite(surveyor) 1983
Satellite(surveyor) 1989
Satellite (observat ) 1995
Instrument (IRST) 1995
Satellite (^hqAn/2i ) 1q96

Instrument(Nicmos) 1997

Satellite(surveyor) 1999
Satellite
Satellite (observat,) 2000
lnstrument (observ.) 2001
Satellite (observat.) 2002
ISS telescope > 2OO4

Instrument(observ,) 2005
Satellite (observat ) 2OO7

Satellite (surveyor) 2OO7

Satellite (observat ) 2008
Satellite (observat ) 2008-10
Satellite (VLBI) 2008
Satellite (VLBI) >2009
Satellite (VLBI) 2010
Instrument (probe) 2003

Type/Class

Type/Class:

Launch year

Launch year

Cryogenic system

4He cryostat
4He cryostat
4He cryostat
4He cryostat +3He SC

sH2 cryostat
sN2 cryostat
Dual, sH, cryostat
4He cryostat
sNe + aHe cryost,+ADR
Stirling cooler
aHe cryostat
aHe cryost, + 3He SC

Stirling cool. + ADR
aHe cryost. + 3He SC
H2&4HeJT+DR
Passive rad. + cooler
Astro-E like / coolers
Cryo-cooler + H, JT
Cryo-cooler + H, JT
Passive rad. + cooler
Stirling cooler

Cryogenic system

Passive radiator
Stirling cooler
4He cryostat
Passive radiator
Stirling cooler
Passive radiator
Passive radiator
4He cryostat
4He cryostat
Stirling cooler
Mechanical cooler
Mechanical cooler
H, Stirling+JT+ Sorpt
Mechanical cooler
4He cryostat
Mechanical cooler
1He cryostat
^^A , ^Nt^ ^^,^^+^+JVV2f Jr\Y Ur yUDLOL

sNe cryostat/ Stiding
Passive radiator
Stirling cooler.
Stirling-PTR + passive
Stiding-PTR + passive

MP = Multipurpose mission (defence + science)

Table 3. Summary of cryogenic space programmes (Applications / Technology)

Mission

Meteosat 1-7 (ESA/EUM.)

ERS (ESA)-1l2
CRISTA (DARA, D)

MSG- 1 /2(ESA/EUM ETSAT)

ENVISAT 1 (ESA)

Metop (ESA/EUM /NOAA)
MSG-2 (ESA/EUMETSAT)

USMP/LPE (NASA)

SHOOT (NASA)

HTSSE I_II (NBYUSAF)
STRV-I B (DRA)

IN-STEP/CSE (NASA)

BEISCE (NASA)

MIDAS (NASA)

CheX (NASA)

ISS / Bosch (ESA)

LTMPF (NASA)

FACET (NASA/JPL)

UARS (NASA)

Landsat 7 (NASA)

Tena (NASA)

Aqua (NASA)

Aura (NASA)

P/L 1977-97
P/L (ArSR) 1991/19e5
P/L (5T5-66/85) 1994/97
P/L (Seviri) 2OOO/2O02

P/L (MTPAS/MSTR) 2001
P/L (rASr) 2001
PiL (Seviri) 2OO2

P/L (STS-52) 1992
P/L (STS-57) 1993
P/L (ARGOS) 1ee3-1999
Mini-satellite 1994
P/L (5T5-63) 1995
P/L (STS-77) 1996
P/L (STS79/M|R) 1ee6
P/L (STS-87) 1997

P/L (tSS) > 2005
P/L (lSS) 2003
P/L (STS) < 2003
P/L (CLAES/TSAMS) 1ee1

P/L (MISR) 1999
P/L (MODTS) 1999
P/L (CERES) 2000
P/L (HTRDLS) 2002

P/L = Payload/instrument onboard a satellite / STS / ISS STS = Space Shuttle flight

MS = Materials Science TLC = Telecommunications

a/
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STJs have operating temperatures ranging energy resolutions and a maximum count rates
between 0.5 and 0.1 K, depending on the oforderl03events/s. BothSTJsandTESscan
superconductors used (typically Nb, Al, Ta), operate over a large photon energy range, with
responsivities of order 1Oa e-leV resolving very interesting performances in the UV and X-
powers of order 10 at ), = 5OO nm and ray regions. The key benefits of such devices
maximum count rates of order 104 events/s. are the much higher detection efficiency (close
TESs operate at about 0.1 K, also have very to 100%), the photon counting and intrinsic
conspicuous responsivities, comparable spectroscopic capability, and the good imaging

resolution (with individual pixels of
order 20 pm). In the case of STJs, an
energy resolution of 15 eV at 6 keV
has been demonstrated, while TESs
have achieved even better results
(a few eV's at 6 keV).

Fundamental physics and planetary
sciences can also benefit from the
utilisation of cryogenic detectors.
One example are SQUID (Super-
conducting Quantum Interference
Devices) based gravity gradiometers,
to be used for low-altitude Ear.th and
planetary missions. In addition to
mapping the intensity of the
gravitational forces, these sensors
can be used to verify the well-known
'Equivalence Principle', which
postulates the coincidence of
gravitational and inertial mass. This
issue is being addressed in the
feasibility studies of several different
space missions, including STEP
(ESA) and LISA (NASA). SOUID-
based accelerometers are the only
ones capable of achieving the
required accuracy. So far, SQUID
devices based on low-temperature
superconductors are favoured, with
operating temperatures around 4 K.

SQUIDs based on high-temperature
superconductors (HTS) are also
being investigated, in view of their
ability to operate at about 77 K.

Scientific mlssions; a review
Scientific missions dominate the
present scenario for cryogenics
applications in space due to the
advantages offered by cryogenic
detectors over conventional sensors.
This short review is organised in

chronological order, starting with
IRAS, the first 'cryogenic mission',
which flew in 1983. Mission in the
operations (or post-operations)
phase, missions presently under
development, and missions under
study are grouped in different
sections. Tables 2 and 3 provide a
summary of all non-military space
missions that involve cryogenics.

In{light T [K] Lifetime

3 290 dd
1.4-16 305dd
1,8 840 dd
0.3 30 dd
<B 600dd
60 700 dd
< 7.5 120 dd
1 8 l8odd
0.065 730 dd
85 2-5yr
1.4 2.5 yr

0.1-0.3 tbd
0.05 - 0,3 > 10 yr
O.3&174. 5yr
0.1 & 20 460
4 - 40 5-10 yr

0 05 3-5 yr

20 tbd
4 tbd
30 5yr
B0 10 yr

Orbit

Near Polar
Near-Earth
HEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
HEO
Earth trailing
LEO
LEO
Sun-Eadh L2
Sun-Earth L2
Sun-Earth L2
Sun-Earth L2
HEO
L2 / Earth trailing
L2 / Earth trailing
Heliocentric

Status

P^at-^nc
P^a+-^na

Pnst-nns
Pnci-^na
P^et-^na
Pnct-^ne

Postops/loss
Not approved
Loss
Development
Development
Study
Study
Development
Development
Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Development

Status

Post-ops./ops.
Operations.
Post-ops.
Development
Development
Development
Development
Post-ops.
Post-ops.
LOSS / OpS.
P^e+-^^a
P6at-^ne
P^a+-^ne

PAat-^ne

Development
Development
Development
Post ops
Operations
Operations
Development
Development

In{light T [Kl

90
BO

2.5-12
75-85
80
100
75-85
2.2
< 2.2
70-80
BO

65
10
BO

t.o
77
t.o
19
1 6/80
90
BO

60-85
65

Lifetime

2yr
10 dd
7yr
5yr
5yr
7yr
>6dd
>6dd
3yr
3yr
8dd
<1dd
>Bdd
>6dd
>1yr
180 dd
>6dd
1.5 yr
5yr
5yr
6yr
5yr

Orbit

GEO
LEO
LEO
GEO
LEO - Polar
Sun-synchr.
GEO
LEO
LEO
Sun-synchr.
GTO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
LEO
Near-circular
Sun-synchr
Sun-synchr.
Sun-synchr.
Sun-synchr.
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Figure 2. The ISO (lnfrared
Space Observatory)

spacecraft , fully integrated
and ready for transport to

the launch facilities. The
solar panels shield the

satellite trom direct Sun
illumination. The cryostat is
fixed to the Service Module

via the struts visible in the
lower part of the picture

- Missions in operation/ post-operation

IBAS (lnfrared Astronomy Satellite)was the first

scientif ic satellite based on cryogenic
instrumentation. Launched in January 1983 as

a joint prolect by the United States, the United

Kingdom and the Netherlands, its mission was
to map the entire sky at lR wavelengths, from B

to 120 Um. The satellite was equipped with a

0.6 m telescope cooled with liquid helium to
about 4 K. The focal-plane assembly was
located at the Cassegrain focus, at about 3 K.

It contained the survey detectors (based on 62

ohoto-conductive elements made from four
different materials), a low-resolution spectrometer
^^i ^ ^h^^^aA ^lotometricor ru q ur ru|'Jvgu vl
cnannet.

COBE (Cosmic Background
Explorer) was developed by
NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center to measure the cosmic
background radiation. This
satellite was launched in

November 1989 and operated for
about 10 months in survey mode.
It carried three instruments: a FIR

Absolute Spectrometer (FIRAS), a
Differential M icrowave Badiometer
(DMR) and the Diffuse lR

Background Experiment (DIRBE).

operating at wavelengths between
1.25 and 240 t,tm. FIRAS and
DIRBE operated at 1.6 K, cooled
by a 650 litre, supedluid helium
cryosrar.

ISO (lnfrared Space Observatory)
\^/as r1eveloned hv ESA and
operated at wavelengths from 2.5
1o 24O pm between November
1995 and May 1998, in a highly
elliptical orbit. This satellite
(Fig. 2) was based on a cryostat
containing about 2200 litres of
supedluid helium and on a 0.6 m-
diameter telescope, feeding four
instruments (an infrared camera, a

photometer and two spectro-
meters) working in different
wavelength ranges. The four
instruments made use of different
photo-conductors based on lnSb,
Si and Ge and operating between
1 .8 and 10 K.

- Missions under development

Several spacecraft presently under development
will make use of cryogenic instrumentation

flables 2 and 3).

Planck is the third medium-size mission (M3) in

ESA's Horizon 2OOO scientific plan. lts main

objective is to map the temperature
^^i^^+-^^ ^^ ^+ +h^ cosmic Microwavedt ilJUU Wl.JrvD vl Lr 19

Background (CMB) over the whole sky, with a
sensitivity (AT,rf of 2x1O-6 and an angular
resolution of 10 arcmin. Such goals require

bolometers operating at 0.1 K, HEMT at 20 K
and a low-emissivity, cooled telescope (60 K),

The cryogenic system proposed for Planck is
based on pre-cooling to 60 K by passive

radiators, cooling to 20 K with a H, Joule-
Thomson Cooler (adsorption compressors),
cooling to 4 K with a He Joule-Thomson cooler
(mechanical compressors), and final cooling to

0.1 K with an open-loop Dilution Refrigerator.
The nominal mission lifetime is 15 months.

Herschel (formerly known as FIRST - Far-

Infrared and Submillimetre Telescope) is the
fourth Cornerstone mission of Horizon 2000. lt
is dedicated to astronomical observations in

the far-infrared and sub-millimetre wavelength
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range, from 85 to 600 pm. Herschel is a multi-
user observatory based on a superfluid helium
dewar at 1.65 K and on a 3He sorption cooler
delivering a base temperature of 0.3 K. The

scientific goals will be achieved with three
instruments operating between 0.3 and 2 K.

Herschel is presently scheduled for launch in
2OO7 and its He dewar is designed for a
mission lifetime of 3.5 year. Due to the
commonality in technologies, science objectives
and final orbit (around the second Lagrangian
point of the Sun-Earth system), ESA has

decided to develop Herschel and Planck
together, and to launch them with a single
Ariane-5 flight. Detailed engineering assessments
are In progress.

SIRTF (Space Infrared Telescope Facility) is the
foufth member of NASA's family of 'Great
Observatories'. lt is designed to perform
imaging and spectroscopy in a large
wavelength range, from 3 (NlR)to 1BO (FlR) Um
via a 0.85 m-diameter, helium-cooled telescope.
The detectors' temperature is 1.4 K, while the
cryogenic system is optimised (passive
radiation and efficient use of helium gas
enthalpy) to make use of only 360 litre of
superfluid He, for a minimum lifetime of 2.5
years. SIRTF is currently in the development
phase and is scheduled for launch in May
2002. Thanks to a number of trade-offs, it has

been possible to drastically reduce the mission

costs by selecting a solar orbit and limiting the
satellite mass to about 900 kg.

Finally, among the missions under development,
we would like to mention Integral (lnternational

Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory) as an

example of utilisation of space-qualified Stirling
cryo-coolers. Integral is a medium-size ESA

science mission dedicated to spectroscopy
and imaging between 15 keV and 1O MeV The

spectro-meter on the spacecraft is based on

about 30 kg of germanium detectors maintained
at a temperature of 85 K. The satellite is
scheduled for launch in 2001.

- Missions under study

NGST (Next-Generation Space Telescope) is

considered the successor of the Hubble Space
Telescope. The programme calls for a 6 to 8 m-
diameter, passively cooled telescope to
minimise thermal self-emission and enable
observations to be made in the NIR and
Medium-lR (MlR) from 1 to 30 pm. The
scientific objectives for NGST are the study of
galaxies, stars and planet formation and the
study of the chemical and geometrical
evolution of the Universe. The so-called 'NGST

Yardstick Mission' (a mission design developed
by NASA, academia and industry since starting

in 1996) baselines a deployable B metre
telescope, passively cooled below 50 K. The
science instruments are an NIR camera, an NIR

low-resolution spectrograph and a MIR
camera-spectrograph combination. The first
two instruments operate at 30 K (passive

radiator cooling), the third one makes use of
either an active cooler or solid H, to achieve a
base temperature of about 8 K. ESA is also
involved in the NGST project with a financial
participation of some 15%. The telescope
should be launched in 2008.

XEUS (X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy
mission) is the ootential follow-on mission to
the ESA XMM Cornerstone (launched at the
end of 1999), The mission aims to place a
permanent X-ray telescope in orbit by
exploiting the facilities available on the
International Space Station (lSS) and by
ensuring significant growth and evolution
potential. The main features of the proposed
observatory are the very large telescope
aperture and the utilisation of cryogenic
detectors in two narrow-field imaging
spectrometers (respectively TESs and STJs).

The cryogenic design would be based on
Stirling mechanical coolers, combined with
ADR systems in order to extend the mission
lifetime beyond what is achievable with
consumaDre cryogens.

Darwin (lnfrared Space Interferometry Mission)
is a Cornerstone candidate in the ESA 'Horizon

2O0O Plus' science plan. lts goal is to detect
terrestrial olanets in orbit around other stars
and to allow high-resolution imaging in the
medium infrared, between 5 and 30 pm.

Interferometry would be carried out over a 50 -
500 m baseline, including six free-flying 1.5 m
telescopes. Both the telescopes and the focal-
plane detectors would be cooled to about
20 - 30 K. A similar mission is being studied in

the USA, namely the Terrestrial Planet Finder.

Earth Observation and Meteorology sate//ltes
The field of Earth observation (i.e. the remote
sensing of our planet from space for civilian
purposes) has grown considerably in

importance over the last 1O - 15 years. Several
missions have been developed with the
objective of monitoring the Eafth's natural
environment and studying natural phenomena

related to the planet's water cycle. Cryogenics
are reouired because of the use of detectors
capable of imaging the Eadh's surface in the
near- and medium-infrared (typically operating
around or just below 100 K). Due to the low-
altitude orbits of these satellites, the large
thermal flux emitted by the Earth often precludes

the utilisation of purely passive thermal control,
obliging us to make use of mechanical coolers.
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ESAs Earth Observation Programme is based
on a number of missions for the monitoring of
our planet's atmosphere, oceanS and land. The
ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites (ESA Remote
Sensing Satellites) were developed to provide
information on the Earth and its environment
and were launched in 1992 and 1995,
respectively. The lR Along-Track Scanning
Radiometers (ATSRs)embarked on ERS-1 and
ERS-2 were equipped with Stirling-cycle
coolers (from Oxford University)to maintain the
focal-plane assembly at about 100 K.

The Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)

continues the legacy of the previous Meteosal
missions, with greatly improved performance.
Three satellites (MSG-1 to 3) are being
procured by ESA on behalf of Eumetsat to
guarantee uninterrupted coverage from 20OO

to 2012. Onboard MSG-1, two instruments
have focal-plane assemblies operating at low
temperatures - the Spinning Enhanced Visible
and InfraRed lmager (SEVIRl) and the
Geostationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB)

radiometer - and both are cooled by passive
radiators to operate at about 80 K.

Envisat-1 is a large multidisciplinary mission,
dedicated to study of the Earth and its
atmosphere with both science and application
objectrves. Three instruments onboard this
spacecraft (due for launch in autumn 2001)
require cryogenrc temperatures in order to
operate, namely MIPAS, AATSR and
SCIAMACHY. MIPAS is a Fourier-transform
spectrometer operating in the 4 to 16 pm
wavelength range and using photo-conductive
and photo-voltaic HgCdTe detectors. The
optics and detector assembly are cooled to 70
K by a pair of Stirling-cycle coolers. The AATSR
is an lR-visible radiometer whose focal-olane
assembly is cooled to 80 K by another pair of
Stirling coolers. Finally, SCIAMACHY is an
imaging spectrometer operating between 0.2
and 2.4 um: it uses silicon and InGaAs
detectors passively cooled to temperatures
ranging between 235 and 130 K.

ESA, Eumetsat, CNES and NOM are co-
operating in the development of MetOp
(Meteorological Operational), a new generation
of weather satellites. MetOo will continue oart
of the ERS mission, complement the results
provided by Envisat and support scientific
investigations as well as weather forecasts.
MetOp, presently undergoing development, will
carry similar instruments to Envisat, with similar
cryogenic requirements

Tec h nol o gy -v al i d ati o n missions
A number of cryogenic space missions have
been dedicated to the validation of soecific

technological issues (see Table 3). This is the
case for payloads flown on research satellites
and on the Space Shuttle, or to be flown on the
International Space Station (lSS).

Others
- Telecommunications
The recent progress in High-Temperature
Superconductors (HTS) has opened new
perspectives for the fabrication of radio-
frequency (RF) super-conducting devices,
such as filters, delay lines, resonators and
antennas. These devices provide the capability
to imorove the oerformance of telecom-
munications satellites, which needs to be
traded off against the increased system
complexity by implementing a cryogenic
system onboard the spacecraft.

- Sample storage
The long-term storage of biological samples
requires cryogenic temperatures. On the
ground, this is achieved by using liquid
nitrogen. For the lSS, ESA is developing a
cryogenic freezer (Cryosystem) for the cooling
down to and long-term storage of biological
samples at -1 80'C. The cooling system
consists of mechanical coolers.

In addition, cryogenic applications in the near
future may include:

- zero-loss storage of cryogenic propulsion
fuels for long-term missions (e.9. a Mars
mission)

- liquefaction of propellant produced on the
Moon or Mars

- use of low-temoerature electronics with
increased performance

- energy storage using superconductive
devices (similar systems are already under
development for ground applications).

Cryogenics and spacecraft engineering
The following paragraphs provide a summary of
the engineering issues associated with
cryogenrcs in space.

Arc h itectu re of c ryoge n i c s pacec raft
A spacecraft is usually composed of a Service
Module (service bus) and a Payload Module
(Fig. 3). The Payload Module carries one or
more instruments that process signals coming
from the Earth (e.9. for Earth observation,
meteorological or telecommunications appli-
cations) or from space (e.9. for astronomy). The
instruments can either have their own ootics. or
share a common unit (e.9. main telescope). The
presence of cryogenic installations has a strong
impact on the architecture of a spacecraft or of
an instrument, the key factors coming into play
being as follows:
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A cooler needs to be used (i.e. cryogens,
radiators. mechanical coolers). The cooler
must have a heat lift compatible with the
^^+^ili+^ ^ ^i-^ ^^,'..l +h^ ^,,^il^t^lJdtuilttc J -t4E ot tu Lr rg qvoilautg |Jvvvvl
resources.
Tho lnrar-iomnor:tr rro onrrinmoni mr rci ho

properly suppoded, insulated from the room-
temperature satellite bus, and protected from
solar and/or Eadh radiation. The lower the
operating temperature, the higher the
demands on the thermal insulation.
Tha nnlrl nartq herro in ho rcnoqqod i/o n

optical access to the detectors. signal wires.
temperature sensors and heaters) and wiring
needs to be routed between the cold
^^. r^-! ^^! +L^ ^^rtllite bus for furtherpdyrudu dr ru Lr ru JdLtr

processing (analogue/digital conversion, data
handling) before transmission to Eadh via
telemetry.
Cryogenic ancillary equipment needs to be
r rcorl in 

^nar2ta 
tha ^r\ /^^^hi^ h-' /l^-rluruu Lv u|.Jurqru Lr ru ur ywvEr rru Poyrwou

(e.g. heat links, heat switches, filters,
thermometry).
System testability (instrument pedormances

and payload cooling system) is likely to have
an impact on the payload architecture.
Tho comnlcltr svstcm mUSt SUrViVe the
vibrations induced by the launcher: this
requirement has a strong impact on both the
cooler and instrument designs (e.g.a
nnmnrnmico ic ronr rirorl hotrnraon iho lerao

support cross-section required for the launch,

and tl'e thermal-insulation requirenents)
The cooler has to operate in zero gravity for
several years,
Thc navlnarj neecls to be built with materials
compatible with both the space and
cryogenic environments.
The lifetime (or MTBF, mean time between
failures) of the equipment should be
compatible with and preferably exceed the
mission duration,

Qnenp analarc

- Principle of cooling systems for space
Coolers provide a cold heat sink, by removing
the heat in the cold area and dissipating it in the
warm area. In the case of a satellite isolated in
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by elementary thermodynamics: either the
energy is directly radiated to space (via

radiators). or some work has to be performed
tn nr rmn it frnm a .nlr^1 [g a Wafm leVel Whefe itLv vu, | ,v

can be more easily radiated away.
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configuration. The open cycle corresponds to
the use of stored cryogens. where the work is

pedormed on the ground before the mission by
a.liquefier. The cold heat sink is provided by the

evaporation of liquid or solid cryogens. In this
naca ihara iq nn anorn,, +n raAin+n Ar r+ nao iouqou Lr rur u ro I rv ur rer Vy tU lduldtu. UUt VOJ lJ
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governed by the heat losses and by the mass
of cnrnocn lhat can hc flOwn

Thc r'loscrj criclc relies On the USe of
mechanical coolers, where the work is done
continuously during operations (Fig. 4). Existing
qnacc coolcrs c2n nrovide about 1 W Of

cooling power in the temperature range 50 -
100 K (Stirling coolers, pulse tubes), about
100 mW in the range 15 - 20K (double-stage
Stirling), or a few mW at 4 K (Joule-Thomson).

Very-low-temperature coolers (e.g. 3He cryo-
sorption refrigerators, dilution, ADR) rely on the
nre-r:oolino srrstems mentioned above to
achieve even lower temperatures (typically
between lOO mK and 1 K).

Figure 3. Typical
architecture of a cryogenic
satellite for soace science.
Three main sections can be
identified: the telescope
(cooled below 100 K), the
Payload Module with focal-
plane detectors maintained
below 4 K, and the Service
Module, maintained at room
temperature

Cold
Payload
(< 4rq

Satellite
Bus

(300 K)

Processed digital Signal EARTH

Thermal Insulation
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Figure 4. Schematic of a
space cooler. lts cold end is
interfaced to the focal plane

(detectors), while its active
pad and control units are

linked to the satellite
structure and ultimately to

the radiators. The heat load
is minimised by thermally

isolating the cryogenic area
from the rest of the system

Figure 5. Radiator heat lifts
as a function of temperature

and area. Actual radiators
deviate from theoretical
expectations due to the

actual emissivities of their
surfaces. In practice it is
difficult to run a passive

radiator at T< 60 K, even in
orbits far away from Earth

100

In all cases, some electronics is required to
monitor the temperature, maintain it constant,
or drive the cooler mechanisms. For higher
temperature systems [t > 50 K), a single stage
can be sufficient. For lower temperature
systems, multiple-stage coolers or a chain of
various types of coolers have to be used,

- Types of cooler
Radiators are the most efficient, simplest and
more reliable space coolers. They are based on
the fact that all objects emit infrared radiation in

proportion to their sufface area S, emissivity e,

and the fourth power of their temperature T,

and on the fact that the deeo-soace

environment is very cold (black body at To =
2.73 K). The net cooling power is thus:

Q,ud = o S F e f[a-Toa) : o S F e Ta

where o is Stefan's constant and F:1 is the
shaoe factor. Radiators are efficient above
100 K, but have limited performances at low
temperatures (where the parasitic loads
through the insulation increase) and also have
size-related limitations (it is usually difficult to
mount more than a few m2 on a soacecraft).
Figure 5 shows the actual performance of
satellite radiators against the theoretical heat-
reiection caoabilities. Another limitation of
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radiators is their orientation: they need to be
shaded from solar radiation (1.4 kW/m2), and
from the Earth's infrared and albedo radiation
(about 3OO W/m2 for the Eafrh), and to look
towards deeo soace in order to radiate
efficiently. This is a severe limitation that can be
managed only by constraining the spacecraft's
attitude and manoeuvring, together with careful
baffle and shield design to relect the unwanted
radiation. In addition, it is often necessary to
have multiple-stage radiators, thereby increasing

their complexity.

There is therefore a lower limit to the
temperature and cooling power that can be
achieved with radiators. For low Earth orbits
(e.9. Earth-observation satellites), the temperature
limit is about 100 K, with a cooling power lower
than 1 W/mz. For geostationary orbits
(at 36 OO0 km, e.g. telecommunication
satellites), the temperature limit can be
reduced to 75 - 90 K. For far-away orbits
(e.9. Lagrangian points), the Earth radiation
constraint vanishes, and the radiator
architecture becomes simpler, with lower
temperatures and better performances. In

the case of Planck, it is expected to have a
cooling power of about 2 W and a

temperature of about 50 K; in the case of
NGST or Darwin it is estimated to have a
cooling power of 200 mW at about 35 K.

A stored-cryogen cooler is composed of a
cryogen tank, a vacuum vessel (isolating the
cryogen tank before and during launch), filling
and venting lines, heat shields/multi-layer
insulation, and some interface or volume for
instrument accommodation. In the absence of
gravity, the fluid needs to be maintained inside
the tank by a phase separator (based on

capillary forces, or the fountain effect for
superfluid helium). For ground dewars, the
cryostat neck is normally used as a filling and
venting line in addition to supporting the inner
cryogen tank. Due to the dynamic loads
present during the launch, space dewars are
not compatible with this architecture. A

separate venting line is used to use the gas

enthalpy efficiently to cool the shields, and to
release the gas without applying momentum to
the spacecraft. In space, it is also possible to
cool the whole vacuum vessel by radiation to
space and by the venting line (as opposed to
on the ground, where the tank must be at room
temperature to avoid condensation). The ISO

vacuum vessel, once in space, was at 110 K;

the Herschel vessel is expected to be at 77 K,

and that of SIRTF at 5 K. In addition, the bath
equilibrium pressure is not 1 bar as on the
ground, but it is vented to the vacuum of
space. This allows a pump on the cryogen bath
and the use of solid cryogens, which require no

^L^^^ ^^^^-^+^- The nrnner clesion of thepl ldJU Jupdldtul. | | 19 vr u|.Jur uuorvr I vl

exhaust nozzle allows tuning of the base

temperature (vapour pressure) of the cryogen
bath by adjusting the pressure drop. The
volume of cryogen to be carried depends on
the mission's duration and on the heat input.
The choice of the cryogen depends on the
base temperature required. The cryogens
available do not orovide a continuum of
temperatures, but rather discrete values in

different ranges. The most widely used are

superfluid or supercritical helium, solid H, and
solid Ne. An overview of the choices made for
different missions is presented in Table 4. For
low-temperature systems, to optimise the
cryogen mass it is more interesting to use a bi-
cryogen system, such as N, and He, or H, and
He.

Table 4. Cryostailcryogen choices for a number
of spacecraft

Mission

IRAS, COBE, lSO, Herschel, SIRTF

WIRE

XRS on ASTRO-E

NICMOS

Cryogen

Superfluid 4He

Supercritical aHe

Solid H,

Solid Ne

Solid N,

In a mechanical (or active) cooler, mechanical
work produced by moving parts is transformed
into refrigerating power. There are many ways
to classify active coolers. The most widely used
is to distinguish between regenerative cycles
(Stirling, pulse tube, Gifford coolers) and
recuperative cycles (Joule-Thomson or Brayton

coolers). The regenerative coolers are based on
a pressure wave generated by a compressor
(usually mechanical), and a cold finger, using a
mobile (Stirling, Gifford) or a fixed (Pulse Tube)

regenerator. The heat is extracted at the cold
end when the gas expands, and relected at the
warm end when the gas is compressed. The
recuperative cycles use the enthalpy difference
between high- and low-pressure gas. The
Brayton-cycle coolers use a cold turbine to
expand the gas, whereas the Joule-Thomson
coolers use the expansion through an orifice,
and the properties of real gas to get the cooling
effect. Being irreversible, the Joule-Thomson
cooler (normally coupled to Stirling units) is less

efficient than the Brayton type, but is simpler.

The main difference between ground and
space coolers lies in the lifetime required. A
lifetime of 5 years is a typical requirement for
most space applications, which means that
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friction between moving parts must be
minimised. This has led to the development
and oualification of coolers based on the
'Oxford compressors': this compressor uses a
linear drive, while the leak tightness of the
compressed volume is guaranteed by a tight
clearance seal (about 10 pm). A diaphragm
spring is then used to maintain an alignment
compatible with such a small gap, whilst still

allowing the axial motion of the piston. Life

tests as long as B years have been performed
with this system and many such coolers are
currently flying in space

Another important limitation for space coolers
is the electrical power demanded. A typical
power allocation for a cryo-cooler is between
50 and 200 W. Most mechanical coolers
(typically based on the Stirling cycle) have an

efficiency of order 2 - 5% of the ideal Carnot
cycle, implying a cooling power of a few mW at
4.2 K wilh an inout oower of about lOO W.

Figure 6 provides a summary of the Coefficients
Of Performance (COPs) of different active
coolers as a function of temoerature. in the
form of the ratio between cooling power and
absorbed electrical power. The COP is compared
to the efficiency of the ideal Carnot cycle.

Mass also represents a critical parameter in the
evaluation of space coolers, typically being
limited to 100 - 150 kg. In addition, coolers
should not generate vibrations degrading the
oerformance of the sensitive detectors that
they are supposed to cool down. Vibrating
forces are generated as reaction to moving

masses within the cooler, and such forces may
cause elastic deformation of the instrument
structure, either affecting its alignment or
causing electrical interference in the form of
micro-phonic pick-up.

To date most of the mechanical coolers
proposed for space applications are based on
the Stirling cycle or on the Joule-Thompson
expansion, but more recently Pulse Tube
Refrigerators (PTRs) have been proposed as an
interesting alternative, due to their lack of
moving parts and the reduced vibration level.
Most of the development effort is concentrated
on improving the efficiency of such coolers. A
small PTR developed by Lockeed-Martin in

collaboration with NIST (USA) has been flown
onboard the Space Shuttle (mission STS-90),
delivering 50 mW at 1OO K, with an input power
of order 10 W (COP = 0.005). TRW (USA) has
also delivered several PTR units, including a
system used in the AIRS instrument, to be
flown onboard the Aqua (formerly EOS-PM)
mission, with a cooling power of 1.75 W at 55 K
ffable 3).

Finally, we should mention that a closed-cycle,
hydrogen sorption cooler is being developed by
JPL (USA), with the potential to offer a
vibration-free alternative to mechanical coolers
for the 50 - 20 K temperature range: such an
approach is presently baselined for ESA's
Planck mission.

- Very-low-temperature coolers |I < 1K).
In many scientific satellite applications it is

Figure 6. Coefficients Of
Performance (COPs) of

different coolers. The solid
line represents the efficiency

expected from an ideal
Carnot cycle. The typical

efficiency achieved at 10 to
20 K is of order 0.001
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necessary to achieve even lower temperatures,
well below 1 K. Such a temperature range can
be achieved by using closed-cycle 3He sorption
coolers (down to 250 mK), by Dilution
Refrigerators (50 mK) and by Adiabatic
Demagnetisation Refrigerators (50 mK).

He sorption coolers offer interesting
performances, due to the simplicity of their
operation, the lack of moving parts, and the
possibility to work in a closed cycle
configuration with an efficient duty cycle (3He

condensation ohase vs. hold time at base
temperature). Their typical cooling power is of
the order 10 pW at 300 mK. Sorption coolers
have already been flown on balloons
(Boomerang, Maxima, Archeops), on sounding
rockets and on the SFU satellite (IRST - Infrared
Space Telescope instrument). Sorption coolers
will be used for the SPIRE and PACS
instruments onboard Herschel ('Table 2),

Dilution Refrigerators, based on the quantum-
mechanical properties of 3He - aHe mixtures,
are routinely used on Earth to achieve
temperatures below 100 mK, with cooling
powers exceeding 100 pW. This technique is

now being adapted for space applications and
it is planned to be flown on Planck (cooling
power of order 0.1 p\tt/). The absence of gravity

and running the conventional mixture
circulation in space are the main challenges of
such a development. The proposed approach
avoids the use of circulation pumps by working
in open-loop mode, thus requiring a very large
amount of gas mixture and offering a lifetime
limited by the gas reservoirs. Alternative
techniques may combine the capillary liquid
confinement with a closed-loop system based
on cryo-sorption pumps.

Adiabatic Demagnetisation Refrigerators have
already been used on sounding rockets and
scientific satellites (Astro-E). They produce
base temperatures of 50 - 100 mK by reducing
the entropy associated with the electronic spins
of the atoms of paramagnetic salts. Forcing the
electronic spins to align in a single direction via
a magnetic field of a few Tesla reduces the
entropy. Cooling powers of about 10 pW are
achieved. ADRs offer very low base
temperatures with simple operation and good
duty cycle efficiency. The main challenges
presented are the need for large magnetic fields
(implying large currents and potential EMI

issues) and for high-performance and high-
reliability thermal switches. The use of an ADR
system is baselrned by ESA for the future XEUS
mission ftable 3).

Solid-state coolers, analogous to Peltier
elements but operating below 1 K, are also

being investigated. They are based on metal-
insulator-superconductors, which provide
cooling of the lattice by relying on phonon-
electron coupling and removing the hottest
electrons present in the normal metal electrode
of the device. Cooling of membranes from
0.3 K to 0.1 K has already been achieved. Such
coolers are being developed with the aim of
building self-cooling detectors (bolometers or
STJs) with simpler pre-coolers (e.9. 3He

sorption coolers).

Thermal insulation and ancillary equipment
- Insulation technology for space
The goal of thermal insulation is to limit the heat
loads on the cold stage to a level compatible
with the cooler's heat lift. Given the limited COP
of space coolers, minimisation of the heat load
is crucial to meeting the mission requirements.
In space, conductive and radiative coupling
reoresent the loss mechanisms to be reduced
by thermally insulating the cold stages, whrch
includes the use of low conductive supports,
Multi-Layer lnsulation (MLl) and shielding (e.9.

V-groove shields).

- Ancillary cryogenic equipment for space
Cryogenic ancillary equipment plays a critical
role during ground testing and must be
adapted and qualified for space utilisation. The
key items required onboard spacecraft are:
high-thermal-conductivity links; heat switches;
high-heat-capacitance devices; space-qualified
temperature sensors; pressure, level and flow
meters; cold filters/windows; cryo-mechanisms
(e.9. choppers, filter wheels, grating devices);
special paints and coatings; cryogenic cables
and wiring.

Key technologies
Present situation and future needs
On the basis of the needs highlighted in the
preceding sections, a number of critical
technologies have been identified. The main
issues involved and the envisaged
develooment needs are outlined below.

Passive Radiators (in the 100 to 40 K range)
play a major role on scientific satellites, thereby
reducing the requirements imposed on active
cooling systems. They need to guarantee high
emissivity at low temperature (see role played

by micro-cavities), while the related thermal
isolation technology requires improvements.
Design as well as testing tools are required.

Active Cooling Systems (between 100 and 50 K)

are slowly moving from the pioneering phase of
technology demonstrators to a mature
commercial phase. Owing to the lack of a large
customer base, the existing space-qualified
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coolers are very expensive (order of a million
Euro) and quite heavy. In addition they remain a
major source of vibration and their efficiency
needs to be improved.

20 K coolers also have an important role to play

as pre-cooling stages within more articulated
and lower-base-temperature cryogenic
systems. The Stirling-cycle-based coolers are
not easily accommodated onboard spacecraft,
while Joule-Thomoson coolers are less efficient
but more flexible, allowing the use of radiative
pre-cooling. Modularity and cooling-power
scalability are also important qualities to be
pursued. Cryo-sorption-based systems
represent an attractive alternative to be
exoloreo.

2 Io 4 K coolers should provide larger cooling
power (> 50 m\A/) in view of supporting lower
temperature stages. Absence of (or low)
vibration levels is also required in applications
involving very-low-temperature coolers,
sensitive detectors and high-accuracy
spacecraft pointing and/or positioning (e.9.

astrophysical observatory).

Very Low Temperature (VLT) coolers fl- < 1 l$
are becoming more and more impoftant to
space missions due to the use of very sensitive
cryogenic detectors. A large effort is required to
develop closed-loop, space-qualified coolers
(such as ADR, DR, Sorption Coolers) providing
sub-Kelvin temperatures and offering reliable
performances and long lifetimes.

Miniaturisation also represents an important
trend, since it should allow the reduction of
heat losses, power consumption and sensitivity
to vibrations. New activities are aimed at
verifying the possibility of using micro-
machining technologies to develop both active
and solid-state miniature coolers.

Finally, ancillary equipment and devices should
not be neglected. These include: high-
conductivity thermal busses (e.9. heat pipes)

and connections; low-thermal-conductivity
and orbital disconnect supports; heat
switches (important also for VLT coolers);
cryo-mechanics; temperature-stabilisation
devices and low-temoerature measurement
techniques.

Technology road-map
In Table 5 we have summarised the key areas
to be explored in the future to produce
significant advances in the field of cryogenics
for space applications. The content of the table
reflects what has been discussed in the
previous sections, with the addition of
considerations on the develooment time-scale

and on the temperature range involved with
each specific technology. The overall time scale
considered is limited to the next 10 - 20 years.

ESA, within its Technology Research
Programme, its General Support Technology
Programme and certain specific prolects, is

active in most of the areas indicated in the
table. Potential advantages are offered by
imoroved co-ooeration between ESA and other
institutions of the European Union (e.9. in the
field of materials science, such as advanced
com0osites).

The smallness of the market for cryogenics for
space applications (e.9. qualified mechanical
coolers) has meant high costs and has
drastically reduced the number of suppliers. To
improve the situation, it is necessary to
promote the maximum possible compatibility
between space and ground products, thus
widening the potential market base. To this
end. future develooment activities should
include the space qualification of cryogenic
systems largely based on or derived from
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) units,
originally developed for ground-based
applications.

Conclusions
The field of cryogenics has made remarkable
progress over the last 15 years, moving from
laboratory prototypes to commercial
applications in several areas. Such progress,

coupled with the advanced performance
offered by cryogenic and superconducting
devices, has triggered a virtuous cycle of ever-
growing initiatives and new applications.

Reliability and simplicity of operation have
made it possible to use cryogenics in space,
albeit at the price of additional complexity and
higher cost. Continuous improvements have
resulted in longer lifetimes and reduced risk,
with a number of design solutions, from
cryostat- to mechanical-cooler-based systems,
capable of covering a large range of instrument
base-temoerature reouirements.

The use of cryogenically cooled devices on
spacecraft, such as photon detectors, has
brought unprecedented results, especially in

the field of soace science. Over the last 10 to
15 years, several missions have demonstrated
that these devices can outoerform anv
competing technology.

An emerging trend is the development of
complete cryogenic payloads, in which the use
of cryogenic devices is extended to both the
front-end electronics (e.9. low-noise amplifiers
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VLT

Table 5. Technology road-map for cryogenics in space

Area Critical technolooies

Coolers High-efficiency, low-T passive radiators
lmproved-efficiency, Iarge-size dewars
Low-vibration, high-COP Stirling coolers
High-COP, space-qualified PTR

Space-qualified compressors based on turbines
High-COP, miniaturised active coolers

Optimisation of space-qualified ADF
Development of closed-loop DR

Space qualification of sorption coolers.
Solid state coolers based on NIS devices

Thermal lnsulation Orbital disconnectsuooorts.
Very low emissivity coatings.
lmproved V-groove shields.

Ancillary Equipment Cryogenic heat pipes for Space.
Cryogenic heat switches for Space.

lR absorbing paints.

Space thermometry/in-flight calibration.
Pressure / level / flow meters.

Cryo-mechanisms (e.9. filter wheels)

Cryo-optics, large area cooled mirrors.

Cryogenic wiring for low amplitude signals.
High heat capacitance devices.
Testing facilities (e.9. vibrating table at low T).

High Temperature Superconductors films/wires.
Low Temperature Superconductors devices.
Advanced composite materials for cryogenics.
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and input multiplexers) and back-end
electronics (e.9. output multiplexers and
superconducting digital electronics), in addition
to the more traditional detectors and optics
applications. The development of cryogenic
payloads for space calls for a system
approach, involving the complete spacecraft
design from the outset of the project. Clear
examples are set by several space-science
observatories that are built around their
cryogenic tanks, or by the crucial role played by
spacecraft geometry and by mission control in

the case of passively cooled instruments.

Several technologies need to be improved to
extend the application of cryogenics in space,
including active mechanical coolers, thermal-
insulation techniques and the miniaturisation of
equipment, with the goal of reducing heat
losses, as well as the sensitivity to vibrations.
The development of high-conductivity thermal
busses and connections (e.9. heat pipes), low-
conductivity or disconnect supports, heat
switches, temperature-stabilisation units and
low-temperature measurement techniques, are
all necessary to improve cryogenic payloads
further.

In this afticle we have discussed the dominant
space-engineering trends and the guidelines
along which cryogenic technologies are
expected to develop in the next 1O years. The
importance assigned to it by the leading space
organisations indicates that cryogenics is going
to play a strategic role for many future space
mtsstons. @esa
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Flow Analyses for Spacecraft

J. Steelant, J.A. Romera-Perez
Thermal and Environmental Control Section, ESA Directorate of Technical and

Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

F. Bouckaert, P. Tamburini
AW Team, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
Les Mureaux, France

J. Witt
Columbus Team, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The design and construction of International Space Station elements
such as Golumbus, the Automated Transfer Vehicle and the Cupola are
inherently different from those of classical spacecraft due largely to
the need for pressurisation of the structure. Air revitalisation in the
crew areas and prevention of the accumulation of pockets of
dangerous gases in stagnant regions require a well-controlled flow
field, for both safety and comfort. Conductive and radiative heat fluxes
are then no longer the only heat-flow mechanisms and heat transfer
by forced convection also needs to be taken into account*. The
characteristics of this type of flow can either be derived analytically or
obtained via empirical correlations. Flow patterns in large volumes
such as crew cabins are lar from homogenous' which makes mass
and heat flow prediction very difficult. One therefore needs to resort
to an experimental investigation of the flow field or to the numerical
solution of the flow equations, usually referred to as Computational
Fluid Dynamics (GFD).

An experimental set-up is essential for validating and fine-tuning the
correlations used in flow-analysis tools. A numerical tool, however
allows the designer to understand the physical behaviour of flows and
to optimise the final design by setting up and studying different
configurations more easily and more cheaply. Consequently, the
Agency decided to extend its existing thermal tools with a CFD tool,
i.e. CFD-RC, in order to address convection-dominated heat-transfer
problems in space. At the same time, the outcome of a CFD analysis
can also be used to fine-tune the classical tools, such as ESATAN'
thereby exploiting the strengths of all available approaches. CFD is
now being used extensively for ventilation and heat-transfer analyses
for the pressurised module of the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV).

Another application is to the venting of payload chambers in the
Columbus module, which could perturb the Space Station's
microgravity environment.

- Although convection is also present in unpressurised spacecraft, it is mainly limited to
fluid flows in tubes or other confrned geometries, for which the flow pattern is generally

known.
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CFD: a versatile tool for multi-disciplinary
analyses
To generate the output of a flow analysis
(e.9. forces. heat fluxes, mass flows and
concentrations) efficiently, a whole battery of
software and hardware tools is required. The

following paragraphs attempt to describe the
different steps and needs in the 'computational'
process to analyse engineering problems in this
area.

Pre-processing : mesh generation
Pre-processing consists of defining the
geometrical description of the to-be-studied
model and the discretization of the two- or
three-dimensional domain within or around the
model. Contrary to most thermal analyses,

where the calculation of conductive and/or
radiative heat fluxes only requires surface
discretization of the model geometry, a fluid-
dynamic computation also requires the volume
in or around the geometry to be discretized.

Hence, the number of computational nodes
needed increases very rapidly with the detail in
the model. For 3D-geometries, this easily

reaches from 100 000 to 1 000 000 nodes and

even higher. This vast number of nodes, along

with the description of complex geometries,
necessitates the use of a powerful mesh-
generation tool that allows the user to produce

a computational mesh in a (semi)-automatic
way. Although these tools are commercially
available, the mesh generation might still
require quite a lot of effort. The effort largely

depends on the requested grid quality, the
mesh type (structured vs. unstructured) and the
geometrical complexity.
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In general, unstructured meshes (Fig. 1a) can
be easily generated independently of the
geometrical complexity, both in 2D and 3D.
Although structured meshes (Fig. 1b) are to be
preferred for reasons of accuracy in cases of
aligned flow, e.g. boundary or shear layers,
their generation can sometimes be difficult and
cumbersome. Owing to their nature, they
generally tend to generate more points than in
the unstructured case, The possibility of
constructing a hybrid grid (Fig. 1c), to combine
the advantages of both a structured mesh
(accuracy) and an unstructured grid (fewer
points and easier to produce), is a valuable
asset to have within a mesh-generation tool,

So/yers.' incompressible vs. compressible
To evaluate the velocity, temperature or
pressure field, the highly non-linear Navier-
Stokes equations need to be solved. In the
past, many techniques for solving the flow
equations numerically have been studied. The
majority of them can be divided into two major
schools: the density-based and the pressure-
based methods. The latter method originated
from techniques elaborated for the
incompressible limit of the flow equations. In

this case the density hardly varies, as is the
case for example for gases at low speed or
liquids (water, oil, etc.). Once these techniques
were well-developed and understood,

improvements and extensions were introduced
to handle also compressible flows up to
supersonic speeds.

The density-based methods were initiated to
tackle problems where compressibility of the
fluid is an essential feature. The variability of the
density is used to iterate towards a solution.
Methods of this kind are generally employed by
the aeronautical and aerospace community,
where high speeds, compressibility and shocks
are common features dominating trans-, super-
or hypersonic flows. Here also, however, once
the techniques reached maturity, the need
emerged to extend this approach towards the
incompressible limit,

Nowadays, the commercially available CFD-
codes generally follow one of the schools,
lnspired by their original customers. Only a few
codes incorporate both schools into their
package. This extra possibility would allow the
user to choose the appropriate technique for
his/her particular flow problem.

Multi-disciplinarity: the way to fully coupted
so/utions
In parallel with the evolution of numerical
techniques, the need to extend the flow-
analysis tools to closely related disciplines or to
completely different fields quickly emerged,

Figure 1. Different mesh-
types for sudden tube
enlargements:
(a) unstructured mesh with
579 nodes,
(b) structured mesh with
2044 nodes,
(c) hybrid mesh with 1002
nodes
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Figure 2. View of the
Automated Transfer Vehicle

(ATV) with the Integrated
Cargo Carrier (lCC).at the

front, the propulsion bay at
the rear, and the avionics

bay in between

Species transpotl, chemistry, combustion, two-
phase flows, free surfaces, radiation, etc.
coupled with the flow equations are some of
the topics that were gradually investigated
nnco CFl-)-ter:hniores became morevr v \vv'""Yv

established. Also the coupling of CFD with heat
propagation in solids (conjugate heat transfer),

the interaction with structures (steady or modal

analysis) electro-magnetic interactions, etc, has

resulted in a very versatile evaluation tool
applicable across various disciplines.

Post-process i ng : v i sualisation and i nterpretation
The large number of nodes together with the
numerous variables, e.g. velocity, temperature,
pressure, stresses, gas composition, etc.,

necessitates the aid of a post-processing tool
to visualise, to interpret and to manipulate this
vast amount of data. Visualisation enables the
user to evaluate the computed information

rapidly. Interpretation allows an in-depth
analysis of the physical behaviour, and can be

as simple as plotting contours, but the tools
generally also allow mathematical manipulation

of the data. As an example, the calculation of
vorlicity using the velocity components eases

the detection of swirl in the flow field, while the
use of traces allows visualisation of the path

travelled by a small particle. Many other
features are available to facilitate the user's

interpretation of the computed data.

Computer science and CFD: harmonisation at
its besf
Finally, one must not forget that the
computational effort itself is an important
parameter, especially for three-dimensional
problems. Thrs makes CFD a discipline where
the relentless increase in computer power

enhances its potential. Besides numerical
acceleration techniques (multi-grid, pre-

conditioning), the use of parallel computers
(distributed- or shared-memory computers),
the organisation of data-structures (cash hit

rates) and communication bandwidths are

some of the many hardware aspects to be

considered in the efficient coding of CFD-tools.
This makes the task both challenging and

demanding. The clustering of cheap personal

computers to act as a large highly performant

computing facility is yet another recent
evolution in the continuing quest to accelerate
the analysis process.

Applications
ATV: Automated Transfer Vehicle

The low orbital altitude of the International

Space Station (lSS) means that it is still

susceptible to atmospheric friction, causing it
to lose height throughout its lifetime. Hence

orbital re-boosting will occasionally be needed

to take it back to higher altitude (maximum

460 km). This is one of the tasks foreseen for
the ATV, using the propulsion bay located at the
rear of the vehicle (Fig. 2). A second task
consists of delivering equipment anc

consumables (food, oxygen, propellant, etc.) to
the Station, carried in the vehicle's Integrated

Cargo Carrier (lCC) module. This module,
located at the front of the ATV, also contains the
mechanism needed to dock with the lSS. All

dry cargo will be placed in up to 8 racks
mounted in the cylindrical portion of the ICC
(Fig. 3). The fronts of the racks face a central
(2 m x 2 m) corridor, allowing the crew to
unload the cargo, whereas their backs form a
small air gap with the structural shell. Air

revitalisation is provided by blowing air into the
ICC (at a rate of 180 m3/h) from the Russian

'Zvezda' module through a flexible hose.

Hence no advanced EClS-system is required

onboard the AW itself. Still, to guarantee good

ventilation and to ensure an adequate air

distribution velocity for crew comfod, a cabin
fan mounted in the ICC circulates the air at a
rate of 264 m3/h via appropriately positioned

diffusers. Their primary goal is to avoid any

stagnant/recirculating flow regions in which
toxic gases could accumulate. This might
eventually lead to the suffocation of an

astronaut, should he/she venture into one of
these 'dead-air' zones. The air-conditionlng
and ventilation is, however, also constrained by
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Figure 3. Internal view of the
Integrated Cargo Carrier
(lCC) with the racks
mounted in the centre

Figure 4. Particle traces
inside the pressurised
module of the AW: in the
rear (green line), in front of a
cabin air diffuser (yellow), in
a lower stand-off (blue), and
in front of the cabin main
fan (red)

certain limits. The air speed should be always
lower than 0.25 m/s in the crew cabin, whereas
the air temperature should be less than 2B'C,
but more than the minimum dew temperature
of 16'C. Also, the 'touch temperatures' of
surfaces exposed to the crew should not
exceed 45'C.

The particle traces plotted in Figure 4 are based
on the calculated flow field when the ATV is
docked to the lSS. The aft diffusers and the
flexible hose deliver a high-momentum jet
implnging on the rear bulkhead of the lCC,
thereby guaranteeing a good washing out of
the aft part (green line). The total injected mass
flow rate of 240 m3/h is then deflected towards
the front, passing through the crew cabin and
the lower stand-offs (blue and green lines). Also
four extra cabin diffusers (flow rates of 50 m3/h
each) placed in a staggered way in the upper
corners ventilate the central corridor (yellow
line). The air flow exiting the cabin and stand-
offs is partly deflected towards the main cabin
fan sited off-axis in the front cone (red line).
The remaining flow (180 m3/h0 is driven back
into the Russian module through the docking
port (blue line). Although this visualisation
provides a qualitative idea about the flow
pattern, it does not provide absolute certainty
that every corner is perfectly washed out. To
allow a quantitative measurement, therefore,
the analytical module is artificially filled up with
a trace gas (e.9. COr) and then ventilated
through the different diffusers with air. The
presence of dead/recirculating regions would

result in finite concentrations of the trace gas
once the ventilation has converged to its final
flow field.

Coupled with the flow field, the temperature
field is calculated taking into account the heat
dissipation of numerous electronic boxes
(rectangular areas on the panels in the front
cone shown as grey zones in Fig. 4), the

Y
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Figure 5. Temperature
contours in two planes; the

front plane, which also
intersects the equipment

panels, gives the
temperatures in both the
fluid and solid elements

Figure 6. Flow field for a
ventilated air gaP with:

(a) fans placed at the front
end pushing air into the gap,

(b) fans placed at the rear
end sucking air from the gaP

M fficity lnrsl

8.75
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metabolic heat from two crew members, lights,

etc. Figure 5 gives an indication of the

temperature field in two planes perpendicular

to the main axis. The front plane intersects the
equipment panels on which the electronic
boxes are mounted. One can clearly see the
higher temperatures inside the panels due to
the conductive heat transfer. This allows the

evaluation of surface touch temperatures,
which depend strongly on the convective,
conductive and radiative cooling.

Within the global ventilation analysis, a specific
issue investigated was the possible effect that
gap ventilation behind the racks might have on

the overall flow and temperature field. The idea

is to take advantage of the air heat exchange
with the outer ICC shell to improve the cabin air

temperature. The optimal location for auxiliary

fans needed to be identified to realise as

uniform a flow field as possible. Different
configurations were investigated, of which only

two are shown here. The configuration with two
axial fans pushing air into the slot only delivers

two fast lets along the axes of the fans covering
only a third of the cross-sectional area (Fig. 6a),

This flow pattern is far from ideal and a large

portion of the shell wall is unaffected. On the

other hand, closing the rear gap end apad from

openings for the two sucking fans allows the
generation of an almost uniform flow field in the

air gap (Fig. 6b).

Columbus: venting payload chambers
The International Space Station (lSS) is

designed for carrying out experiments without
the influence of gravity. The equipment on the
lSS, however, includes many potential vibration

sources that could disturb the microgravity
environment. All such equipment therefore has

to be designed and verified against strict

specifications. The perturbations are due to the
acceleration and deceleration of moving pads
(pumps, fans, motors...), impact forces
(opening or closing of valves), or they can be of
fluid-dynamic origin. The latter happens, for
instance, when a payload chamber needs to be

evacuated via Columbus' vacuum and venting

system. The air or other gas is released via a
shut-off valve into a duct, which is connected
to a venting nozzle at the port cone of

Columbus. The outlet is designed to produce

minimal thrust and therefore minimal

microgravity disturbance. The gas plume,

however, expands at high velocity once it has

left the venting nozzle and impinges on the

surrounding module sudaces. Figure 7 shows
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that the nozzle is located in a rather narrow
space between Columbus, Node 2 and the
Centrifuge Accommodation Module
(CAM). Gas released from the venting
nozzle will therefore impact several
surfaces and the resulting reaction forces
are not easy to predict.

The CFD tools allow calculation of the flow
field and plume-impingement forces.
Figure 8 shows the pressure contours on
the pod cone of Columbus and on the shell
of Node 2. The main plume impingement is
on the base plate of the venting nozzle, on
a part of Node 2's surface, and on the
docking adapter of the CAM. The four
black lines represent the traces of the
particles leaving the venting device. Figure
9 shows a more detailed pressure map in
the vicinity of the venting nozzle. The
results of the analysis can serye to evaluate
different venting scenarios in which the gas
is released in a controlled way by slowly
opening the shut-off valve at the payload
chamber. In this way, the microgravity
disturbances can be kept to a minimum.

Conclusions
The design and evaluation of manned
spacecraft habitats require an investigation of
both the ventilation flow and temperature fields.
driven mainly by crew comfort and safety
requirements. Convection needs to be properly
addressed in the prediction and analysis of the
overall heat and mass transfer. Computational
Fluid Dynamics has been shown to be valuable
in this context, and has been successfullV

applred to the ATV prolect. Other areas of
interest where the use of CFD has strong
potential are, for example, heat exchangers,
tuning of thermal protective systems for re-
entry vehicles and combustor liners, furnaces,
microgravity payloads, coolers, etc. The
microgravity perturbation study for the
Columbus' venting device clearly demonstrates
this potential. The versatility of present CFD
codes permits the simultaneous coupling of
CFD analyses with other approaches, allowing
a more complete analysis and optimisation to
be made for any given problem. @esa

Figure 7. The European
Golumbus laboratory
attached to Node 2, to
which the Japanese
laboratory (right) and the
Centrifuge (top) are also
docked

Figure 8. Pressure map
for the front cone of the
Centrif uge Accommodation
Module and for the shell of
Node 2 due to the expulsion
of air into space

Figure 9. Pressure map
showing particle traces in
the vicinity of the venting
device sited on the front
cone of Columbus
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lntroduction
The S4S method includes an assessment
model incorporating space software practices

following ECSS (European Cooperation for

Space Standardization) standard requirements
for the production of space software, a

documented approach and a software
assessment tool, together with templates of

key outputs that support the performance of

S4S assessments. Four pilot assessments ot
space software projects were performed in late

1999 to validate the method, followed by a
series of eight trial assessments in 2OOO and

2001. In addition, a furlher programme of

assessments encouraging the use of S4S over
the next three years has already begun.

As palt of an ESA-sponsored programme for software process

improvement, a method for software process assessment has been

developed that is conformant with the requirements of the
international standard ISO/IEC TR 15504' commonly known as

'SPICE'. An initiative of the Agency's Product Assurance and Safety
Department, in co-operation with the Mathematics and Software
Division, the 'SPiCE for SPACE' (S4S) method aims to encourage the
production of the best possible software products and services within
the European space industry.

As part of the same contract, a method of

software process improvement has been

develooed that provides the structure
necessary for space-software organisations to

make effective improvements based on the

results of S4S assessments. Meanwhile, a new

version of the S4S method called SPiCE for

SPACE-Risk, or S4S-R, is being developed that
will enable software suppliers to target those
processes that lead to the highest risks and to

make the most effective use of limited

improvement resources.

By promoting the best-practice concepts of

SP|CE and addressing the specific needs of

space software, ESA expects S4S to emerge
as the prevailing vehicle for process

improvement within the European space-
software industry.

The S4S method
Software process assessment is used to
establish a baseline for an organisation's
capability to develop quality software. As such,
it is a critical part of the cycle of continuous
process improvement. The in-depth knowledge
provided by a process assessment may be

used to identify improvements to the processes

that an organisation applies to software
development. In addition, the process models

on which assessment methods are based
provide examples of industry best practices

integrated into the complete development
process. Thus, it is desirable to provide space-
software suppliers with a method to evaluate

their processes in order to identify potential

improvement needs within their organisations.

The same assessment method may be used by

soace-software customers to evaluate the

capabilities of current and potential suppliers.

The method may also be used by suppliers to
verify their compliance with ESA process

requirements (ECSS).

Ihe assessment model
In designing the S4S assessment model, the

exemplary assessment model from ISO/IEC TR

15504 was taken as a reference. lt was then

tailored using both ECSS requirements on the

oroduction of space software, and software
process models developed by ESA in previous

study projects. ISO 15504 is an international

standard for software process assessment
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The ISO 15504 model itself has two dimensions:
process and capability. The process dimension
consists of a comprehensive set of processes
describing all activrties in software development.
The process dimension consists of forty
software processes. These processes are
closely mapped to the software lifecycle
processes in ISO 12207 and cover all of the
different activities that are involved in software
development.

The processes are organised into five
categories: Customer-Supplier, Engineering,
Support, Management, and Organisation.
These range in scope from customer-supplier
processes like supplier selection, to engineering
processes such as software design and
management and organisation processes such
as pro.lect management and human-resource
management, respectively. Each ISO 15504
process has a defined purpose and set of
outcomes that should result from performing
the process. In addition, each process includes
a list of base practices, actions that may be
performed to achieve the process outcomes.
Finally, input and output work products are
defined for each process. Work products are
the artefacts that are used, produced or
transformed by the process, such as
documents or code.

The capability dimension provides a six-level
rating scheme against which each process is

independently evaluated. Results range from
0 (lncomplete) to 5 (Optimising). The six
capability levels are based on nine process
attributes. In addition, the capability dimension
contains management practices, indicators of
capability for each level

When performing an assessment, there is no
mandatory set of processes that must be
evaluated. Rather, the model offers a modular
approach in which the organisation selects the
processes to assess based on business goals.

ESA space systems must be developed
according to the requirements published by
the European Cooperation for Space
Standardization (ECSS), which are to be
applied in the management, engineering, and
product assurance of space projects and
applications. The standards are written in the
form of requirements and expected outputs. All
of the ECSS Level-l standards were used as
primary input in developing the S4S
assessment model. Of particular impodance
were the two standards that focus on software:
ECSS-E-4O, 'Space Engrneering - Software',
and ECSS-Q-8O, 'Space Product Assurance -
Software Product Assurance'. ln addition,
several internal space-software process

models derived from these standards were
used to refine the S4S assessment model,

In forming the S4S process dimension, all
processes and base practices were adopted
'as is' from the ISO 15504 assessment model
in Part 5 of ISO 15504. Reouirements from
ECSS documents or activities from space-
software process models were matched with
assessment model processes and base
practices. In addition, the process dimension
was augmented with processes, base
practices and notes created to reflect activities
not present in ISO 15504-5. All of the
exemplary model work products were either
matched with the expected outputs of ECSS
requirements or, where no match was found,
were kept in S4S 'as is'. New work products
and work-product characteristics were formed
to represent ECSS outputs not covered by the
exemplary model. These new processes and
process indicators incorporate space-software
needs into S4S. The common origin of ECSS-
E-40 and ECSS-Q-8O (i.e. ISO 12207\ made
this tailoring approach feasible. Figure 1

indicates the relationship between S4S, ECSS-
E-40, ECSS-Q-8O, ISO 12207, and ISO 15504.

As a result of these efforts, the process
dimension of S4S has been considerably
expanded from the exemplary model. Four new
processes, about 50 base practices, and about
60 new notes have been added to reflect ECSS
activities. The process dimension of the S4S
model is shown in Figure 2. Processes new to
the ISO 15504 model are shaded in light-grey,
while processes with base practices added are
represented in bold. Processes with notes
added are underlined. Figure 2 shows cleady
that enhancements have been made
throughout the entire process dimension.

Of the four new processes, two extend the
exemplary model to cover issues particular to

Figure 1. The relationship
between S4S, ECSS-E-40,
ECSS-Q-8O, ISO 12207, and
tso 15504

ISO 12207: Software
Life Cycle Definition

tt tt tl

ECSS-E40: Space
Software Engineering
ECSS-Q80: Software
Product Assurance

MIIEE

S4S: SPICE for Space

m milt]t]r

ISO 15504: Software
Process Improvement and
Capability dEtermination
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Figure 2. S4S processes and
process categories.

Processes new to the ISO

15504 exemplary
assessment model are

shaded in light-grey.
Processes with base
practices added are
reoresented in bold.

Processes with notes added
are underlined. Note that

CUS.2 from ISO 15504 has
been split into two

component processes,
CUS.2.1 and CUS.2.2

the highly complex and often safety- and
mission-critical software produced by the
space industry. The new process Independent
Software Verification and Validation (lSW)
describes the activities that occur when, for
highly critical software, a subset of the standard
verification and validation processes is repeated
by a third party completely independent from
the supplier. The Safety and Dependability
Aqqr rr:nno nrnntrqq enSUfeS that the
requirements on safety and dependability are
defined, that the criticality of each software
module is analysed, and that the analyses are
uodated in accordance with modifications to
the software design. Both the ISW and the
Safety and Dependability Assurance processes
have been added to the Support category.

Two new processes address general customer
and management activities not found in the
exemplary model. In the customer category
Contract Maintenance describes the process
of maintaining and modifying the contract,
Information Management is added to the
Management category. This process concerns
the installation, maintenance and use of a
pro1ect information system. Such systems are
becoming more common in space projects to
facilitate the exchange of pro1ect information as
teams increase in size and complexity and
often work at different locations in different
organisations.

Finally, two new component processes stem
from splitting the Supply exemplary model
process into two processes: Supply Preparation
and Delivery. With these two processes, supply
activities at the beginning and end of the
project life cycle may be assessed separately.

In addition to the new orocesses,
references to and notes explaining
the application of ECSS requirements
have been added throughout the
process model. Inputs and outputs of
the S4S processes reflect the ECSS
expected outputs. This fusion of
ECSS with a comprehensive process

framework makes the S4S
assessment model a useful guide for
companies currently in transition
between the PSS-05-0 and ECSS
standards.

Ihe assessmenf process
S4S contains a documented
assessment process, which includes
a stcn-hv-sten hreakdown of
assessment activities, the definition
of key assessment roles, and a
description of assessment input and
output work products. An S4S
assessment is divided into the

following seven activities: Initiation, Planning,
Briefing, Data Acquisition, Data Validation,
Process Rating, and Repoding. In addition to
describing the assessment activities, the
method offers detailed guidance to assist S4S
assessors in each phase of the assessment.
For example, experiences from the pilot
assessments revealed that during the planning
phase, assessors need to clearly understand
the customer-supplier contractual relationship
and the applicability of standards used in the
project to be assessed. Space projects tend to
be based on multi-tiered contracts with many
levels managed by a prime contractor. Thus,
when evaluating space projects, S4S
assessors found they had to carefully separate
the responsibilities of the prolect from those of
the next-level customer. Exped guidance of this
type has been added to the assessment
process to incorporate lessons from the space-
software perspective into each phase of an

S4S assessment.

The S4S method provides three modes of
assessment: process improvement, capability
determination, and ECSS conformance. The
mode selected depends upon the purpose of
the assessment. Particular guidance is given

for each mode, as the assessment for each is
conducted in a different manner. Assessments
for the purposes of process improvement focus
on identifying areas of improvement or
confirming recently implemented improvements
in software processes. The results of these
assessments are typically for internal use only.

Assessments for the purpose of capability
determination may also be motivated by
internal initiatives, but are more often the result
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of customer reouirements. Such assessments
orovide software customers with assurance of
the maturity of software suppliers. Assessment
results may be used for the selection of
suppliers before a project begins, or for
monitoring the perlormance of an on-going
project. With this assessment mode, the S4S
method provides a valuable tool for space-
software ourchasers at all levels of the
contractual chain to evaluate and monitor their
software suooliers.

In ECSS conformance mode, organisations
can use an S4S assessment to determine
their compliance with ECSS requirements. In

these assessments, the same phases of
initiation, planning, briefing, data acquisition,
data validation and reporling occur as in

assessments for process improvement or
capability determination. ldentical data may be
collected for evaluation. The main difference
lies in the interoretation of the data and in the
rating scheme.

The tools
To facilitate the efficient performance of S4S
assessments, a software assessment tool has
been developed, which can be used to view
the process model during the assessment, to
record process ratings, and to produce the
assessment reoort. This tool has been
developed using a commercial SP|CE 1-2-1
assessment-tool engine with a database
containing the eniire S4S process model. The
assessors may view all of the elements that
define a given process: purpose, outcomes,
base practices and input and output work
products. Pop-up windows provide work-
product characteristics and process-attribute
definitions. A dedicated window allows the user
to record the ratings of process attributes. The
assessor may also record notes describing the
objective evidence found to support his or her
judgement. Ratings are displayed in easy-to-
read charts. Target profiles may be loaded into
the tool and compared with actual results. The
S4S data file created by the tool serves as part
of the assessment record and can easily be re-

examined for future analysis.

Charts, assessor notes, and data recorded in
the tool may be exported in standard formats
to assist in the production of the assessment
report. A standard S4S assessment-report
template is provided with macros that
automatically import assessment data,
Additionally, a set of templates is provided
with the method, including Pre-Assessment
Questionnaires, Assessment Plans, a Statement
of Confidentiality, and Assessor Logs. Sample
presentation briefing materials are also
orovided.

Experiences with pilot and trial assessments
PrTot assessmenfs
To validate the S4S method, four pilot
assessments were oerformed in the last
ouarler of 1999 at Intecs Sistemi in Pisa and
Rome, and at Alcatel Space in Cannes. Their
primary purpose was to validate S4S and to
provide feedback to further refine the method.
A second goal was for the assessors to gain

experience in pedorming assessments in the
context of space projects. A third and final
goal was to provide potential improvement
suggestions to the assessed organisations.

Nine different assessors from ESA, SYNSPACE,

and InterSPlCE participated in the pilot
assessments. The assessment team leaders
guided the team in a step-by-step 'walk
through' of the method. Feedback was collected
from assessors and participants in the form of
problem repofts. A total of 210 such reports
were generated, resulting in a revision of the
method to its current version.

Inal assessments
In February 2000, a programme of trial
assessments sponsored by ESA to promote
the S4S method began. lt assessed seven
space-software suppliers, in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, Germany, ltaly, Sweden and the
United Kingdom. A final trial assessment in

Belgium is planned for July 2OO1. The
organisations assessed represent space
contractors at all levels: prime contractors,
equipment/software system suppliers and
software companies,

All of ihese trial assessments were performed
with the sole purpose of providing benefits
to the host organisations. Indeed, the scope
of the assessment, including the choice
of processes or projects to assess, was
determined by the host. The assessment
results, including a measured baseline of
process capability and suggested improvement
opportunities, remain the property of the host
organisations. For their part, the latter agreed to
provide feedback concerning their experiences
with the S4S assessment, including any
suggestions for improvement to the method
itself. In addition, they agreed to initiate an

improvement programme based on the
assessment results and to orovide feedback
about the efficacy of this programme six to
twelve months after the performance of the
assessment. Some external support for
planning and implementing improvements was
also allocated by ESA as part of the trial-
assessment programme.

Assessment planning and performance
Initial planning of the S4S assessments began
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Figure 3. Typical capability
levels observed in the S4S

trial assessments

ENG 1 2 Software Requirements Analysis

ENG l3SoftwareDesign

ENG 1 4 Software Construction

SUP 2 Configuration L4anagement

SUP 3 Quality Assurance

SUP I Problem Resolution

MAN 2 Project Management

MAN 4 Risk lvanagement
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on average one to two months before the
on-site phase. For each trial, two external
assessors (from ESA, SYNSPACE or
InterSPlCE)were provided to plan and conduct
the S4S assessment at the host organisation.
In several cases, staff from the host organisation
also played a role on the Assessment Team,

either as assessors or as observers. In general,
the assessment teams consisted of two to
three people. Whenever possible, assessment
planning was expedited through pre-assessment
visits by the external assessors, who also
provided guidance in selecting the projects and
processes to be assessed, with the constraint
that the on-site phase should last no longer
than one week.

At the beginning of the on-site phase, the
assessment team delivered a briefing to the
host oarticioants to familiarise them with the
S4S model and method. During the rest of the
week, the team collected objective evidence of
process performance and capability through
interviews with proyect staff and by examining
pro1ect documents. Evidence was recorded in

the assessment record and comoiled with the
assistance of the S4S software tool. Based on
the objective evidence found, the team rated
the processes through discussion and
consensus. At the end of the on-site phase, the
preliminary results were presented to the host
organisation to allow for feedback. After the
assessment, the team delivered a final report
on the results to the host organisation.

Assessment results
Prior to the performance of S4S assessments,
confidentiality agreements were made between
the assessment teams and the host
organisations (hence no company or project
names are mentioned and no soecific
assessment results are oresented here). Within

Capabi ity Capability Capabihty Capab lity Capability
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

the one-week on-site period of an assessment,
10 to 16 orocesses were assessed for between
one and three software proyects. On average,
approximately 14 process instances were
assessed (where one process instance equals
one process assessed on one project). In the
fourleen projects assessed, on-board and
ground-segment projects were equally
represented. The prolects reflected the five
software criticality classes A through E as
defined in ECSS-M-OOA, with an approximate
distribution as follows:

Criticality class Percentage of projects
assessed
15%
150h
27.5%
27.5%
15%

Figure 3 shows the typical capability levels

measured for software, on a scale of O

('lncomplete') to 5 ('Optimising'). The processes

selected for display here are among those most
commonly chosen for assessment by the host
organisations. For key engineering, support
and management processes, typical capability
levels of 2 ('Managed') are observed. The
Problem Resolution orocess is often observed
at Level-3 ('Established').

Post-assess m e nt i m p rove me nts
Subsequent to the S4S assessments,
improvement etforts based on assessment
results have been undertaken at four of the five
host organisations. They have already reported
initial benefits from the assessment findings,
implementing several 'quick fix' improvement
suggestions made by assessors with little
effort. In several cases, dedicated software
process improvement programmes have been
initiated; in other cases, improvement actions
have been integrated into existing programmes.

For most trial assessments, external support
for improvement efforts has also been provided
to the host. S4S assessors have suooorted
assessed software suppliers by leading
improvement workshops. In these brain-
storming sessions, improvement suggestions
are discussed, prioritised and grouped.
Assessors have also provided support through
reviewing improvement plans. Several S4S
assessors are currently working with host
organisations to determine how to best
implement specific improvement suggestions
resulting from the S4S assessment.

Feedback from the host organisations about
the assessment results has been over-
whelmingly positive. Managers found that there

A
B

D

E
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was "significant value" in having "shotlcomings
independently identified and objectively
recorded", and viewed the S4S method as '?
very professional way of performing an
assessmenf and receiving useful results within
one week." In addition to the process capability
ratings, some felt that the set of
recommendations was the most valuable
outcome of the assessment. The cost in terms
of workload on the assessed pro.lects was
considered 'acceptable' for the benefits
gained.

Fulfilling a secondary goal of the programme,
the trial assessments have gathered feedback
on the S4S method from the host organisations
and the assessment teams. These improvement
suggestions will be incorporated into future
versions of S4S for further refinement of the
method.

Owing to the resounding success of the trial
programme, a frame contract has been
established by ESA to perform more
S4S assessments over the next
three years. They will focus on the
capability-determination assess-
ment mode. The first S4S capability-
determination assessment was
performed in May 2001 in Spain
under this contract. Further assess-
ments are planned, with the next
one expected to take place in
Portugal.

Process improvement with S4S
As mentioned above, an ESA
method of Software Process
lmprovement (SPl) has been
developed for the European space
industry. Uniting the continuous
improvement cycle of ISO 15504
with SP|CE for SPACE, this
approach to SPI provides European
software suooliers with the
framework necessary for successful
process rmprovement.

The method is based on the eight-
step improvement cycle of ISO
15504, Part Seven, with additional guidance
incorporated to help space-software suppliers
put process improvement into practice. The
eight-step model is shown in Figure 4. In the
first steps, an SPI programme for the software
organisation is established in which target
profiles of process capability are defined based
on business goals. Periodic software process
assessments using the SP|CE for SPACE (S4S)

method are performed to provide baselines of
the organisation's current process capability.
Detailed analysis of the assessment results

leads directly to the identification of corrective
actions to be performed in the following
improvement cycle. These actions are grouped
into separate improvement projects, co-
ordinated within the overall improvement
programme. To confirm that improvements are
realised, process metrics are collected
throughout the improvement cycle. These steps
are described below in more detail.

Exam i n e o rgan i sati o n's needs
In launching a programme of process
improvement, a critical first step is the
identification of the organisation's needs and
business goals. Guided interviews with local
management (business, marketing, technical,
and quality) may be organised to understand
which business drivers (typically quality, cost,
schedule or product issues) are of the highest
priority. A high correlation has been found
between lastrng programmes and business-
management involvement (and understanding)
from the beginning.

Based on an analysis of these needs and goals,
processes in the SP|CE for SPACE process
model are selected for improvement and target
capability levels are defined for these key
processes. Preliminary target profiles for
software criticality classes A to D, following
ECSS definitions, are provided in the S4S
method and are recommended input. These
target profiles will be refined on the basis of
benchmarking of the results of assessments
performed.

Figure 4. Software process
improvement cycle from
lso/lEc TR 15504-7
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<-- organiJation's needs

Software process
improvement request
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scope and
priorities
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request
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' Process improvement programme plan
'+ for capability determination
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- Industrial benchmarks
' Practice descriptions lrom the assessment model
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13 ENG 1 3 Software Desagn

Figure 5. Example of target
(top) and measured (bottom)

profiles from a S4S
assessment

I n iti ate process i m p rove me nt
In order to succeed, improvement projects
must be managed like any other within the
organisation. An overall SPI plan is developed
identifying the various phases of the
improvement programme and defining goals

for each phase. In the subsequent steps,
process-improvement projects are initiated
based on assessment results and are

described in action plans. The overall co-
ordination of these individual projects is

described in the process-improvement
programme plan.

PA1 1 PA21
Perfom Manage

PA22 PA31 PA32 PA41 PA42 PA51 PA52

Typically, the duration of one iteration of the
process-improvement cycle is defined by the
time between two assessments. Since the
delta-assessment should demonstrate a

measurable increase in capability levels, this
period should not be less than 9 months. At
each of the milestone reviews, the results

achieved are evaluated against the business
goals of the organisation.

Prepare and conduct process assessment
In this step, the S4S method is used to conduct
an ISO 15504 conformant assessment for the
purpose of process improvement. Outcomes of
the S4S assessment include a baseline of the
organisation's current process capability. In

addition, the Assessment Team compiles a list

of general observations, perceived strengths,
and potential improvement suggestions for the
assessed projects and organisational unit as a
whole. The scope of the assessment is chosen
aa na *a nn,,nr ail lrocesses selected forJU OD LU VVV9| qrr F

improvement, and each process is assessed at

least up to its desired capability level in the

target profile.

In assessments for process improvement (as

opposed to those for capability determination
or ECSS compliance), the assessment record
may be more detailed. As in all assessments,
the record contains a justification of the ratings,

but here detailed records are included, noting

incomplete or unachieved process indicators
(base practices, work products or management
practices). In particular, anytime the Assessmenl
Team rates a process attribute as less than
'Fully' achieved on any given process, the
unachieved process indicators leading to the
reduced rating are recorded.

In addrtion, for unachieved or incomplete
indicators, the assessment team records at
which level (or levels) in the organisation
improvements are needed (e.g. project level,

organisational unit, business unit, etc). Certain

base practices or management practices in the
S4S assessment model are aoplicable both to
specific project environments and to the
organisation as a whole.

Figure 5 shows an example, to illustrate the
method in practice. lt consists of sample
assessment results for a prolect where the
process ENG.1.3 Software Design has been

assessed up to capability level 3. Five process

attributes (indicated on the x-axis) representing

capability levels 1 through 3 have been rated

for thrs process. Coloured squares denote
ratings for each process attribute (Not, Paftially,

Largely or Fully achieved). These ratings form a
process profile. The top profile represents
the target profile (as determined by the
organisation before the assessment), and the
bottom profile represents the measured profile.

Analyse assessment resu/fs and derive action
plans
In this step, the results of the S4S assessment
are analysed in detail to derive a list of actions
for process improvement, This step may be
accomplished through workshops held with
process perlormers and other improvement
team members oost-assessment. After the
assessment results are complete, the gap

between the target and the measured
capability profile is analysed for unachieved or
incomolete orocess indicators. From these
unachieved indicators of process performance
and capability, a list of corrective actions can be

directly derived. This novel step of tracing al

corrective actions back to the assessment
results keeps the S4S improvement programme

on track, ensuring that the knowledge gained in
the assessment drives the next round of
rmorovements.

Once the list of corrective actions is complete,
an analysis is performed to determine the root
cause of the oroblems identified. In some
cases, it may be that the organisational unit
was simply not aware that they had to perform

certain activities. However, in most cases, an

underlying problem prevents the prolect or
organisational unit from fully achieving the
indicator(s), although project staff may be
aware that this is undesirable. In these cases, it

is more imporlant to analyse the assessment
data to determine the root cause of the
indicators' absence. From this analysis,
meaningful corrective actions may be derived.
Note that at this stage corrective actions
are generic in nature and indicate what should
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be done, rather than how it should be
accomplished. For each corrective action,
there are typically many ways in which lt could
be implemented. These details are defined in

subsequent phases.

Once the corrective actions have been
identified, the next step is to group them
together based on relationships and inter-
dependencies between them. At this point it is
essential to gain a more concrete commitment
from management concerning the resources
that it is willing to consider allocating, and the
time frame in which expected improvements
are to occur. This knowledge is needed to
prioritise the actions and focus the action
planning in the following steps. Next, the action
groups are validated and prioritised and a
strategy is determined for their implementation.
For this, the method advises holding work-
shops with larger groups of staff within the
organisation. Involving process performers at
this stage ensures the selection of the most
relevant improvements and facilitates their
ultimate buy-in within the organisation. Current
efforls to incorporate process risk into the S4S
assessment method will enable a risk-based
prioritisation of corrective actions in a future
version of the method (see below). The actions
can also be orioritised to reflect the
organisation's business goals.

lmprovement protects should be classified as
shorl-, medium-, and long-term. Typically,
shorl-term improvements take less than one
man-month to implement, medium-term ones
take one to three man-months, and long-term
ones reouire more than three man-months. The
timeframe for implementing the selected
improvement pro1ects can be estimated based
on the resources management is willing to
allocate for implementation, and dependencies
on other initiatives within the oroanisation.

Confirm improvements, susfarn gains, and
monitor pefiormance
The method strongly recommends trying out
specific improvements with a pilot project,
before applying the improvement actions to the
organisation as a whole. Process metrics are
a key part of the improvement initiative,
providing data to confirm gains and monitor
performance. A review of process metrication
schemes is provided in the method to help
software suppliers develop their own customised
measurement programmes.

Adding risk analysis to S4S
The S4S method is currently being enhanced
by adding process risk as a third dimension to
the model. The new version, called SP|CE for
SPACE-Risk (S4S-R), will enable software

suppliers to target those processes that lead to
the highest unacceptable risks, and to make
the most effective use of limited improvement
TESOUTCES.

The current S4S assessment method identifies
strengths and weaknesses in software
organisations and proyects. Risks arising from
inappropriate process performance or process
management are not directly addressed by the
method. However, the approach defined in Part
Eight of ISO 15504 provides a consistent
framework to address such risks. This
approach infers process-oriented risks from the
existence of process attribute gaps between
target capability and assessed capability. The
wider the gap, the higher the probability of the
related risk. As to the risk's impact, it depends
upon the capability level at which the gap
occurs.

This approach sets the basis for integrating
process-oriented risk analysis into the 34S
method where, along with the process and
capability dimensions, risk can be considered
as a new third dimension. Within the S4S-R
framework, a risk analysis is executed post-
assessment to help software suppliers select
the necessary and minimum improvement
actions that meet the organisation's constraints
(resources, finance) and goals. As such, the risk
analysis provides a powerful tool to help define
a programme of software process improvement.

The S4S-R tool is expected to provide a new
view on process-assessment results, which
will:

- highlight the most significant software process
risks, and

- focus process-improvement activities on the
key problems of the organisation.

The extended tool may also be used to
generate effective process improvement actions
that reduce the magnitude of the most significant
risks.

Conclusion
Founded on international and European
standards and supporled within a framework of
process improvement and process risk
analysis, the S4S assessment method is the
cornerstone of an emerging initiative of process
improvement across the European space
industry.

The work reported has been conducted under
an ESA/ESTEC Contract. @esa
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XMM-Newton
The XMM-Newton observatory is now
routinely producing and distributing data
and first-level analysis products for over
75% of all XMM-Newton observations.
The remaining 25o/o wtll be dealt with
through dedicated re-processing and/ or
patches to the processing software.

The inclusion of a third operational

antenna in the XMM-Newton ground

segment (in Santiago, Chile) has now
been finalised, and this antenna is

routinely being used for communicating
with the observatory around apogee, a

sector of the orbit previously inaccessible
using the Perth and Kourou antennas.

The efficiency of the observatory has been

increased by approximately 10% because
of the use of the Santiago antenna, and

the observing efficiency now frequently
reaches the theoretical maximum oI 7Oo/o.

The second call for observing proposals

will be issued around 1 September, and

the targets relating to these proposals will

start to be observed in June/July 2002;

assuming that mission operations are

extended beyond their current March

2OO2 end-date.

At the end of April, XMM-Newton
observed a galaxy known as M81, which
is a so-called 'LINER (Low-lonisation
Nuclear Emission Line Regions) galaxy. lt

contains a lot of bright young stars, and is

situated some 12 million light-years away

from Earth. lt is one of the most luminous
galaxies in the Northern Hemisphere, and
probably forms a pair with its next-door
neighbour M82. These two galaxies may
have had a close encounter some ten

million years ago. One of XMM-Newton's
unique features is that it has a sensirive

optical/UV telescope amongst its

instrumentation. and for this particular
galaxy rhis allowed a unique false-colour
UV image to be made (see accompanying
figure).

Regular updates on the most striking

results obtained by the XMM-Newton
observatory can be found at;

http : //sci. esa. i nt/xm m.

Integral
Tha Qnaa+rnm^+6r /eDr\ has been| |v(v| \v| |/ |

successfully integrated with the spacecraft
at Alenia Spazio's facilities in Turin (l). The

Optical Monitoring Camera (OMC) has

been integrated on the spacecraft since

last October.

The spacecraft has successfully passed

the System Validation Test (SVT D) and

System Functional Test (SFl) and is now
ready to be packed and shipped to
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) for the
environmental test campaign.

The nstrument teams for the imager (lBlS)

and X-ray monitor (JEM-X) have taken
steps to overcome their difficulties in the
development of their flight models,

committing themselves to deliver the flight
models to ESTEC by November this year.

Because of this delay, the structural
models of these instruments will replace

the flight models during the first pad of the
spacecraft environmental test campaign
The new spacecraft testing and launch-
preparatron schedule allows launch in

October 2002.

The ground-segment activities are
progressing satisfactorily, with the latest

satellite SW confirming a high degree of
readiness. The remaining ground-segment

development tasks have been

rescheduled to take into account the
delayed instrument flight-model delivenes

and the resulting delay in the stad of the
mission's operational phase.

The launcher Mission Critical Design

Review (MCDR) has been successfully
completed. A concise data package was
submitted allowing a systematic review,

the main objective of which was to verify

the adaptation of the Proton rocket and

Baikonur launch facilities to the specific
requirements of Integral.

This ultraviolet image of M81 was obtatned by
the Optical Monitor (OM) on XMM Newton in

April 2001 The image ts formed from three
1000 second exposures taken with different
ultraviolet filters, centred on approximately
2000, 2300 and 2800 angstroms. respectively.

ll covers a region one quarler of a degree
square and frames the MB1 galaxy, whtch is at
least 22 000 light-years across The group
studying MB1 with the OM is led by Alice
Breeveld of Mullard Space Scr'ence Laboratory
(MSSL), University College London, UK

ILL
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The mission's Time Allocation Committee
(TAC) has made major progress in the
guest-observer selection process. The

task is a challenging one because the

observation time requested in the
proposals received far exceeds that
available to the guest observers.

Rosetta
The first phase of electrical-qualification-
model testing has been completed, with
successful integrated system tests on all

subsystems and payload units and an

electromagnetic-cleanliness (EMC) test.

The second phase will test software
functions, including reference tests and
autonomy.

The flight model is undergoing electrical
functional testing and the first two flight
instruments have been delivered. The

major concern is still the schedule delay

caused by late delivery of units and the
flight software, The transponder is still the
most critcal unit, which has not yet

completed its full qualification programme

The mission Critical Design Revrew
process was successfully completed in

May Various technical issues were
highlighted and close-out actions agreed.
The status ot these will be reported in

August to the Review Board, which has
also emphasised the crticality of this
schedule-driven programme.

The experimenter teams are in the
process of finalising the testing of the
payload and lander flight models, which
will be delivered to the spacecraft
integration site before the end of
September. Various problems have been
identified during the final environmental

and functional test programmes, which
need to be corrected before delivery.

The calibration of the large imaging

instruments (OSlRlS and VIRTIS) is still

critical and the dust analyser (COSIMA) is

having difficulties in meeting its specified
performance,

The preparation of the ground segment is

going according to plan, including the
assembly of the New Norcia antenna.
Detailed intedaces with the Rosetta
Science Operation Centre (RSOC) have

been defined and the RSOC work plan

^^-^^A h,, ^il ^-4i^^qvrEYu uy oil PoruvD
The contract with Arianespace for the

provision of the launch vehicle and
associated services has been signed.
and agreement has been reached on all

technical interfaces and details of the
launch campaign.

Mars Express

The mating of the flight structure and the
flight propulsion system continues at
Astrium Stevenage, UK. All indications are
that the delivery of the combined model
from Stevenage to Alenia Spazio, planned

for late July, will take place on time.

The project work was dominated by major
activities related to the Critical Design
Review (CDR). The latter activity includes

reviews of the scientific payload, the
ground segment, the launcher interface

and the spacecraft. The instrument

The start of lntegral Spectrameter (SPI) flight
model integraLion Lo Ihe spacecraft at Alenra
Spazio's facilitres in Turin Q

reviews were completed in early May. The

status of all spacecraft subsystems was
reviewed through subsystem design

reviews for new elements, and so-called
'equipment suitability reviews'for units in

common with Rosetta. The prime

contractors submitted a very

comprehensive data package on all

aspects of the missions and the outcome
of the lower-level reviews. This data
package was presented to the Science
and Engineering Review Team (SERT) and

the Mars Express Project Team in late

May, lt was scrutinised in great detail
during a week-long meeting at Astrium

SAS by about 60 experts. The group
included the review team, representatives

of the major industrial contractors and the
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launcher authority (Starsem), and an

independent scientist representing the
teams of the Mars Express Principal

Investigators (Pls). The findings of the
review team and the report of the SERT

Chairman will be presented to the Review

Board at its meeting on 6 July.

Concerning the Soyuz launcher, the first

issue of the tri-party Interface Control
Document (lCD) between Starsem, the
spacecraft prime contractor, Astrium SAS,

and ESA was agreed and signed off, Two

milestones towards improved launcher
performance have been achieved, namely

the first successful launch of the Soyuz FG

launch vehicle with modified engines, and

the confirmation of the optimised drop
zones for the Mars Express fairing.

The Mars Express project visited the
Starsem assembly facilities in Baikonur

and the Soyuz launcher production plant

in Samara. Representatives from the
Prime Contractor and the AIV (Assembly,

Integration and Verification) contractor
(Alenia Spazio) participated in this visit.

The visit was very successful in the sense

that all participants were impressed by the
quality of the infrastructure at Baikonur.

SMART.l
Spacecraft
The development work is proceeding and

the second phase of electrical system
testing has been almost completed at the

Swedish Space Corporation's (SSC)

premises in Solna near Stockholm. This

test involves the payload electrical models
and most of the spacecraft equipment,
including the electric propulsion.

Development of the on-board software is

proceeding at Spacebel (B) for the data-
handling part and at SSC for the
application cores. The Structural Test

Model (STM) structure and mass
dummies, together with some protoJlight

units, have been integrated by SES (Saab

Ericsson Space) in Linkoping (S) and sent
to ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) for structural
tests. All mechanical tests (mass

properties, acoustic, sine and shock) have

been successfully completed. The Critical

Design Review has been kicked off on

29 June, according to schedule. The

Flight Acceptance Review is currently
planned to be held in October 2OO2, in

time for an envisaged launch opportunity
at the end of the year.
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Payload
The development of all six payload

instruments is generally proceeding

according to schedule. Most of the
electical-model tests have been

completed, with only two payloads
(SPEDE and KaTE) still to complete them.
The Critical Design Reviews have also

been successfully held for four (D-CIXS,

EPDP, SlR, AMIE) out of six instruments
during May and June.

Electric propulsion
The procurement of the Electric Propulsion

System (EPS) by ESA for delivery to SSC

as customer-furnished equipment is

proceeding. The qualification of the new
engine (PPS-1350G) has been completed,
while the lifetime test will run until the third
quarter of 2002. The Power Processing

Unit (PPU) flight model has been

manufactured by ETCA (B). The Pressure

Regulation Electronics (PRE), a new
development specifically for SMART-1, has

been tested with the SMART-1 system

unit at SSC.

Operations
The ground-segment preparations are

proceeding according to plan. The

interfaces between the Mission Operations
Centre, the Science and Technology
Operations Coordination and the Pllll
have been defined.

Launcher
All activities are proceeding on schedule.

Refinements to the interface-control
dossier have been agreed with
Arianespace. The Safety Data Package
has been commented upon by

Arianespace. The vibro-acoustic
qualification of the spacecraft has been

partly witnessed and agreed by

Arianespace personnel. Launch is

expected to take place in December
2002, depending on the main passenger.

Herschel/Planck
On 14 March, ESA's Industrial Policy

Committee (lPC) approved the selection of
Alcatel Space Industries (Cannes, F) as

Prime Contractor for Herschel/Planck's
development. The industrial core team
starting up the preliminary design phase

consists of Alcatel Space Industries
(France), Astrium GmbH (Germany) and

Alenia Spazio (ltaly). Alcatel is the Prime

Contractor and is also responsible for the
Planck Payload Module and spacecraft
testing. Astrium is responsible for the
development of the Herschel extended
Payload Module (Cryostat) and the

Herschel spacecraft testing, while Alenia is
responsible for the development of the
Service Modules (spacecraft bus) for both
Herschel and Planck, Following a
clarification meeting with industry in the
last week of March, the activities were

formally stafted in early April, two months
earlier than originally expected.

The main activities in the near term are the
completion of system trade-offs and a
consolidation of the baseline design

concept. The major upcoming
development milestone is the System

Requirements Review, being conducted

The SMART-1 Structural Test Model (STM) with
flight wing deployed in the HYDRA integration
room at ESTEC (NL)
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throughout the summer period and due to
be completed by October. A further major
activity is the preparation and release of
the first Invitations to Tender (lTTs) for the
Herschel and Planck subsystems and
units. These orocurement activities will
produce a set of more than I00 tenders
over the next year, and will end with
completion of the build-up of the
Herschel/Planck industrial team bv mid-
2002.

At the end of March, NASA informed
ESA that the funding for its planned

contribution of the Herschel telescope
could not be obtained. Following this
announcement, ESA had to initiate the
procurement of the telescope itself. The
Request for Quotation was released to
Astrium SAS (France) upon authorisatlon
by the lPC. The proposal has been
received and is currently being evaluated.
The start of the activities with Astrium SAS
for the development of the 3.5 m diameter
silicon-carbide Herschel telescooe is
planned for this summer.

The Invitation to Tender for the Planck
telescope reflectors, a contribution by the
Danish Space Research Institute to
Herschel/Planck, was released earlier this
year and the responding proposals have
been received and evaluated. The next
activities planned by the Danish partner
are the approval of the available funding
and prolect kick-off with the selected
contractor.

lnstallation of the Proba ground station at Redu,
in Belgium

The development of the three Herschel
instruments and the two Planck
instruments is proceeding according to
plan. The second formal ESA review
cycle with all five Herschel and Planck
instruments was performed in the spring.
Some major issues raised by the review
boards are being followed up, for close-
out by the autumn. The transfer of the
day{o-day management of the instrument
interfaces from ESA to industry has
stafted, and industry has organised a set
of technical working sessions with all

instrument groups.

The co-ordinated parts procurement,
initiated to support the scientific-
instrument development, is progressing
nominally. The activities to hand over the
contract to the Prime Contractor have
started.

Following a tender exercise, the
development of a facility to allow vibration
testing of the Herschel instrument's focal-
plane units at cryogenic temperatures was
stafted with CSL (Belgium) in May. The
facllity will be ready for testing of the
instrument units by end-2OO2.

Proba

The test campaign with the spacecraft at
Intespace has been completed. The team
is now completing the operations, software-
validation and end-to-end testing (System

Validation Testing) for 1 September, the
date when the spacecraft will be shipped

Proba at lntespace in Toulouse (F)

to India (Antrix) for its launch on
25 September. The Prolect Flight
Acceptance Review has been concluded
and the Review Board's recommendations
are now being implemented. The final
milestone before shioment will occur when
the completeness of the validation is

reviewed and a launch decision taken. The
Proba ground station has been installed at
ESAs Redu (B) facility and is currently
undergoing final testing.

Earth Observation
Envelope Programme
(EOEP)

The Agency's Programme Board for Earth
Observation (PB-EO) has given its author-
isation to proceed with full implementation
of the CryoSat pro1ect. On 27 June, the
ESA Industrial Policy Committee (lPC)

approved the proposal to place a contract
with Astrium GmbH for Phase-C/D/E] of
tne space segment.

After the completion of Phase-B, the
Prime Contractor has concentrated on the
consolidation of the design of the CryoSat
satellite, taking into account the
recommendations made by the System
Design Review Board. In particular, the
specifications for the power subsystem
have been significantly improved. The
procurement of long-lead ltems and, more
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generally, preparatory activities for the

Phase-C/D have been initiated in areas

that were recognised as schedule-critical.

Phase-B of the GOCE space segment has

reached its mid-point. The status of the

consolidation activities carried out by

Alenia Spazio and the other core-team

members was assessed during a

Preliminary Baseline Meeting, which took
place in mid-June. There it was concluded

that good progress has been achieved in

the main trade-off analysis and in the

requirements consolidation, but that

additional efforts are still needed to
improve the mass and power budgets.
The competitive selection process for the

various equipment suppliers is in progress.

Presently, two possible satellite

configurations are being maintained in

parallel, based on two different micro-
propulsion technologies: cold gas and

Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP).

This selection is critical in order to freeze

the overall satellite configuration and to
consolidate the related budgets.

The PB-EO also adopted the Declaration

covering the Second EOEP Phase, to be

submitted to the next ESA Council at

Ministerial Level in November.

In June, the ESA Council approved the

resolution enabling the start of the Earth

Watch Programme. The first five elements

of this Programme are also due to be

submitted to the Ministerial Council in

November. Potential Participant meetings

will take place during the summer to
prepare the relevant Declaration and

lmplementing Rules to be submitted to

the Ministers.

The PB-EO also approved the stad of the

Phase-A studies relating to the Ocean

Earlh Watch element, to be carried out in
coordination with Eumetsat.

The IPC approved the procurement proposal

for the pre-development of the L-band SAR.

The two parallel design studies for the

spaceborne ALADIN instrument, led by

Alcatel Space Industries and Astrium SAS,

were completed in April. Both teams have

generated designs and concepts for the
pre-development model. The proposals for

the second phase of the pre-development
programme are being evaluated. The

contractor competitively selected for this

second phase, which involves the manu-

facture and testing of a pre-development
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model of the instrument, will also become
the instrument subcontractor for Phase B

of the project.

In the Market Development area, four
proposals have been selected for longer-

term contracts.

Earth Observation
Preparatory
Programme (EOPP)

Step 2 of the implementation mechanism
for the second cycle of Earth Explorer

Core Missions (mission assessments) is in
progress. A mid-term review of the

industrial pre-Phase-A studies of the five

missions under consideration - ACE,

EafthCABE, SPECTRA, WALES and

WATS - took place in June.

Work on the preparation of the Third Earth

Explorer Consultation Meeting, which will

take place in Granada (Spain) in October,

is progressing apace. The ESA Reports for

Mission Assessment will be completed

this summer for submission to the

Meeting. Some candidate missions
currently show considerable complexity
and will require notable effort to make

them fit within the programmatic

constraints.

The Joint Euro-Japanese Science
Preparatory Groups and Engineering

Teams met in Japan in June, and

satisfactory results were achieved within

the framework of the EadhCARE mission.

The successful mid-term review for SMOS

took place in April, and the development
plan leading to full SMOS implementation
h^^ h^^^ 
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The Call for Proposals for the second
cycle of Earth Explorer Opportunity
Missions was released in June.

Envisat

System
The system activities have been focused

on:

- reviewing and validating the Flight

Operations Procedures (FOP), with

simulations at ESOC

progressing the Ground Segment
Overall Validation (GSOV) tests
finalising the early in-orbit operations, in

particular the payload switch-on phase

performing the on-site installation and

integration of the software tools for

instrument engineering calibration and

for generating and maintaining the
mission reference operation plan.

Launch campaign
The launch campaign, which started with

the arrival of the satellite in Kourou (French

Guiana) on 15 May, has progressed well in

the new payload-preparation facilities (S5),

which came on stream at exactly the right

moment for Envisat. The first pad of the

campaign has run very smoothly and is

nearing completion, on schedule. The

complete satellite (except for flight

batteries and solar array) has been

integrated and satellite integrity verified,

including a combined functional test of the
total spacecraft and a mini Satellite

Verification Test (SVT4) conducted from

ESOC.

The campaign in Kourou will be
put on hold from mid-July until

mid-August, and will resume with
flight-battery and solar-array

integration prior to satellite

fuelling and mounting onto the
launcher. The holding phase has

been implemented to cope with
the launch delay imposed by

Arianespace. Launches towards
the north, as required by the
Envisat Sun-Synchronous Orbit
(SSO), cannot be pedormed from
June until end-September for
population-safety reasons due to
the prevailing easterly winds. The I
launch is therefore planned for
the first half of October.

Arianespace has confirmed the
satellite's qualification for an

Ariane-S launch, but is still

working to finalise specific
qualification of the launcher for
Envisat's SSO.

Ground segment
The Flight Operations Segment
(FOS) activities have been

focused on the simulation

Mating of the Envisat Payload and
Service Modules at CSG in Kourou,

French Gurana
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campaigns to validate the operational
procedures, and on the va ldat on of the
n-rSS.Of -p annrng sysle-.

As far as the Payload Data Segment (PDS)

s conce'red. an o.lsite acceptatce test of
version V3 has been pedormed, The
Payload Data Hand ing Stations at ESRIN
(PDHS E) and Kiruna (PDHS K) and the
Payload Data Control Centre (PDCC) are

being used to finalise the Ground
Segment Overa Va dation (GSOV), to
conduct operator training. and to
implement corrections for the remaining

anomalies detected n vers on V3 These
inte'leaved activilies a.e .eqlirng specia,
altenLion ano the p'og ess ach evemenls
will be reviewed n a delta Ground-
Segment Readiness Review planned for
eno-JUry

Several Processing and Archiving Centres
(PACs) are ready for integration test ng

with the ESA PDS. These GSOV tests are

to be pedormed durng the summer,

ed

The Calibration and Validation preparation

activties are well under control: all groups
are f na s ng their pre launch actvities
accord,ng to esLablished plans, upoated
simulated products have been reeased,
and a new rehearsal data-circu aLion

campaign, involving use of the Envisat
User Service Facilities, is in progress For
Lhe data dissemination by saLerrite. tesrs
are ongoing with two transmit stations at
Kiruna and ESRIN, and 13 receiving
stations already installed at critical sites
supporting the Commissioning Phase.
A large Workshop, held at ESTEC on

16/18 May, revrewed and confirmed the
va idat on approach for the atmospheric
nstruments. For the near-real-time
products addressing the meteorologtcal

user community. a Workshop is being he d

at ESRIN in Frascati (l) on 5 July. For the
projects selected as part ot the
Announcement of Opporlunity for data
exploitat on laimosL 700 pro,ects setecred
in 1998), the respective Principal
Invest'gators (Pls) are being aop.oacl-eo
to clarify/update their requirements

The children's Envisat launch flag drawing
competition attracted more than 11 000
entries, The 16 pre selected winners (one

The MetOp engineertng-model Payload Module
rn ESIFC s Large Space Srmu/ator (LSS)

per padrcipating country) were invited to
the Le Bourget Airshow on 17 July for the
announcement of the overall winner. The
winner, a 12 year-old German girl, has
been invited to the Envsat aunch, and her
drawing will be disp ayed on the Ariane-S
fairing

As part of the Envisat promotion
campaign, a touring exhib t on has been
organised. stafting w ll ralor museums in

several countres,

MetOp
-l 

he last few norths have been very busy
in the ESTEC test facilities, with the
completion of the mechanical testing of
the structural-model MetOp satellite in
the acoustic, vibration and shock
environments, and the thermal-balance
and thermal vacuum testing of the
engineering-model Payload Module in the
Large Space Simu ator (LSS),
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The testing has generally been very

successful, demonstrating the structural
qualification of the satellite for flight on

both the Soyuz-ST and Ariane-S launch

vehicles, and proving the thermal design

and electrical functioning at the expected
payload temperatures. However, some

critical questrons have emerged, the most

notable concerning the ability of the US

instrument AVHRR to withstand the

vibration levels that it will experience on

MetOp. Here a gap in the understanding
of the instrument became apparent, and il
has proved necessary for the US supplier
(NOAA/NASA)to prepare a dedicated
instrument-level characterisation test. The

results of this test should be available

towards the end of the year, and will

determine whether modifications to the
instrument are required.

Although compatibility with Ariane-5 is

retained, the Soyuz-ST launcher is now

baselined for the MetOp programme, with

full compatibility expected to be achieved

by September.

The test campaign at ESTEC continues
with the impodant radio-frequency
compatibility testing taking place on the

engineering-model Payload Module

during the summer. In the meantime,

oreoarations continue for the Satellite

System Critical Design Review, scheduled
for Seotember.

due to the delay in readiness of the
Eumetsat Ground Segment. This has

resulted in storage of the engineering

model and first flight model (MSG-1) since
mid-January 2001 . Meanwhile, Eumetsat

has announced a further delay to July

2002, which will be the last opportunity to
launch on an Ariane-4 vehicle.

Work in industry is now concentrated on

MSG-2 and MSG-3, while ESA is waiting
for a 'de-storage' request from Eumetsat
in order to oreoare MSG- 1 for launch.

The need to add a shock-test programme

in order to qualify MSG-2, MSG-3 and

follow-on models for an Ariane-S launch is

still under investigation, but is becoming
more likely.

International Space
Station

ISS Overall Assembly Sequence
A successful assembly flight to the ISS

took place during the second quarter of
20Ol , Flight 64 (STS-100) was launched
from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on 19

April. During the mission, an Ultra-High
Frequency Antenna and the Space Station
Remote Manipulator System arm,

Canadarm2, were installed, and several

scientific and system racks were
transferred from the second MPLM

('Rafaello') flight to the lSS. This flight
marked the first visit by a European

Astronaut to the lSS, with Umberto
Guidoni completing a very successful 13

days in space (see article by U. Guidoni

elsewhere in this issue).

NASA has been faced with a stringent
reouest from the new US Administration to
eliminate the projected cost overrun for

the ISS and intensive efforts are ongoing
within NASA, and with the International

Partners, to overcome this situation and to
protect the Station's overall schedule and

configuration.

Columbus laboratory
Functional-module system qualification

testing began on the electrical test model

in May. A significant milestone has been

achieved with the successful completion
of the first ESA/NASA bilateral test,
in which the data-communications
exchanges between Columbus and the
rest of the ISS were tested.

Flight-unit mechanical assembly is well

underway, following installation of the

structure on the integration stand. The

subsystem racks and the stand-offs are

being pre-integrated outside the module,

and internal harness installation is

also unoerway.

Columbus launch barter
Nodes-2 and -3
The Node-2 proof pressure and

leakage tests have both been

successfully completed, and
preparations are underway for the
modal-survey test to be performed

in August.

Crew Refrigerator / Freezer (RFR)

The Preliminary Design Review is
in progress and the Board is

scheduled to meet in late-July.

Cryogenic F reezer (CRYOS)

Two offers for Phase-B/C/D
activities were received early in the
year and, having obtained
clarification on some issues, the
Tender Evaluation Board [EB)

The MSG FM2 Radiometer prior to
integration

Eumetsat has been making
progress with its development of
the EPS Ground Segment, with the
Preliminary Design Review now

being finalised.

Finally, work continues with
industry to restructure the MetOp
Programme to cope with the late

delivery of Eumetsat-provided,
third-party instruments, and to
better align the programme with
the readiness of the Eumetsat
Ground Segment, which allows the
first MetOp launch to take place

only in the second half of 2005.

Meteosat Second
Generation (MSG)

The launch of MSG-1, initially

foreseen for October 2000, had to
be re-planned tor January 2OO2
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repod was completed in June Currently,

Phase-B is foreseen to start no earlier

than September this year.

Cupola
The modal-survey test has been

successfully completed, with very high

fundamental frequencies, demonstrating
good de-coupling from the launch supporl
configuration in the Space Shuttle A
second 1-g mock-up campaign has been
performed, verifying that the internal

ergonomic changes recommended by the
crew after the first campaign have been
properly incorporated. The thermal-
vacuum qualification test on the shutter
mechanism and the associated life-cycle

tests have been completed.

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

Following consolidation of the system

baseline at the Preliminary Design Review
(PDR), detailed design of the vehicle is
now progressing well, concentrating for
the moment on the functional architecture
and avionics-box / system-software
development ESA, NASA and

Rosaviakosmos have signed the overall

InterJace Requirements Document (lRD).

The System Requirements Review (SRR)

for the AW Control Centre has been

successfully completed, Assembly of the
dynamic model / structural-thermal test
arlicle is well advanced, in preparation for
the quali+ication test campaign.

X-38/CRV and Applied Re-entry
Technology (ART)
Tho qccnncl \/1 3lR clron teSt waS

pedormed on 10 July at Dryden Flight

Research Centre in California, following
intensive evaluation of the anomalous
behaviour observed during the first
(November 2OO0) test. Wind-tunnel and

CAD evaluations per'ormed in Europe

were an integral pad of this investigation.

The V2O1 vehicle's integration is

progressing ahead of the first mechanical

test campaigns, which are due to stad
towards the end of the year

Industry has generated a revised CBV
Phase-l proposal that is a good basis for
negotiation, and the first two rounds of
discussions have taken place, enabling

initial tasks to be released.

The Node-2 flight-unit structure

Ground-segment development and
operations preparation
The Request for Quotation (RFQ) for the
Columbus Control Centre has been

released. Due to the number of changes
brought about by the System Require-

ments Review (SRR) decisions. a three-
month schedule slip has been announced.
This starts to become critical especially

with respect to the readiness date for the
first ATV flight.

The RFQ for the AW-CC Operations
Preparation Definition Phase has been

released to CNES, and the RFQ for the
equivalent contract with DLR has been
prepared for release in July.

Utilisation
Preparation
The Forum 2001 Space Station Utilisation

Symposium took place in Berlin on 5 - 7
June, with over 800 padicipants from the
user communities, industry, government

ministries and agencies and the commercial

world. Although the malor emphasis was
on utilisation of the Space Station for
commercial purposes, its exploitation for
fundamental research, education and

outreach was also addressed

The lnternational Forum for the Scientific

Uses of the Space Station (IFSUSS),

which is a loose federation of the scientific

The ATV structural model neanng completion of
integration
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advisory committees from the Space
Station partners, met during the Bedin

Symposium. Following discussions on the
availability of crew-time on the Space
Station, a recommendation to represent-
atives of the US Congress to restore the
seven-crew capability, currently not planned

by NASA for the early years, was drafted.

Hardware development
The cost issues surrounding the European

Drawer Rack (EDR) video management
system were settled with industry.

Rosaviakosmos/Energia accepted the
Global Transmission System (GTS) flight
model for launch to the Soace Station in

August this year.

Studies for the relocation of the external
payloads to the Columbus External

Payload Facility (EPF) were in progress.

The formal staft of the SOLAR/EXPORT
Phase-C/D took place after its approval by

the Agency's Industrial Policy Committee
(lPC), meeting on 11 May. The EUTEF

Prolect has concluded its Phase-B
extension successfully and was preparing

to enter into Phase-C/D.

Astronaut activities
During the STS-100 Shuttle mission from
19 April to 1 May, Umberto Guidoni and

his crewmates outfitted ISS with the
Canadarm2 and successfully delivered the
second ltalian-built MPLM module, known
as 'Raffaello'. Four ESA astronauts are
involved in the first international ISS

Advanced Training class, which started on
2 April in Houston. The ESA part of the
training will be provided at the European

Astronaut Centre (EAC) near Cologne (D)

during the second half of 2OO2.

ESA astronaut Claudie Haigner6 has

started her crew integrated training for the
Andromdde mission at Star City. She will

fly as Board Engineer n"1 and the Russian

cosmonaut K. Kozeiev as Board
Engineer n'2.

On 20/21 June, the Multilateral Crew
Operations Panel (MCOP) met and

finalised a document covering the
selection, assignment, training and

certification of ISS crew members. The

document is now with the Multilateral

Control Board (MCB) for approval.

Early deliveries
Data-Management System for the
Russran Service Module (DMS-R)

The DMS-R is operating successfully in
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orbit, with no problems or anomalies
reported.

Definition of and negotiations with
European industry and the Russians on
long-term engineering support for DMS-R

are in progress. This needs to be concluded
as soon as oossible as the current Inter-
Agency Arrangement for DMS-R officially

expired three months after US-Lab (Destiny)

launch, which took place in January.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)

The ERA flight model has completed its

structural qualification programme; testing

continues on the ERA engineering
qualification model. Further tests on the
Mission Preparation and Training Equipment
(MPTEI showed a marked improvement in

its quality, although there are some issues

that still need to be resolved.

The ERA Phase-lll Safety Review was held
with the NASA Safety Review Board, and
has been successfully completed.

A delay of several years (to 2005/200A),
compared with the official Science Power
Platform (SPP) launch date of October
2002, has been confirmed by the Russian

Partner, as no funding has been made
available for the SPP development
programme,

Laboratory Support Equipment (LSE)

ESA confirmed that the Microgravity
Science Glovebox (MSG) engineering
model would be delivered to NASA in July,

and the flight model in August 2001 , in
line with the need date for the UF-2 flight.

Delivery of the MELFI (-80'C Freezer) flight
model is planned for December.

ISS Exploitation Programme
The industrial tasks for the Early Activities
have been adjusted to cover only the
most urgent procurement and definition

activities needed to safeguard the
exploitation planning schedule, The

Exoloitation Contract TEB on 11 June
agreed that the RFQ for the operations
contract could be released as soon as the
legal entity issue of the main industrial

contractors has been satisfactorily
resolved. The RFQ is ready to be released.

During the ISS Forum 2OO1 in Berlin, the
access rules for all Partners and the prices

of ESA, NASA and Rosaviakosmos for
commercial utilisation of the ISS were
published.

The first commercial contract has been

signed between ESA and Intospace for an

amount of 2 MEuro to be received by ESA
for services to be provided to Intospace.
Further studies in oreoaration for Public-
Private Partnerships (PPPs) between ESA
and private/institutional investors have

been conducted.

Microgravity
EMIR programmes
On 11 April, the contract between ESA
and Rosaviakosmos for ESA's participation

in the Russian M-1 Foton retrievable-

capsule flight was signed. The flight will
take olace in October 2OO2.fhe STS-107
Spacehab flight is now scheduled for May
2002. Training of the crew and mission

time-line verification has continued for the
ARMS respiratory monitoring system at
NASA-JSC (Houston) and at the
Spacehab Payload Processing Facility
(SPPF) at Port Canaveral.

A Maxus-4 long-duration sounding-rocket
flight took place on 29 April. All

experiment modules worked well, sending

back full telemetry of science data.

In the third week of May, an ESA parabolic
aircraft flight took place, with foudeen
experiments being carried out, three of
them student exoeriments.

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFC)

Testing of the Biolab engineering model
was successfully completed in June.
Performance figures have been found to
meet, and in some cases even exceed,
specifications.

The Critical Design Reviews (CDRs) for the
Fluid-Science Laboratory (FSL) and the
Materials-Science Laboratory (MSL) were
successfully completed in April. The FSL

system-engineering-model integration was
completed in May and system testing was
initiated in June. The MSL in US Lab
system-engineering-model integration
should be completed by end-July.

Phase-A/B for the MSL using Electro-
Magnetic Levitation (MSL-EML)

technology was initiated in June, in

co-operation with DLR (D). @esa
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In Brief

New Director of
Strategy and External
Relations Appointed

Jean-Pol Poncelet has been appointed
to the post of ESA Director of Strategy
and External Relations (D/SER) for a
period of four years. He will take up duty
on 1 5 August.

Mr Poncelet, of Belgian nationality, studied
engineering and physics at the University

of Louvain. On graduating, he worked on

a number of science programmes at the
same university, moving on to a research
position with the Luxembourg University

Foundation. He later had an advisory role

with the Ministries of Economic Affairs and

Scientific Policy, and was advisor to the
State Secretary for Environment on

matters of nuclear security.

He began his political career in 1991 as

a Member of the Belgian House of
Representatives and, from 1995 to 1999,

was Vrce-Prime Minister, Minister of
Defence and Minister of Energy. He is
currently a Member of the Belgian House

of Representatives and President of the
Social Christian padiamentary group.

Jean-Pol Poncelet has always been active
in the fields of science, technology and

education and has, during his political

career, been closely involved in space and

technology matters. @esa

Artemis Recovery Well
Under Way

ESA's Artemis satellite successfully
reached a circular parking orbit. at an

altitude of 31 OO0 km, on 24 July. The

necessary manoeuvres were carried out
from the ground control
station in Fucino, ltaly, by the
operations team and system

engineers from the Altel
(Alenia Spazio-Telespazio)
consortium, supported b,
ESA specialists.

The satellite, launched from
Kourou by an Ariane-S on

12 July, had been put into

the wrong orbit due to a
failure in the launcher's

upper stage, The erroneous
injection orbit had a perigee

of 590 km, an apogee oI 17 487 km and

an inclination of 2.94". compared to the
intended values of 858 km, 35 853 km

and 2". respectively. Othen'vise, since its
injection into orbit, the spacecraft's
behaviour has been nominal

ESA rapidly designed a recovery strategy
that will take the satellite to its nominal
geostationary operating altitude of about
36 000 km, whilst at the same time
maximising the mission's remaining

lifetime. This recovery strategy consists of
four steps, the first two of which have now
been successfully completed, In Step 1

(18 to 20 July), the satellite's apogee
boost motor (chemical propulsion) was
fired during five perigee passes (i.e. when
Ademis was closest to Earth) to increase

the orbit's apogee (maximum distance
from Earth) to about 31 000 km without
significantly changing the perigee In

SIep 2 (221o 24 July\, the elliptical orbit
was made circular by three consecutive
apogee motor burns. The satellite is
therefore now in a circular parking orbit at

approximately 31 OOO km altitude, with an

orbit duration of about 20 hours and an

inclination of O.B'. On completion of this

step, the solar arrays and two antenna
reflectors were fully deployed,

Ademis is now operating in quasi-nominal

mode, under the control of the ESA/Alenia

Spazio-Telespazio team, pointing at the
Earth and with its solar panels tracking the
Sun, but not yet in geostationary orbit. In

the current Step 3 with the satellite in
parking orbit, new control modes for orbit-
raising using Ademis' ion engines for
propulsion will have to be patched in (by

software uploads to the satellite) and

commissioned. The ion engines

themselves will then be initialised and

checked out.

In Step 4, which is expected to start in

late-September and last several months,

the satellite will be 'spiralled'from its
parking to nominal geostationary orbit
using its novel electrical ion-propulsion
system. The latter was originally included
on Ademis to demonstrate this novel

technology for maintaining satellites in
their geostationary orbits, but it is now
being used in earnest to help rescue the
mrssron.

The next progress update will be released

with the stad of Step 4 operations, in late

@osaSeptember
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Largest Ever Space
Astronomy Contract
Goes to Alcatel Space

The largest contract ever in the history of
European space astronomy has been

awarded to Alcatel Space Industries
(France) as Prime Contractor, with Astrium

GmbH (Germany) and Alenia Spazio (ltaly)

as main contractors. Worth a total of 369
million Euros, the contract is for the
building of two ESA astronomy satellites,

the Herschel Space Observatory and

Planck. The companies will design,

develop, manufacture, test and launch the
two satellites, and commission them once
in orbit.

The decision to combine the two missions

under one contract was taken due to the
significant cost savings that could be

achieved, and in view of certain technical
similarities between the two satellites. For

instance, their final orbits are such as to
allow both spacecraft to be launched
together on the same rocket. Their launch

is scheduled for early 2OO7 from Kourou.

ESA and Ghina Joining
Forces for 'Double Star'

ESA and China are going to work together
on the 'Double Star' prolect, in which
European instruments will be flown on

Chinese satellites for the first time. The

historic agreement between the European

Space Agency and the Chinese National

Space Administration (CNSA) was signed

in Paris on 9 July by ESA's Director
General Antonio Rodota, and Luan Enjie,

Administrator of CNSA.

Double Star, two satellites developed,
launched and operated by China, and
flying in complementary orbits around the
Eadh, will study the effects of the Sun on

the Earth's environment. They will carry

10 instruments that are identical to those
currently flying on the four Cluster
spacecraft, with another eight instruments
from Chinese institutes. Conducting joint

missions with Cluster and Double Star
should increase the overall scientific
returns from both missions, for example
in terms of the exploration of the
magnetotail.

tJz

Once in operation, however, Herschel

and Planck will work as completely
independent satellites, with different
scientific goals and different orbits. In fact,
this will be the first time that two satellites

aimed at solving different astronomy
problems will be launched together and

subsequently injected into different orbits.

Alcatel Space will mainly take care of the
Planck Payload Module's development
and the assembly and testing of Planck.
Astrium will have the same responsibilities

for the Herschel Payload Module, as well

as the assembly and testing of the
spacecraft, while Alenia Spazio will be
responsible for the Service Modules for
both spacecraft.

The list of European companies taking
pad in this large industdd undeftaking
does not stop there. The subcontractors
involved in this contract will come from
all 15 of the Agency's Member States
including Porlugal, which is participating

for the first time in an ESA scientific
pro1ect. @esa

National Space Administration and ESA,"
said Mr Luan Enjie "The signing of
today's agreement paves the way not only
for reciprocal cooperation between
scienlals, but for the establishment of
comprehensive cooperation between the
two agencies" @esa

ESA will contribute eight million Euros to
the Double Star programme The money
will be used for the refurbishment and pre-

integration of the European instruments,
the acquisition of data for four hours per

day, and the coordination of scientific
operations.

"This agreement marks a significant
advance for international cooperation rn

lha avnlnralian anr'l

naeaafi tl r rca nf nt tlar

space," said Mr Rodotd.
"lt is one of the most
important landmarks in
scientific collaboration
srnce ESA and the
Paanla'c D'anr thlio nf
(lhinn fir<t anraarl fn

avahnnao <rianfifia

information more than

20 years ago "

"The Double Star
programme will be just
the first step in

substantial cooperation
between the Chinese
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ESA 2000 at Max-Planck
Institute (lPP)

The ESA 2OOO Space Science Exhibition

has paid a visit to the Max-Planck Institute
for Plasma Physics (lPP) in Greifswald,
Germany, where it attracted some 1500
visitors lt was opened on 'Sun-Eadh

Day', on 27 April, by Martin Huber (ESA

Science Advisor), Friedrich Wagner
(Director of IPP) and high-level

representatives from the regional
government, the city, and the university
of Greifswald.

IPP is onc of thc larcrcst fusion research
centres in Europe, investigating the
underlying physical principles of nuclear

- and hence also solar - fusion. The

location and timing were therefore perfect
for the opening of an exhibition that
includes the many discoveries made by
ESA's solar observatories like SOHO,
Cluster and Ulysses. The 90 display
panels that make up ESA 2000 now also
include the first results from the XMM-
Newton mission and describe future
missions such as BepiColombo, Solar
Orbiter, GAIA, NGST and LISA.

Following the opening ceremony,
Frank Jansen from the Space Weather
Observatory Greifswald, ESA's consultant
for the exhibition, invited the visitors to a

tour through the exhibition. There were
also lectures open to the public on the
ESA Space Science Programme,

fusion/plasma physics, radio astronomy
and space weather. These activities,
together with the models of ESA's

Ariane-S launcher and Cluster-ll,

The opening of the ESA 2000 Exhibition in
Greifswald

ERS-2, HST, lSO, SOHO, Ulysses and
XMM spacecraft on display, as well as
interactive CD-ROMs and various
publications from ESA and the lPP, the
more than 1500 visitors who attended the
exhibition in Greifswald were treated to an

impressive overview of contemporary
snar:e scienco fr rsinn .o99g;61 3pflvvsvv vv'v'

space-weather phenomena

About 100 visitors celebrated Sun-Eafth
Day by attending the opening of the ESA

2000 Exhibition in Greifswald. @esa

ATV at ESTEC

A new pressurised module for the
International Space Station (lSS) anived at
ESTEC in late July. This cargo carrier, built
by Alenia Spazio in Turin, will be integrated
with the rest of ESA's Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV) and prepared for structural
and thermal tests. Beginning in August
2004, the 20 t Ary will be launched by
Ariane-S to ferry propellants, water, air,

equipment and other supplies to the lSS.

Up to 10 AWs are planned for ISS
nnaratinnc l-,rt 9O12

The unmanned ATV will dock with the
Station automatically. Astronauts will enter
the pressurised compartment to unload

the provisions and then fill it with rubbish

from the lSS. Ary will also be responsible

for an important manoeuvre: using its
main engines to boost the Station's
altitude. This process must be carried out
periodically to combat the gradual decay
in the orbit caused by atmospheric drag.
After up to 6 months attached to the
Station, AW will then be commanded into

a destructive atmospheric reentry. @esa

ln front of the 1/4-scale model of SOHO duilng
the opening of the Exhibition left
Prof. E Wagner (Director of IPP) and Prof.
M C.E. Huber (ESA Science Advisor)

rt
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Space Education for
ESA Children: The
Gannes Space Gamp

Between 14 and 28 July this year, nearly

70 children of ESA staff from all Agency
Establishments gathered in Cannes, in the
South of France, for the annual Space
Summer Camp. The Camp was organised
by the ESA Children's Camp Club (CCC),

under the guidance of the ESA Education

Office and in collaboration with the
French organisations Provence Sciences
Techniques Jeunesse (PSTJ) and

PARSEC.

The Educational Office wants the younger

generation to feel part of the ESA space
family and to develop space awareness,

better understanding and exchanges
between children of different cultures and

nationalities. The Office offered its
sponsorship on condition that there would

be a strongly space-related programme

- no problem for the two French

associations that receive groups of
children and offer them a wide range of
space-related activities on a regular basis

throughout the year.

The children were divided into two age
groups. PSTJ took care of the youngsters
(8 to 13) and introduced them to
astronomy, the building and launching of
micro-rockets and the conception of
experiments for a stratospheric balloon.

The teenagers (13 to 18) were under the
wing of PARSEC, and their main activities

were lectures on space, the building and

launching of water rockets, astronomy, the
building of satellite mock-ups and an

industrial visit to Alcatel Space.

Both groups visited the 'Astrorama' in

Nice and the Nice and Calern

Observatories. One of the highlights was

on the afternoon of 25 July when ESA

Astronaut Ulf Merbold visited

the Camp. The children built

lunar and martian bases with
Ulf's help and listened to
stories about his space
mrsstons.

Cultural programmes were not

forgotten, to balance the
space content. The space
campers visited a perfume

factory, the cities of Nice and

Monaco, the palaeontology

excavation oI Lazaret, a
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museum for rural life, a grotto, the islands

of L6rins. and the medieval city of Eze.

Even after all this, there was still time to go

to the swimming pool or the beach, have

fun and relax in the French sunshine.

During the camp, the children also met

renowned astronomers, palaeontologists

and engineers and, of course, made
lots of new friends from many dtfferent

countries. Although the activities

themselves were in French and partly

English, you could hear many other
European languages being spoken,
including ltalian, German, Dutch, Spanish

and even Russian.

The ESA Education Office hopes to be

able to sponsor this corporate activity with
a programme of an equivalent quality

again, so see you at the next Space
Camp in 2OO2f. @esa

"- ESA and other partners have recently signed an

agreement with PARSEC to collaborate in space
educatonal matters Among the first actions is the
contribution ESA has made to help sett ng up courses
for teachers of difierent European countres so that
their schools can benefit from the same type of
activities that up to now have only been hed at French

scnoots

Summer School Alpbach
2001 - Satellite-
Navigation Systems for
Science and Applications

62 students from various ESA Member
States (including for the first time two
students from Canada) attended the
annual Alpbach Summer School from
17 Io 26 July The Summer School is

organised by the Austrian Space Agency
together with the Austrian Federal Ministry
of Transporl, Innovation and Technology,

ESA and the national space authorities of
its Member States. The project for this
year's summer students was to define

innovative satellite-navigation missions.

As part of the curriculum, about 30
experts taught the students about the
international GPS (Global Positioning

System) service, signal propagation,

reference systems, data processing. signal

architecture and signal structure, space-
based and terrestrial augmentation
systems, precise orbit determination for
gravity-field recovery, geodynamics

applications, kinematic positioning,
location-based services and atmospheric
roprcs

Throughout the two weeks, the summer
students oarticioated in a series of
workshops. Divided up into six working
groups, they discussed three different

workshoo themes:
o Sounding the atmosphere with space-

borne satellite-navigation receivers
. Telematics aoolications
. Futuristic aoolications of satellite

navigation and their economic potential.
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Tho clrrdontc \ /ora avna^+ad tn nnmo rrn

with their own ideas for satellite navigation
missions Their work therefore culminated
in the design of the following space missions:

PANIC (Personal Assistant for
Navigation, Information and
Communication)
This working group's aim was to develop
a navigation/information system for
pedestrians in urban areas. The
functionalities of the system include
position determination, route
planning/guidance, and information
querying. The positioning unit would use
GPS and other integrated sensors
(stepper, compass, Loran-C).
Communication would rely on existing
terrestrial networks or/and a satellite
communication infrastructure. The basic
information (maps, etc ) would be stored
in a Processing and Display Unit (PDU),

whereas dynamic information (events,

news, etc.) would be ,n a central database
accessible via a communications link,

The PDU would consist of a PDA
(Personal Digital Assistant), a Webpad or a
simrlar unit Inout would be possible us ng

a touch screen or speech recognition The
output would be on the screen and/or
using voice In the advanced version of
the system, Augmented Reality (AF) would
be used to provide the information in a
more comfodable way,

The target groups would be tourists,
drivers and all pedestrians. In addition, it

would be possible to subscribe to various
information channels (e,9. news and
weather. sports. restaurants. stock
quotes, etc )

Sonar Underwater Navigation System
(suNS)
SUNS would provide autonomous
underwater position determtnation by
means of small buoys that broadcast their
position and time references as sonar
signals The positions of the buoys would
be accurately derived from GNSS The
potential applications would range from
amateur diving to professional companies
exploring the seabed

The SUNS system would use an array of
buoys on the sea's surface fhese buoys

could be manufactured using existing
components, making them not much
larger than the Inmarsat-E distress
hcacnns Tho r:h:llanne would be to
develop the model for the propagation or

the sonar signals. A prototype could be

built within about a year, and the
deployment costs for the initial system
would be in the order of 20 000 Euros,
making it affordable to amateur divers and
cedainly to professionals

The SUNS solution would extend GNSS
for underwater navigation, making use
of the same reference frames The

operations could be largely autonomous.
with no restriction on the number of users.

continued>>

.TEACH SPACE 2OO1'

- A Marketplace for
Educational ldeas

"There are two subjects wlh which you
can capture the attention of any child.
dinosaurs and space. lf you can combrne
the two - bingo! You will teach them
everything they need "

Who shou d know this better than a

someone who teaches 14 to 15 year

olds? What do teachers do when the
teach about space? And what would they
like from ESA?

ESA is organising a special forum for
teachers of pupils between 6 and 1B

years of age - TEACH SPACE
2001. Lhe tirst International Space
Station Education Conference.
From 26 to 28 October, teachers of
all disciplines and from all across
Furope will be at FSA's European
Sneno Roqoarnh ennl Tar, -,,- ,-Jnnotogy
Centre (ESTEC) in Noordwijk (NL),

to present their ideas on how
cne.a.rn l^ro intonrctad intO the

teaching of almost all subjects at
school The participants will not
only be meeting colleagues from
other countries and ta king to ESAs

astronauts, but will also be
compet ng with their indlvidual
prolects for the title "Most lnspiring
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Traffic Solutions for the Future
This working group decided to focus on

one application that can be realised in the
near future and several applications with
the potential for later implementation.
Undedying assumptions for all selected
applications were the global availability of
a combined UMTS/GNSS/GaIileo network
and the availability of GNSS receivers at

very low cost. The group proposed:
. a solution for finding parking spaces in

inner citres
. a navigation system for pedestrians in

cities
o a navigation and guidance system for

the visually impaired
. a flexible fleet management system for

public transportation
. an intelligent guidance system to avoid

congestion of the available infrastructure
. a drive-on-demand system for individual

USETS.

Mission lonosphere
The mission proposed by this working
group would investigate the use of GNSS

receivers onboard commercial
geostationary satellites for sounding the
ionosphere and plasmasphere. GNSS

receivers are a cheap and efficient method
of determining the positions of
geostationary satellites to an accuracy of
better than lOO m, which is sufficient

to allow the data collected to be used for
ionospheric remote sensing. The project

anticioates that in the near future more

and more GEO satellites will be equipped
with GNSS receivers and that the
data would be available for scientific
investigations. lt is proposed to use the
data to resolve exciting and interesting
phenomena in the outer atmosphere.
The mission would also have imoodant
implications for the observation and

orediction of soace weather.

SAUMEO (Sounding the Atmosphere
Using Medium Eadh Orbiters)
SAUN/EO is intended to imorove the
observational database for weather
forecasting, climate-change monitoring
and disaster management. Using Galileo

satellites as orbital olatforms for GPS

receivers to oerform radio-occultation
measurements of the atmosphere would
seem to be a promising possibility,

Simulations show that the number of
oossible occultation events would be at

least 1200 within 24 hours. The duration
of the occultation measurements would be

long (-15 min), maklng the data suitable

for use in numerical weather-forecast
models. Because of the long-term stability
of the whole experimental setup. the
retrieved data would be ideal for
evaluating external forcing (e.9.

the greenhouse-gas effect) in climate-
change models.

ACRON I M (Advanced Counter-rotating
Radio Occultation Neutral Atmosphere
and lonosphere sounding Mission)
This working group proposed a low-cost
test mission involving two satellites, which
could be operationally extended to include
more satellites. with the objectives of:
. measuring the electron density in the

prasmaspnere
. sounding of the lonosphere
. sounding of the neutral atmosphere,

On the last day of the Summer School,

the six missions were presented to a
Review Panel which, in selecting SUNS as

the winning prolect, congratulated all of
the teams on their achievements during
the two weeks. The Panel was suitably
impressed by the students' accomplish-
ments and suggested publication of a
more extensive report on the results of
Alpbach 2OO1in a fodhcoming issue of the
ESA Bulletin.

Additional information and the individual

working-group presentations can be found
^+.

http : //www. asas pace. at (news section,
Summer School Alpbach 2001) @esa

World Space Gongress
2002 | 34th cosPAR
Scientific Assembly

The Second World Space Congress will

be a joint meeting between the Committee
on Space Research (COSPAR) and the
organisations that meet during the
International Astronautical Congress, i.e.

the lnternational Astronautical Federation
(lAF), the International Academy of
Astronautics (lM), and the International

Institute of Space Law (llSL).

The meeting will take place on 10 - 19

October 2OO2in Houston, Texas, USA.

The local organisation will be in the hands

of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AlM), and under the
auspices of the US National Academy of
Science (NAS).

COSPAR Topics:
Approximately 80 events covering the
fields of COSPAR Scientific Commissions
and Panels:
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- Commission A: The Earih's Surface,

Meteorology and Climate

- Commission B: The Earth-Moon System,

Planets, and Small Bodies of the Solar

System

- Commission C: The Upper Atmospheres
of the Earth and Planets including
Reference Atmospheres

- Commission D: Space Plasmas in the
Solar System, including Planetary
Nrlannotncnhoroc

- Commission E: Research in Astrophysics
from Space

- Commission F: Life Sciences as Related

to Space

- Commission G: Materials Sciences in

Space

- Commission H: Fundamental Physics

in Space

- Panel on Satellite Dynamics (PSD)

- Panel on Scientific Ballooning (PSB)

- Panel on Potentially Environmentally

Detrimental Activities in Space (PEDAS)

- Panel on Standard Radiation Belts
(PSRB)

- Panel on Space Weather (PSW)

- Panel on Planetary Protection (PPP)

- Panel on Space Research in Developing

Countdes (PSRDC)

- The Public Understanding of Space
Science

- Space Science Education and Outreach.

COSPAR Abstract Deadline: 1 May 2002

For further information, please contact:

COSPAR Secretariat

51 bd de Montmorency
75016 Paris

France

Tel. +33 1 45250679
Fax: +33 1 40 50 98 27

cospar@cosparhq.org

or visit the following Web sites:

h tt p : / /www. c o pe r n i c u s. o rg / C O S PA R/
COSPAR.html or www.cosparhq.org

For further information about the IAC

technical events programme, please visit:

http://www.iafastro.com/ @esa
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New Mission Scenario The Solar Eclipse in
for Cassini-Huygens Africa 21 June:

No data will be lost when the Cassini-

Huygens mission reaches Saturn and its
moon Titan. A joint ESA/NASA Huygens

recovery task force, including senior
management from the two space
agencies and members of the Cassini-
Huygens scientific community, have

designed a new mission scenario in order
to solve the Huygens radio-communications
problem and fully recover the scientific
return from the Cassini-Huygens mission.

The modifications have been introduced
to overcome a design flaw in Huygens'
communications system, which means

that the Huygens receiver is unable to
compensate for the frequency shift

between the signal emitted by the Probe

and the one received by the Orbiter, due

to the Doppler shift. This would have
resulted in the loss of much of the unique

data that will be gathered by the Probe

during its descent through Titan's dense

atmosphere.

ln order to ensure that as much data as
possible is returned from the pioneering

Probe, the Huygens Recovery Task Force
proposed a new schedule for Cassini's

early orbits around Saturn. The agreed

scenario involves shortening Cassini's first

two orbits around the ringed planet and

inseding an additional orbit that provides
the new geometry needed for the
Huygens mission to Titan.

With the new scenario, the arrival at

Saturn on 1 July 2OO4 remains

unchanged, but Cassini's first flyby of
Titan will now occur on 26 October,
followed by another on 13 December
The Huygens Probe will be released

towards Titan on 25 December, for an

entry into the moon's atmosphere 22 days
later, on 14 January 2005, seven weeks
later than originally planned.

In order to reduce the Doppler shift in the
signal from Huygens, the Cassini Orbiter
will fly over Titan's cloud tops at a much
higher altitude than originally planned -
65 000 km instead of 1200 km. This
higher orbit has the added advantage
that Cassini will be able to maintain its
four-year baseline tour through the
Saturnian system, by resuming its original

orbital plan in mid-February 2005. @esa

Eyewitness Report

Perhaps it's the sheer experience of an

eclipse that causes all of the excitement.
As the last direct rays quickly contract into

a sliver of light, thousands of surrounding
upturned faces cheer in thrilled

anticipation. Individually though, you

realise that it's really our Moon up there,

whose disc is blacking out the Sun's

sudace in breathtaking cosmic perfection,

creating a stunning, bright flower in space
... and darkness on Earth.

The University oI Zambia, in Lusaka, has

wide-open fields of dry grass and large.

square 1970's style buildings. On 21 June,

total-eclipse day, there was an African

rock group playing in the festival there, a
market, buskers, thousands of local
people, and an acute shortage of eclipse

viewing glasses! The shops in Lusaka had

sold out days before. The Physics

Depadment had issued some students
with the necessary chromium foil to
fashion their own home-made glasses, but
for the most pad the crowd was
desperate, the local papers having warned
of the dangers of looking directly at the
Sun before and after totality. Surely the
visiting scientists and tourists must have

brought some glasses with them?

An international organisation, Cosmos
Education, had organised a Conference at

the University during eclipse week for just

under 600 local
people, focusing on
an2aa a^ran^a

technology and

education. The 20
representatives of
Cosmos had broughl
about 1500 pairs of
eclipse glasses with
them, something they kept secret until

shorlly before the eclipse began. They
closed the doors of the Conference Hall

and urged those inside to remain calm

whilst everyone received a pair of glasses.

During the proceedings, however, cries

and banging were heard from behind the
bulging doors. The remaining glasses

were therefore quietly smuggled out of the
room via a side door, the plan for their
fudher distribution not yet in place!

A little later, hoards of people began to run

at top speed towards a point in the festival
grounds, for no apparent reason lt was

soon confirmed, however, that a group of
Zambian marines attending the festival had

agreed to distribute the remaining glasses.

Soon thereafter, and fodunately with no

reported injuries, the crowd set about
enjoying the eclipse's spectacular show.

Before totality, the partially eclipsed Sun

shone through the trees and between the
throngs of people, covering the ground

with an astounding display of miniature

Sun-crescent shadows. Then as the Moon
and Sun neared totality birds took flight
from the trees and swooped about the
clear but dimming sky. Just as the Sun

was covered, tiny red loops, prominences

of hot solar gas, were visible around the
edge of the Sun's disc. The Sun's corona
streaked blue and yellow into a dark sky,

Jupiter bright and glimmering beneath it, a
spectacle not easily recorded on film.

Some traditional African legends had been

related earlier during eclipse day, re-

enacted in stories, poems and drama.

They told of fear of the total eclipse, seen

as an omen of a journey, an order of the
King, or a cause for animals to leave the
bush and kill in fear.

Science has since explained the true
workings of the eclipse. Nevertheless,

those still present after the eclipse that
day, huddled in animated groups on the
dry grass - now littered with discarded
eclipse glasses - repoded more than just

a scientific phenomenon, they described
a true personal 'experience'.

Julia Birch
ESA Education Office
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Publications
The documents listed here have been issued

since the last publications announcement in

the ESA Bulletin. Requests for copies should
be made in accordance with the Table and

Order Form inside the back cover

@esa-=...
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EUROCOMP NO.4 (SUMMER 2001)
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EDS. H. SAWAYA-LACOSTE & B. BATTRICK

RAPPORT ANNUEL ESA // 1 17 PAGES

GRATUIT

ESA Brochures

ESOC: DAS EUROPAISCHE SATELLITEN-
KONTROLLZENTRUM (JULI 2OO1 )

LANDEAU CONSTANTIN J.
(EDS B WARMBEIN&B SCHURIMANN)

ESA BR-11O UPDATED // 32 PAGES

PRICE: 10 EUBO / 25 DFL

MARS EXPRESS: EUROPE GOES TO MARS
(JULY 2001)
SCIENCE PROGRAMME COMMUNICATION
SERVICE
(ED B. BATTRICK)

ESA BR-174 // 27 PAGES

PRICE: 7 EURO / 15 DFL
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publications

ESA Special Publications

ENVISAT - GOMOS, AN INSTRUMENT FOR

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC OZONE
MONTTORTNG (MAY 2001)
READINGS C & WEHR T (ED. R.A HABFIS)

ESA SP-1244 // 109 PAGES

PRICE: 30 EURO / 70 DFL

REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF ESA

SPACE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
1 999 - 2000 (MAY 2001 )

TAYLOR B,G, & WENZEL K -P (ED A. WILSON)

ESA SP-1247 // 168 PAGES

PRICE: 30 EURO / 70 DFL

THE ENVTSAT MTSSTON (JUNE 2001)

ENVISAT PROJECT TEAM
(ED, H. SAWAYA-LACOSTE)

ESA SP-7255 // CD-ROM
PRICE: 10 EURO / 25 DFL

ENVISAT FOR METEOROLOGY (JULY 2OO1)

ENVISAT PBOJECT TEAM

(ED. H. SAWAYA-LACOSTE)

ESA SP-1256 // CD-ROM
PRICE: 10 EURO / 25 DFL

THE PROMISE OF THE HERSCHEL SPACE

OBSERVATORY - PROCEEDINGS OF
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM,
12-15 DECEMBER 2OOO, TOLEDO, SPAIN
(JULY 2001)
EDS. G PILBRATT, J. CERNICHARO,

A, HERAS, T, PRUSTI & B.A. HARRIS

ESA SP-460 // 568 PAGES

PRICE: 50 EURO / 1 10 DFt

SPACE PI-ASMAS: MULTIPOINT
MEASUREMENTS VERSUS THEORY -
PROCEEDINGS OF LES WOOLLISCROFT
MEMORIAL CONFERENCE, 24-26 APRIL

2001, SHEFF|ELD, UK (JULY 2oo1)
ED B WARN/BEIN

ESA SP-492 // 176 PAGES

PRICE: 30 EURO / 70 DFL

esa sP-1247
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PHYSICS ON STAGE - PROCEEDINGS OF
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FESTIVAL,

6-10 NOVEMBER 2OOO, CERN, GENEVA,

SWTTZERLAND (JULY 2001 )

EDS. H. WILSON & B WARMBEIN

ESA SP-497 // 48 PAGES

NO CHARGE

THE DIGITAL AIRBORNE SPECTROMETER
EXPERTMENT (DATSEX) - WORKSHOP
PROCEEDTNGS (JULY 2001 )

wooDrNG M. (ED, R.A, HARRTS)

ESA SP-499 // 2BB PAGES

PRICE: 40 EURO / 90 DFL

ESA Scientific & Technical
Reports

A NEW CODED DIGITAL MODULATION

SCHEME FOR NONLINEAR SATELLITE
CHANNELS. WITH HIGH POWER- AND

SPECTRAL-EFFTCTENCY (JULY 2001 )
DE GAUDENZI R., GUILLEN I FABREGAS A,,

MARTINEZ VICENTE A & PONTICELLI B
(ED. R A HARRIS)

ESA STR-242 // 68 PAGES

PRICE: 20 EURO / 50 DFL

ESA Procedures, Standards
& Specifications

SPACE ENGINEERING - GROUND
SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS - PART 2:

DOCUMENT REQUIREMENTS DEFINITIONS
(DRDs) (APRIL 2001)

ECSS SECREIARIAT
FCSS-F-ZO PART 24 // 82 PAGES

PRICE: 20 EURO / 50 DFL @esa

Mrtuffi

Gontractor Reports
ESA CR(P) documents are available
on microfiche from either of the
following addresses;

British Library - Doc. Supply Centre
Customer Service
Boston Spa
Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS23 7BQ
England

Universitaetsbibliothek und TIB
Welfengarten 1B
D-30167 Hannover
Phone: (+49) 51 1 /762-2268
Fax: (+49) 51 1/715936

Spoce engineering
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Pod 2: De@ent @hdenh
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Credit Card Payments for ESA Publications
It is possible to purchase the Agency's publications from the ESA Publications
Division 'Bookshop' using your corporate or your personal credit card
(Eurocard/Mastercard, Visa or American Express).

You can telephone or telefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your
card's number, security code (where applicable), and its expiry date.

The Bookshop (attn. Mr Frits de Zwaan)
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Keplerlaan 1

22OO AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Telephone: (31) 71 5653405
Telefax: (31) 71 5655433

Other methods of payment are also accepted. Please call or fax for details.

A list of the latest publications can be accessed via the ESA Publications Division's
Home Page at the following InternetAlVWW address:

httn'//esanr rb esrin.esa. itlI r!!Pr, / vvsvvvrv\
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TERCH SPRCE 2OOI
lntarncr[ionol Spo co Stcrtion €duccrtion Conforoaco

26 - 28 Octobar 2001
The European Space Agency (ESA) is inviting
teachers of children aged 6 to 18 across all
subject areas to the first International Space
Station (lSS) education conference at
ESA/ESTEC in the Netherlands.

Objective: to develop educational material
using space as a tool for teaching.

Conference Highlights:

' Exchanging ideas for using space as a tool
for interdisciplinary teaching.o Opportunity to see projects by teachers,
for teachers.o Network with teachers from all over Europe.

' Meet and greet European astronauts.o Visit ESfuESTEC's space facilities and
visitors centre.

Open call:

Do you run a space-related teaching project ?

Are you developing an idea for one ?
Then send your proposal to us before
21 September 2001.

' Proposals could range from hands-on experiments to shows,
films, CD ROMs or websites.

' Proposals sent by teachers will be entered in a competition
' for the most inspiring project.

'Spoce' is not onlg obout science,
it is o vision,

o subject r.uithout boundories

Registration before Friday 21 September 2OO1

For more information, support possibilities and registration
visit our website at http://www.estec.esa.nI/TEACHSPACE 2001

or send an e-mail to barber.uijl@esa.int



publications

Available lrom ESA Publications Division

Publication Number of Scope/Contents
rssues per year

Source

Periodicals

ESA Bulletin

Earth Observation Quaderly

Beaching for the Skies

On Station

Preparing for the Future

ECSL News

trQA'c hnr rco 6^^^,i^a

Remote sensing newsletter

Space Transponation System newsletter

Space Station and Microgravity newsletter

Technology Programme newsletter

News from the European Centre for

Space Law (under ESA auspices)

Free of charge ESA Publications Division

Monographs

Conference Proceedings

enonirl Pr rhlina+innc

Brochures

Scientific & Technical Reports

Scientific & Technical lvlemoranda

Procedures, Standards &

Specifications

Training Manuals

Code

(SP-xxx)

(SP xxxx)

(BR xxx)

(STR-xxx)

(STM-xxx)

(PSS-xxx)

[lt/ xxx)

Collections of papers presented at

ESA conferences

Detailed monographs on

ESA programmes/projects

Concise summaries on

ESA programmes/projects

Reflecting ESA's position on a given subject

Latest but not finalised thinking on a

given subject

Definitive requirements in supporl of

ESA contracts

Series for education of users or potential

users of ESA programmes, services or

facilities

Prices vary ESA Publications Division

Public-relations material General ESA literature, posters

photographs, films, etc

ESA Communication Dept

8 1O rue Mario Nikis

75738 Paris 15. France

All periodicals are also available via the Internet at:

http ://esapu b. esri n. esa. iV

Public-relations material and other ESA information is available at:

http://www.esa.int
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Order Form Jor ESA Publications
No publications sent before receipt of payment in Dutch guilders (Dfl) or Euros (€).

No. of
cop es

ESA

reference no. I LU

Prino nar

copy Dfl./€
Total

u|,/-

Total amount

Mailing Address

Name

(please print carefully)

Function Organisation

Post Code Country

Payment (p/ease tick as appropride)

C Cheque enclosed (made payable to ESA Publications Division)

Return Order Form with cheque to; ESTEC - Finance Division (ADM-FT)

PO.Box 299 - 22OO AG Noordwiik - The Netherlands

O ltems ordered are Charge to: O Eurocard/Mastercard* O Visa O AmEx
free of charge

Card Holder's Name

Return Order Form to: The Bookshop (attn. Mr Frits de Zwaan) - ESA Publications Division - ESTEC
P.O.Box 299 - 22OO AG Noordwijk - The Netherlands; Fax: +31 (0)71 565 5433

Telephone orders (and further information): +31 (O)71 565 3405

Information via e-mail: Frits.de.Zwaan@esa.int
Internet - list of the latest publications: http://esapub.esrin.esa.iV
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